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Abstract 

Recent discoveries of rare-earth and alkaline-earth halides with scintillation 

activators and co-dopants showing excellent properties for spectroscopic gamma 

radiation detection attract a surge in research activity on their scintillation mechanisms.  

There is still much to learn about excited states in these materials.  Understanding 

behaviors of the free carriers and excitons in the first picoseconds are crucial for 

determining the speed and nonlinearity of response.  Questions remain on whether and 

when the free electrons are trapped on holes, dopants or defects.  The nature of 

interaction and recombination between the photon-excited species are also important.  In 

this thesis, the crucial early evolution of excited populations is studied with picosecond 

spectroscopy of optical absorption induced by interband excitation. 

We identified the self-trapped exciton (STE) absorption bands in LaBr3:Ce and 

CeBr3 samples along with a comparative study on the effects of Ce concentration on the 

STE absorption decay rate (Chapter 3 and Chapter 4).  The dominant scintillation 

mechanism of both LaBr3:Ce and CeBr3 is attributed to dipole-dipole energy transfer 

from the STE to Ce3+ dopant ions on the basis of the transient absorption bands.  We 

identified the charge-transfer excitation of excited Ce3+* ions for the first time. The 

population rise time of the Ce3+* excited states in CeBr3 (~540 fs) is observed to be faster 

than in LaBr3:Ce, and reasons are described.  We conclude that our picosecond 

absorption spectroscopy provides a unique method to assist in the improvement of timing 

resolution by isolating the rise time of population in the emitting state from the rise time 

of detected scintillation light, aiming for ultrafast time-of-flight detection. 
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The 5th chapter is a discussion on the effects of interband excitation on undoped 

BaBrCl and on BaBrCl doped with Eu and/or Au, as measured by picosecond transient 

absorption spectroscopy.  Aside from the identification of STE absorption bands in 

BaBrCl samples, we concluded that subsequent dipole-dipole energy transfer from STE 

to Eu is the dominant energy transfer mechanism.  Au co-dopant in BaBrCl:Eu has been 

found to improve the scintillation light yield, and these transient absorption studies 

support that the mechanism involves suppression of the concentration of pre-existing 

halide vacancies. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

1.1 Scintillators for spectroscopic radiation detectors and time resolution 

A Geiger counter based on gas ionization is a hand-held instrument widely used 

for detecting presence and flux of ionizing radiation since 1928.  However, Geiger 

counters provide no information on energy of the radiation, i.e. spectroscopy.  Besides 

that, the large “dead time” after each ionization discharge prevents Geiger counters from 

measuring high radiation rates.   

There are two types of solid-state detectors of ionizing radiation that are capable 

of resolving particle energy, including semiconductor diodes and scintillation detectors.  

The mechanism of semiconductor diodes is based on the electrical transport of separated 

electrons and holes pairs after radiation absorption.  They can be compact, draw little 

power, and offer the best energy resolution.  However, high voltage is needed to increase 

the drift velocity of electrons and holes in order to improve charge collection.  The high 

voltage application can lead to unwanted noise and surface problems.  Another challenge 

is the requirement of very high purity materials to ensure the high charge collection 

efficiency. 

A scintillation detector generally consists of a scintillator and a photodetector 

(usually a photomultiplier tube (PMT)).  A scintillator is a material that emits a light flash 

(usually visible or ultraviolet) when absorbing the energy of ionizing radiation.  

Scintillators are widely used for the detection, imaging, and energy resolution of various 

kinds of high-energy radiation.  Scintillators that are large enough to absorb the incident 

radiation and yet transparent to the light emitted are desired.  Wide-band gap materials 
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(generally insulators) activated with light-emitting dopants are good choices.  Recent 

developments in searching for scintillators with the possibility for very high light yield 

and high speed have also triggered study on the material class of semiconductors as 

scintillator.  However, a significant challenge for semiconductors is self-absorption 

effects of its near-absorption-edge emission due to small Stokes shift. 

Detection of gamma rays by scintillation detectors offers many advantages over 

semiconductor detectors.  These scintillation materials can be grown in large size with 

relatively low cost and usually offer excellent performance including fast timing.  

Application of scintillators in Time-of-Flight Positron Emission Tomography (TOF-PET) 

as well as high energy physics (HEP) often requires radiation detectors with a 

significantly good coincidence timing resolution (CTR) (<<1 ns for TOF-PET), which is 

determined by the photon production, the photon transportation in the crystal and transfer 

from scintillator to photodetector.  More details about time resolution will be discussed 

later in this chapter.  However, it is noted that the ultimate energy resolution of 

scintillation detectors is lower than that of semiconductor detectors.  Up to now, 

LaBr3:Ce,Sr holds the record of highest energy resolution among scintillators, 2.0% at 

662 keV [1], which is still inferior to 0.46% at 122 keV of a germanium semiconductor 

detector.  In order to further improve the performance of the scintillator detectors, more 

comprehensive studies are often required to understand the physical mechanism. 

1.1.1 Introduction to inorganic scintillators  

In the past decades, the most widely used inorganic crystalline scintillator is 

NaI:Tl since it was discovered by Hofstadter in 1948 [2].  The alkali halides, principally, 

NaI:Tl along with CsI:Tl [3] and CsI:Na [4] discovered in the mid-1960s, became the 
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most common choice of scintillators because of characteristics such as high light output, 

high stopping power and good energy resolution when comparing to other scintillator 

materials at that time.  In NaI:Tl, the scintillation mechanism suggested that the known 

“activator”, Tl+ ion dopant substitutions for Na+, ultimately helps the electron-hole pairs 

generated by ionizing radiation to combine more efficiently in a radiative recombination 

process at room temperature [5].  NaI and CsI without the Tl+ dopant exhibit very bright 

radiative electron-hole recombination at low temperature but the self-trapped excitons 

responsible for this emission quenched non-radiatively to the ground state at room 

temperature.  Alkali halide crystals are generally found to be hygroscopic and fragile, but 

on the other hand they are relatively easy to grow from the melt.  The relatively long 

decay of NaI:Tl luminescence (~250ns) also precludes them from being applied in the 

fast timing measurements.  The choice of scintillators in different applications has been 

limited for a long time until the good understanding of fundamental mechanisms of 

scintillation properties.  Generally, it is hard to find a scintillator combining all the 

excellent properties. 

Researchers have always developed new materials to meet the requirements for a 

wide range of applications.  For example, the requirements of modern experiments in 

High Energy Physics have led to the development of oxide scintillators.  At the beginning 

of the 1990s, PbWO4 [6], [7] for high energy physics applications was discovered.  Fast 

response (25ns) and radiation hardness were the features favoring PbWO4 for the high 

dose and data rates of experiments on the Large Hadron Collider (LHC), while the light 

output is relatively low.  High density and fast response favored Bi4Ge3O12 (BGO) and 

Lu2SiO5:Ce3+ (LSO) for medical applications as well as some high-energy applications.  
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BGO [8], [9] crystals with very high density and mechanical robustness have been 

developed in the field of the positron emission tomography (PET).  But the performance 

of BGO crystals are still limited by the relative low light yield and long decay time 

(300ns).  During the past decades, LSO crystals [10], [11] with a comparable light yield 

of NaI:Tl, high density of BGO and also ideal short decay time, have been introduced to 

replace the BGO crystal in modern PET scanners.   

Halide scintillators including bromides and chlorides are more attractive with high 

scintillation light output, fast decay time, and good energy resolution, such as LaCl3:Ce 

[12], LaBr3:Ce [13] and CeBr3 [14], which are among the brightest scintillators 

discovered so far.  The excellent scintillation properties [15] and the scintillation 

mechanism [12] of LaCl3:Ce were discussed by Van Loef et al in the early 20 century.  

After that, the same group reported LaBr3:Ce with even better scintillation properties, 

including a large output, excellent energy resolution and a fast response and good timing 

properties comparing to LaCl3:Ce and NaI:Tl [13].  Since then, a number of experiments 

have been done to study the relationship between the scintillation efficiency and the Ce 

concentration.  Bizarri and Dorenbos proposed a model [16] of the scintillation process of 

energy transport and charge carrier transfer processes in LaBr3:Ce and then studied the 1 

𝑛𝑠 to 1 𝑢𝑠 scale time scale in detail. 

Although CeBr3 was first synthesized in 1899 [17], only recently has it been 

recognized as one of the fastest gamma-ray scintillators [14].  CeBr3 has triply ionized 

cations, Ce3+, that are electrostatically like La3+ in LaBr3, but each Ce3+ ion carries one 

additional electron in its lowest 4f orbital.  Thus, somewhat above the bromine 4p-

derived “valence band” similar to the valence band of LaBr3, CeBr3 has another occupied 
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sub-band of Ce 4f electrons.  Electron excitation from either the Ce- or Br-based 

occupied bands in CeBr3 can reach the conduction band (cb) edge comprised of Ce 5d, 

6s, 4f, and Br 4d states.  At both the Ce4f → cb and Br4p → cb interband gaps in CeBr3 

one can expect excitons having quite different character.  One is a Frenkel exciton of the 

Ce3+*(4f-5d) excited state with very low dispersion and therefore propensity for easy self-

trapping by small lattice relaxation around a single site as a Ce3+* excited ion, which is 

the luminescent ion state responsible for scintillation in CeBr3 as well as in LaBr3:Ce.  

There should also be an exciton associated a hole in the Br- derived valence band. 

The radiative de-excitation of Ce3+* excited ions is the basis of scintillation in the 

“self-activated” radiation detector CeBr3, similar to the radiative de-excitation of Ce3+* 

dopant ions in LaBr3:Ce that produces dopant-activated scintillation.  Both materials are 

useful radiation detectors that have achieved status of paradigms among scintillators.  

Extension of the picosecond absorption measurements to CeBr3 in this study addresses 

what happens to energy storage and transport when the Ce recombination luminescence 

activator becomes identical with the cation constituent of the crystal.  When does one 

find STEs associated with a hole in the topmost filled halide band, and when are STEs 

associated with a hole in the filled Ce(4f) sub-band?  At what rate do they communicate? 

One of the goals of this work is to study energy storage and transfer using picosecond 

optical absorption.   

 Scintillator crystals with large size and low cost are desired for commercial use, 

which now includes security scanning.  The widely used economical crystals such as 

NaI:Tl and CsI:Tl have only moderate speed and energy resolution, whereas LaBr3:Ce 

which excels in both criteria is still too costly for large volume crystal growth.  Mixed Ba 
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halides activated with Eu were found to show better scintillation performance than 

BaI2:Eu which chemically resembles the extremely bright scintillator SrI2:Eu.  In the 

barium mixed halide BaXY family, BaBrI:Eu has best scintillation performance but it is 

still hygroscopic and hard to grow in large volume.  As one of the barium mixed halide 

family, BaBrCl:Eu is less hygroscopic than BaBrI:Eu and is another subject of our 

picosecond absorption spectroscopy study.  The scintillation properties of NaI:Tl, 

LaBr3:0.5%Ce, CeBr3, and BaBrCl:5%Eu are given in the Table 1-1.  In BaBrCl:5%Eu, it 

shows fast decay with 285 ns and 546 ns with decay fractions 14% and 56% of the total 

emission respectively [18].  

Table 1-1 | Scintillation properties of NaI:Tl, LaBr3:5% Ce, CeBr3, BaBrCl:5%Eu 

Host Dopant Emission 
(nm) Density 

Light 
Yield 
(10μs, 

ph/MeV) 

Decay 
(ns) 

Energy 
resolution 
@ 662keV 

NaI Tl 415 3.67 40000 230 5.6 

LaBr3 Ce 368 5.1 64000 16 3 

CeBr3 - 380 5.1 60000 19 3.8 

BaBrCl Eu 413 4.5 55000 285 (14%); 
546 (56%) 3.55 

 

  Nowadays, co-dopants have been shown to improve the scintillation properties in 

some scintillators.  For example, the effects of aliovalent co-dopants (Ba2+,Sr2+,Ca2+ ions) 

on the scintillation properties of LaBr3:Ce have been studied [1].  It has been found that 

the energy resolution of Sr2+ codoped LaBr3:Ce is improved to a record of 2.0% at 

662keV comparing to 2.8% at 662keV without Sr2+.  Furthermore, a significant 

improvement in the scintillation properties by codoping BaBrCl:Eu with Au was reported 

by Shalapska [19].  Higher light output and the suppression of slow components in 

scintillation decay have been measured in BaBrCl:Eu,Au.  The origin of these 
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improvements is not clearly understood yet, which motivates us to study the influence of 

codopants on the scintillation mechanism by applying the transient absorption technique. 

1.1.2 Scintillator properties 

 A scintillation counter was first demonstrated after the discovery of NaI:Tl in the 

1940s, by using photomultiplier tubes (PMT) to detect the scintillation flashes.  High 

light output and short scintillation pulses are required for fast counting applications.   

The energy spectra of the incident gamma ray sources can be determined by a 

gamma-ray spectroscopy system.  When a gamma ray interacts with the scintillation 

crystal, visible/ultraviolet photons are created along the ionization track, and then 

converted to electronic signal via the photoelectric effect through the PMT against the 

crystal.  A voltage pulse proportional to the collected charge is recorded and proportional 

to the scintillation photon number which is determined by the incident photon energy of 

gamma ray.  Ideally, a single narrow line (photopeak) in the pulse height spectrum for a 

source emitting single energy gamma ray is collected.  In reality, due to the statistical 

variations in light production and collection, (such as Compton scattering), one find a 

distribution in the pulse height spectrum.  A pulse height spectrum of a gamma ray source 

with a prominent peak at the absorbed energy can be detected by a gamma-ray 

spectrometer.  When the width of the photopeak is smaller, more details of the incident 

gamma ray energy spectra can be resolved by the measurement.  As an important 

characteristic of gamma spectroscopic detectors, the energy resolution 𝑅 is defined as the 

ratio between the full width of the photopeak at the half maximum intensity ∆𝐸 and the 

pulse height of the most probable energy 𝐸.  The reciprocal of R is proportional to the 

ability of the gamma spectrometer to discriminate the gamma quanta with different 
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energies.  Scintillators with good resolution are required to separate two close gamma 

lines.  There are many factors leading to the broadening of energy resolution including 

photon statistics, nonproportional light yield, inhomogeneities of the crystal, nonperfect 

reflection in the encapsulation, index of refraction mismatch.   

Fast timing is another important parameter in the scintillator-based detectors.  The 

time resolution of a practical scintillator detector has been associated with the photo-

statistical processes from the primary photoelectrons produced in the photodetector.  In 

other words, the time resolution depends on the intrinsic light yield, scintillation rise time 

and decay time, and the light path from the ionization point to the photon detector.  The 

timing resolution ∆𝑡 is found to be proportional to the square root of the scintillation 

decay time 𝜏 divided by the light yield 𝑛, i.e. ∆𝑡 ∝ √
𝜏𝑑

𝑛
 [19,20]. 

However, this calculation is only accurate for slow scintillators with several 

nanosecond coincidence time resolution.  Due to the complicated luminescence process 

before scintillation such as the energy transfer from the host to the activator including 

charge carrier diffusion [20], the rise time constant is usually non-zero and affects the 

timing properties of scintillators.  As discussed in [21]–[23], another critical part for 

timing is the rise time of the signal, which also contributes to the shape of the distribution 

of the photoelectrons at the photodetector in the early stage of the signal.  With the 

development of fast scintillators demonstrating <1 ns coincidence time resolution, studies 

in [20], [24]–[26] suggested that scintillation rise time needs to be included in the 

calculation of timing resolution.   
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The excellent timing resolution provided by the scintillators is required to 

increase the signal-to-noise ratio of conventional positron emission tomography (PET) 

[27]–[31].  If only scintillation statistics is considered, the normalized scintillation photon 

emission rate can be represented by the convolution of two decaying exponentials [32]: 

𝑓(𝑡) =  ∫ 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (−
𝑡′

𝜏𝑟
) 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (−

𝑡−𝑡′

𝜏𝑑
)

+∞

−∞
𝑑𝑡′ =

𝑒𝑥𝑝(−
𝑡

𝜏𝑑
)−𝑒𝑥𝑝(−

𝑡

𝜏𝑟
)

𝜏𝑑−𝜏𝑟
.  (1) 

𝜏𝑟 is the scintillation rising time.  Then the expected number of emitted photons between 

zero time and time 𝑡 can be calculated as [32]: 

𝐹(𝑡) = ∫ 𝑛 ∙ 𝑓(𝑡′)𝑑𝑡′ = 𝑛 ∙ [1 −
𝜏𝑑𝑒𝑥𝑝(−

𝑡

𝜏𝑑
)−𝜏𝑟𝑒𝑥𝑝(−

𝑡

𝜏𝑟
)

𝜏𝑑−𝜏𝑟
]

𝑡

0
  ≅

𝑛𝑡2

2𝜏𝑟𝜏𝑑
.  (2) 

𝑛 is the number of emitted photons.  𝐹(𝑡) is simplified through the second order series 

expansion. The probability that N scintillation photon emitted between 0 and 𝑡 is 

assumed to be the Poisson distribution [33]:  

𝑃𝑁(𝑡) = [𝐹(𝑡)]𝑁𝑒−𝐹(𝑡)/𝑁!.    (3) 

The probability that the qth photon emitted between 𝑡 and 𝑡 + 𝑑𝑡 is given by [32], [33]: 

𝑊𝑞(𝑡)𝑑𝑡 = 𝑃𝑞−1(𝑡) [
𝑑𝐹(𝑡)

𝑑𝑡
] 𝑑𝑡 ≅

2(
𝑛

2𝜏𝑑𝜏𝑟
)

𝑞

𝑡2𝑞−1𝑒
−(

𝑛
2𝜏𝑑𝜏𝑟

𝑡2)

(𝑞−1)!
𝑑𝑡.  (4) 

Then the variance of the qth photon emitted time is [33]: 
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𝑣𝑎𝑟 =
1

𝐼𝑞(𝑅)
∫ 𝑡2𝑊𝑞(𝑡)𝑑𝑡

∞

0
− [

1

𝐼𝑞(𝑅)
∫ 𝑡𝑊𝑞(𝑡)𝑑𝑡

∞

0
]

2

.   (5) 

The variance of the qth photons is calculated for the first three photons and converted to 

the standard deviation FWHM, which is the corresponding coincidence time resolution 

(CTR) in ref. [32].  The coincidence time resolution (CTR) is found proportional to the 

rise time when one only considers the scintillations statistics: 

∆𝑡 ∝ √
𝜏𝑟𝜏𝑑

𝑛
.     (6) 

The equation shows that scintillators with a high light yield, and short decay time 

and rise time are expected providing excellent timing [34].  However, besides the 

intrinsic, mostly statistical scintillation properties shown in the proportionality above, 

many other factors will also affect the CTR in a real detector system.  An example of γ-

ray scintillation collection is shown in Figure 1-1 (a).  When a gamma photon creates an 

ionization event inside the scintillator, the scintillation photons are emitted from random 

locations along the photoelectron paths and even more widely spread if there are multiple 

Compton scattering events.  The scintillation photons travel a variety of paths to get to 

the photodetector.  Furthermore, the pulse shape also depends on the response time of the 

photon detector and usually spreads out in time due to the detector transit time spread.  

These additional time spread effects of collection and detection of the scintillator light, 

must be taken into account to determine the CTR. 
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Figure 1-1 | Representation of the different photon propagations: (a) γ-ray scintillation 

collection with path spread (b) pump-probe light collection without path spread and 

detector limited. 

 

By using the picosecond pump/probe absorption spectroscopy shown in Figure 1-

1 (b), the population of excited states created by a pump pulse are measured immediately 

by a delayed probe pulse without time spread resulting from different photon paths.  

Additionally, since our pump/probe experiment is based on measurement of the induced 

changes in transmission of the probe beam, there is no requirement on the time resolution 

of photodetector.  Given recent interest in ultrafast timing for several scintillation 

detector applications, the ability to measure picosecond rise times of population in the 

emitting state as demonstrated in this thesis should enable exploration of what further 

broadens the rise of scintillation light at the detector affecting picosecond coincidence 

timing. 
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1.2 Self-localized electronic excited states 

The electron hole pairs resulting from band-gap excitation are known to localize in 

some materials after a short time [35].  It is found especially often in metal halides.  The 

ionic metal halides consist of closed-shell rare-gas-like ions with the valence band 

formed by the valence p states of the halide ions.  After the valence excitation upsets the 

closed shell condition, an appropriate thermal lattice fluctuation of the unstable excited 

lattice leads to the formation of  a self-trapped state involving a covalent bond between 

neighboring halides [36].  The self-trapping phenomenon described above is applicable to 

self-trapped holes and self-trapped excitons as well, which is usually found in the metal 

halides (e.g. alkali halides [37]–[39], alkaline-earth halides [40]), but also in solid rare-

gas crystals [41]–[43] tungstates such as CdWO4, PbWO4, and some other materials 

including SiO2 [44], [45], As2Se3 [46]. 

Both STEs and vacancy-interstitial pairs (F/H centers) are the possible outcomes 

from the lattice displacement in the excited state of metal halides in particular [47].  The 

free excitons formed immediately after creation can only reach the self-trapped states 

when the exciton-lattice interaction is larger than a critical value.  In this section, some 

backgrounds of self-trapping and defect formation will be given. 

1.2.1 Self-trapped holes (Vk centers) 

Self-trapped holes, as an example of one of the best-known stable self-trapped 

carriers are found in alkali halides.  After accepting the electrons from the alkali atoms, 

the valence 𝑝 states of the halide ions form the valence band of these materials with the 

minimal covalent bonding in the ground state.  The excitation of an electron from the 

valence band to the conduction band leaves a delocalized hole at the top of the valance 
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band.  An energy expense of half the valence band width is needed to localize the hole to 

a halide ion [48].  When the lattice stability is disturbed by the presence of the valence 

hole, the crystal tries to reach a lattice configuration with lower energy.  The halide ion 

with incomplete p shell forms a covalent bond with its neighbor within the crystal 

immediately upon photoionization resulting in an 𝑋2
− molecular ion (𝑋 denotes a halogen 

atom).  The localized hole will be self-trapped when the energy gain upon the covalent 

bond formation is larger than the threshold expense of localizing the hole. For the 

materials with electron traps, the self-trapped holes are stable and also called 𝑉𝑘 centers 

[37], [38] in alkali halide.  Their properties have been further studied and reviewed in ref. 

[39], [49]–[51]. 

The lattice configuration of self-trapped holes in an alkali halide is shown in 

Figure 1-2 (a), which is based on the NaCl structure.  A 𝜎 bond is formed from the 𝑝 

orbital of two halogen atoms connecting lobe to lobe.  In order to understand the 

spectroscopic features of self-trapped holes, the appropriate energy levels of a 𝑋2
− 

molecule orbital are given in Figure 1-2 (b) with the 𝑝 level of a separated halogen atom 

shown on the left.  Two arrows indicate the allowed optical absorption transitions of the 

self-trapped hole.  The prominent transition from 𝜎𝑢 to 𝜎𝑔 is observed as the UV 

absorption band of 𝑉𝑘 centers corresponding to the dominant peak in the absorption 

spectra of KBr shown in Figure 1-2 (c).  Additionally, the weaker infrared absorption 

band measured in KBr implies another possible transition of 𝑉𝑘 centers from 𝜎𝑢 to 𝜋𝑔 as 

marked in Figure 1-2 (b). 
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Figure 1-2 | (a) Lattice configuration of self-trapped holes (𝑉𝑘 centers) in alkali 

halide[47].  (b) Molecular orbitals and possible electronic transitions in 𝑉𝑘 centers. 

Figures are reproduced from ref. [47].  (c) Absorption spectrum of 𝑉𝑘 centers in KBr 

[49]. 

 

1.2.2 Self-trapped excitons 

Self-trapped excitons are usually found in the large-gap insulators including a 

wide variety of halide crystals, condensed rare gases, etc. rather than narrow-gap 

materials, such as most semiconductors.  In the past decades, the structure and properties 

of the STE in different materials have been studied theoretically and experimentally.  As 

a transient “defect” state in deformable crystal, STE will generally return to the ground 

state of the crystal by radiative electronic transition and/or interactions with the lattice 
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occurring in several nanoseconds (singlet-singlet) up to milliseconds (triplet-singlet) for 

radiative, and picoseconds for nonradiative transitions. 

The model of a self-trapped exciton was proposed initially as trapping of an 

electron by the Coulomb field of a positive 𝑉𝑘 center.  STE was firstly observed in alkali 

halides [52] after self-trapping had been predicted much earlier in alkali halides [53].  

The interplay of electron, self-trapped hole and lattice results in distinguishable relaxed 

configurations.  The STE is strongly unstable in the (𝑉𝑘 + 𝑒) configuration and can either 

remain “on-center” or relax “off center” with respect to the normal self-trapped hole site.  

In Figure 1-3 (a), the calculated total energy curves for KCl versus axial shift of the Cl2
- 

molecular ion are presented in the same figure, which is based on STE states involving 

the fixed 𝑏3𝑢 hole orbital and different excited electron orbitals: 𝑎1𝑔, 𝑏1𝑢, 𝑏2𝑢 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑏3𝑢.  

𝑅𝐹𝐻 is the distance between the center of the shifted Cl2
- ion and the initial center of the 

Cl2
-.  The corresponding lattice configurations of the “on-center” and “off-center” STE at 

different 𝑅𝐹𝐻 are presented in the lower part of the Figure 1-3 (a).  The lattice 

configuration at 𝑅𝐹𝐻 = 0 represents the on-center STE (𝑉𝑘 + 𝑒).  However, the on-center 

STE appears to be unstable since the energy curve of the lowest electronic state 𝑎1𝑔 tends 

to drop to the minimum value at 𝑅𝐹𝐻 = 4 a.u., which also corresponds to the off-center 

STE structure.   
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Figure 1-3 | (a) Schematic diagram of lattice configuration for the “on-center” and “off-

center” positions of STE [54]. (b) First-principles STE structure calculations on KCl [55]. 

 

Depending on the degree of off-center relaxation in the STE, there are three types 

of STE in halide materials as mentioned in ref. [47].  First-principles STE structure 

calculations on KCl in the Figure 1-3 (b) confirms the three types of STE relaxations. The 

charge density isosurfaces for Cl-Cl demonstrate Type I, II and III STE structures in KCl 

from left to right with the electron states on top and hole states on bottom.  Type I STE 

has the (𝑉𝑘 + 𝑒) on center configuration.  Type II is an intermediate off-center relaxation 

where one halide moves closer to the neighbor.  Type III is attributed to a strongly off-

center STE and resembles the nearest neighbor vacancy-interstitial pair.  The vacancy is 

formed with an electron trapped (F center) and the interstitial halogen atom (carrying the 

hole) bonds with a halide ion forming the interstitial molecule ion X2
-, called an H center.  

This charge state of the vacancy-interstitial pair is commonly called an F-H pair.  The 

translation distance of the 𝑉𝑘 core has been calculated in various alkali halides.  There is 
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found a relatively small shift in NaBr and NaI, but a large shift in NaF, KF, KCl, KBr 

[56]. 

1.2.3 F centers and H centers 

Instead of all the intrinsic electronic excitation finally being converted to the 

scintillation light, the ionizing radiation may lead to the formation of primary lattice 

defects.  When the absorption of these lattice defects is in the range of the scintillation 

emission spectrum, it can decrease light output of the crystal and reduce the energy 

resolution of the detector. 

The F center, from German Farbzentrum or color center, is a type of crystal defect 

comprised of an anion vacancy binding one electron.  The optical absorption of such a 

vacancy is in the visible range which makes the material colored.  These vacancies could 

pre-exist in the compounds because the ions may be displaced from the original positions 

or there may be an imbalance of charge due to aliovalent impurities, which can be 

compensated by vacancies.  Moreover, F centers can also be formed by ionizing 

radiation. 

References [57], [58] are the first papers demonstrating Frenkel defect formation 

as F-H pairs after ionization radiation.  The small magnitude of the distance between the 

anion vacancy site and interstitial site for the off-center STE for several alkali halides 

calculated in [56] shows easy conversion from a relaxed STE to a close F-H defect pair.  

As mentioned in the previous section, the type III off-center STE can be considered as a 

close pair of an F center and H center.  If the wave function of the electron bound to the F 

center overlaps with the hole on the H center the pair can decay radiatively or non-

radiatively to the ground state.  The energy of H center diffusion is comparable to the 
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energy of the stable F-H pairs formation, as shown in Refs.[59], [60].  The thermally 

activated conversion from STE (primary Type III) to F-H pairs has been investigated on 

NaCl by time resolved picosecond spectroscopy [61] and molecular dynamics simulation 

[47], which shows different F center production efficiency under different temperatures 

and supports the hypothesis of H center diffusion mechanism.  The off-center relaxation 

of the STE in KCl, is shown in Figure 1-4.  The successive minima on the energy curve 

shows the measured activation energy barrier of H-center diffusion.  With sufficient 

thermal energy, a nearest-neighbor F-H pair can evolve into a separated F-H center 

through the diffusive motion of H-center.  The lattice configuration of a separated F-H 

center is shown in the lower part of Figure 1-4, which demonstrates a larger displacement 

between the electron and the halogen molecular ion compared to the STE lattice 

configurations from Figure 1-3(a). 

 

Figure 1-4 | The potential curves from Figure 1-3 (a) have been redrawn over a broader 

range of RFH with the succession of the small barriers corresponding to increasing 

separations of F-H pair [54]. 
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Figure 1-5 | Growth of the F band in various NaCl crystals exposed to x-ray radiation at 

different temperatures [62]. 

 

In order to study the coloring rates, Gordon and Nowick [63], [64] first proposed 

two mechanisms of color center formation found in the crystals, the “rapid-type” and 

“slow-type” stages.  Their use of the terms “rapid” and “slow” does not refer to real time 

of atomic displacements, but to the rate of increase of defect absorption versus x-ray 

dose.  The first rapid stage consists of negative ion vacancies already existing in the 

crystal before irradiation. The electrons simply fill the isolated halide ion vacancies to 

generate color centers until the formation finally approaches the saturation density when 

all halide vacancies are occupied by electrons.  The second stage, “slow-type” F centers 

are generated with a constant rate by irradiation.  Comparing to the first stage, the slow-

type F centers are produced with a much lower efficiency.  This two stage mechanism of 

coloration is further supported by Rabin and Klick through a comparison of F center 
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formation energy at room temperature and low temperature [62].  Figure 1-5 shows the 

growth of the F band in various NaCl crystals exposed to x-ray radiation at room 

temperature and low temperature.  It resembles the shape of the residual F center 

absorption curve measured in my experiments on BaBrCl, which will be discussed in 

chapter 5 [62]. 

Moreover, Rabin and Klick also measured the radiation energy deposited per F 

center produced for various alkali halides, including KBr, NaCl, KI, NaBr.  A ratio 

between the separation of two adjacent halide ions (S) and the diameter of the neutral 

halogen atom (D) was defined to represent the available space for the F-H centers 

formation, specifically space to accommodate the H center creation.  It has been found 

that the barrier between the off-center STE and the further separation of F-H pair depends 

on the ratio S/D.  The energy required for F center formation increases as the ratio 

decreases [62].  But when S/D reached a certain value (>0.5), the same minimum total 

energy is required to form an H center in the available space. 

1.3 Energy and charge carrier transfer 

What is the energy transfer mechanism from the host to activator that is responsible 

for scintillation?  In this section, we will focus on one of the most fundamental processes 

on molecular scale, energy transfer between particles. 

The most common energy transfer processes are described in Figure 1-6 below 

classified as two types.  Type 1 shows the energy transfer through electron exchange 

interaction, also called “Dexter” energy transfer [65].  The dipole-dipole interaction is 

another form of energy transfer referred to as “Forster” energy transfer in the literature 

[66].  The interaction of the electrons through dipole-dipole mechanism is through the 
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overlap of dipolar electric fields of donor and accepter.  There is no requirement for the 

van der Waals contact or overlap of the orbitals of interacting electrons, which is always 

necessary for the exchange mechanism. 

 

Figure 1-6 | Mechanism of dipole-dipole and electron exchange energy transfer [67]. 

 

1.3.1 Dipole-dipole energy transfer 

 By assuming that the charge distribution 𝜌𝐴 , 𝜌𝐵 of the two charge systems is 

much smaller than the separation 𝑅, the coulomb interaction energy between two separate 

particles can be extended and presented as [68]: 

𝑉𝐴𝐵(𝑹) =
1

4𝜋𝜀𝑜
[

𝑞𝐴𝑞𝐵

𝑅
+

𝑞𝐴𝝁𝑨∙𝑹

𝑅3 −
𝑞𝐵𝝁𝑨∙𝑹

𝑅3 +
𝜇𝐴∙𝜇𝐵

𝑅3 + ⋯ ] (7) 

where, 𝑞𝐴 = ∫ 𝜌𝐴(𝑟′)𝑑𝑉′, 𝜀𝑜 is the electric permittivity. 
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The first term is the well-known charge-charge interaction with distance 

dependence 𝑅−1.  The second and the third terms decaying as 𝑅−2, are charge-dipole 

interactions.  The fourth term is the dipole-dipole interaction, which is the fundation of 

Förster energy transfer.  The interaction energy between two dipoles is given as [68]: 

𝐸𝑑𝑖𝑝𝑜𝑙𝑒−𝑑𝑖𝑝𝑜𝑙𝑒 =
𝐾

4𝜋𝜀𝑜
∙

𝜇𝐴∙𝜇𝐵

𝑅3     (8) 

where 𝐾 is a factor depending on the dipole orientation.  

According to perturbation theory of Quantum mechanics, the rate constant for 

energy transfer is proportional to the square of the interaction energy [69]: 

𝑘𝑟 ∝ |⟨Φ𝑙|�̂�|Φ𝐹⟩|2.     (9) 

The rate of energy transfer by the dipole-dipole interaction finally scales as 𝑅−6, written 

as: 

𝑘𝑟(𝑅) =
1

𝜏𝐷
∙ (

𝑅𝑑𝑑

𝑅
)

6

.     (10) 

Where 𝑅𝑑𝑑 is the Förster transfer radius depending on the overlap of emission spectrum 

of donor and absorption bands of accepter.  𝑅 is the distance between two dipoles.  Then, 

𝑘2(𝑡), bimolecular rate constant of reaction, which have time dependence [70]:  

𝑘2(𝑡) = 4𝜋 ∫ 𝑘𝑟(𝑅)𝑒−𝑘𝑟(𝑅)𝑡∞

0
𝑅2𝑑𝑅,    (11) 

𝑘2(𝑡) =
2

3
𝜋

3

2
𝑅𝑑𝑑

3

√𝜏𝑅

1

√𝑡
.     (12) 

After the crystal is excited by a gamma ray or other short impulse, fast scattering of the 

electrons, holes and excitons form the initial spatial distribution of new electronic 

excitations at the thermalization stage.  After taking into account the Förster dipole-
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dipole interaction of excitons, the evolution of STE concentrations, 𝑛𝑒𝑥, in a kinetic rate 

equation model can be presented through the equation [71]: 

𝜕𝑛𝑒𝑥

𝜕𝑡
|𝑑𝑖𝑝𝑜𝑙𝑒−𝑑𝑖𝑝𝑜𝑙𝑒 = −𝑘2(𝑡)𝑛𝑒𝑥

2 .    (13) 

1.3.2 Bizarri-Dorenbos model of LaBr3:Ce 

One purpose of this thesis is to study the scintillation mechanisms of LaBr3:Ce 

crystals, which haves the best resolution of scintillators discovered so far.  The 

dependence of the scintillation response on Ce concentration and temperature have been 

revealed in Refs. [13], [72]–[75].  However, the scintillation mechanisms are still not 

well understood enough to permit material engineering, and more detailed explorations 

are useful. 

 

Figure 1-7 | Scintillation Models: (a) Process I: sequential capture of primary change 

carriers by Ce3+; 𝐶𝑒3+ + ℎ+ → 𝐶𝑒4+,𝐶𝑒4+ + 𝑒− → 𝐶𝑒3+∗, 𝐶𝑒3+∗ → 𝐶𝑒3+ + ℎ𝑣. (b) 

Process II: energy transfer from STE to Ce3+.  2𝐵𝑟− + ℎ+ → 𝑉𝑘, 𝑉𝑘 + 𝑒− → 𝑆𝑇𝐸, 𝐶𝑒3+ +
𝑆𝑇𝐸 → 𝐶𝑒3+∗, 𝐶𝑒3+∗ → 𝐶𝑒3+ + ℎ𝑣 .  Figures are reproduced from [76]. 

 

Before our work, Bizarri and Dorenbos proposed an energy transfer model based 

on the charge carrier trapping and diffusion in Ce doped LaBr3 revealed in the 

scintillation yield and scintillation decay time measurements on the nanoseconds and 

longer scale.  As illustrated in Figure 1-7, process I which they designated represents the 

sequential charge carrier capture of a free hole and then a free electron by Ce followed by 
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5d-4f emission from the resulting Ce* excited state.  This prompt capture was attributed 

to the fast time response component (≤ 1 ns)observed in Ref. [76].  The process II which 

they assigned as STE → Ce is actually associated with two transfer processes.  The “slow 

process II” refer to the thermal migration of STE through the lattice and “fast process II” 

refer to the thermally activated energy transfer from STE to Ce after the STE is already 

close to Ce3+ [76].   

In this Chapter, the theoretical background about the scintillators, including self-

trapping effects and the energy transfer processes have been introduced.  In the following 

chapter, the experimental methods of the time resolved picosecond absorption 

spectroscopy technique are discussed in detail.  
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Chapter 2 Experimental Methods 

The experimental data of picosecond transient absorption spectroscopy provides a 

useful window on the early evolution of excited states existing as free carriers, self-

trapped excitons, activator/codopant trapped charges etc.  The fundamental processes 

including exciton formation, trapping, and self-trapping happened at the early time.  For 

example, hot electrons are usually thermalized in 0.1ps – 4ps and establish the “starting” 

spatial distribution for subsequent diffusions and recombination.  Furthermore, electrons 

and holes are captured in times of typically ~1ps or so and subsequently set up trapped-

carrier and exciton populations that will interact to produce light (or not). 

Under the sufficiently fast time scale, each stage of the self-trapped excitons and 

even the vacancy – interstitial pairs can be observed by optical absorption spectroscopy.  

Early on, time resolved absorption spectroscopy with electron pulse excitation was used 

to study the phenomena in the millisecond to 10 ns time ranges [77], [78].  Instead of an 

electron pulse, the absorption technique was improved significantly to measure as fast as 

10 ps after using the two photon absorption of Nd:YAG mode-locked laser [79]–[81].  

After that, the wide use of femtosecond pulse laser with the pump/probe setup even 

enables sub-picosecond studies on the localized states and defects [82]–[88].  Compared 

to luminescence, which is a more difficult way to measure and track individual species 

leading up to emission on ultrafast time scales by measuring emission of light directly, 

pump/probe absorption spectroscopy readily measures to picosecond scale for specific 

species that may be precursors to light emission.  Self-trapping of excitons and holes as 

well as lattice defect formation have been studied by transient optical absorption 

spectroscopy in alkali halides [78], [89]–[92], alkaline-earth halides [93], [94], and alkali 
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iodides [95], [96].  Before the present work, picosecond absorption spectroscopy based 

on a pump-probe setup has been applied in our lab to three alkali and alkaline earth 

iodide materials, CsI, NaI, and SrI2, including both the undoped and doped crystals with 

luminescence centers Tl+ and Eu+ [97].  The influence of magnesium co-doping of 

Gd3Al2GA3O12:Ge (GAGG:Ce) on the rise time of luminescence response was recently 

reported by Tamulaitis et al [98], based on the measurements of time resolved 

photoluminescence spectroscopy and pump-probe technique under femtosecond laser 

pulses excitation. 

2.1 Picosecond transient absorption technique 

The schematic pump-probe setup is illustrated in Figure 2-1.  The fundamental 

beam with 840 nm center wavelength and 10 Hz repetition rate is generated by a 

Ti:sapphire mode-locked oscillator and regenerative amplifier.  Then it was split into two 

paths.  The first path with a portion of the fundamental beam is used to generate second 

harmonic (420 nm, 2.95 eV) and third harmonic (280 nm, 4.43 eV) pump beams.  The 

pump pulse went through a computer-controlled translation stage mounted with a pair of 

mirrors.  The delay time between the pump and probe pules was set by moving the 

translation stage.  Then the pump pulse was focused into the sample with different pulse 

energy at the sample, ~ 60 uJ for second harmonic and ~ 20 uJ for the third harmonic. 

The second path is directed into the probe pulse generation.  Two kinds of probe 

pulses and detection methods were used: a white-light continuum and a tunable 

wavelength pulse from an optical parametric amplifier (OPA).  More details about the 

probe beam generation will be discussed in the section 2.3.  The white light continuum 

can be generated for the study of visible/ultraviolet range absorption (350 nm – 800 nm).  
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A microchannel-plate intensified dual diode-array detector with an optical multichannel 

analyzer (OMA) is used to capture the spectrum.  A small portion of the probe beam will 

be taken out before the sample and called as reference beam.  The signal beam passes 

through the sample.  The reference beam and the signal beam are sent to two different 

channels of the OMA.  The reference beam can be used to reduce the possible noise from 

the laser source during our data analysis.  Furthermore, the white light continuum (WLC) 

pulse generated by the same method can also be combined with the fundamental laser 

pulse through a beta barium borate (BBO) crystal in an optical parametric amplifier 

(OPA), which allows the generation of a tunable probe wavelength in the infrared range 

(signal: 1150 nm – 1600 nm, idler: 1750 nm - 3025nm).  In order to cover the red visible 

and near infrared range (575 nm – 1100 nm), the pulse energy of the signal or the idler is 

doubled by focusing the beam into another BBO crystal.  The delayed probe pulse needs 

to be focused and sent to the same area of the sample, but a larger spot size is needed to 

cover the pump beam.  A pair of photodiodes (PbS: 1 to 2.9 𝑢𝑚, Si: <1 𝑢𝑚) are used for 

the intensity measurements of the reference and signal beam with the wavelength 

between 575 nm and 3025 nm.   

 

Figure 2-1 | Pump-probe transient absorption measurements setup. 
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2.2 Excitation pulses 

The Coherent Model 900-B Mira is a modelocked ultrafast laser that uses 

Titanium:sapphire as the gain medium and is tunable from 800 to 900nm.  The 

fundamental wavelength we choose is 840 nm (1.48 eV).  The technique used to 

modelock the Mira laser is referred to as Kerr Lens Modelocking, a passive mode locking 

technique based on the nonlinear intensity dependent refraction property of the gain 

medium itself.  As a laser pulse propagating through the Kerr medium, the refractive 

index of a Gaussian beam changes with intensity distribution across the beam profile, 

which is greater in the center than at the edge.  This creates an effective lens whose 

power increases with the power of a circulating pulse or fluctuation.  The optical cavity is 

specifically designed to utilize changes in the spatial profile of the beam produced by 

self-focusing from the optical Kerr effect in the Titanium:sapphire crystal to favor the 

most intense cavity transient and thus stabilize it as the mode-locked pulse.   

The Ti:Sapphire regenerative amplifier is designed to amplify single pulses from 

a cw mode-locked Ti:Sapphire laser through multiple passes of the pulses through a 

Ti:Sapphire laser rod, which has been optically excited by a laser pulse from a Q 

switched Nd:YAG laser. The technique of chirped pulse amplification based on a 

diffraction grating along with other optical components have been used to stretch and 

compress the pulse.  It enables the Ti:Sapphire regenerative amplifier to operate without 

optical damage.  This design earned the 2019 Nobel prize for Gérard Mourou and Donna 

Strickland. 
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Figure 2-2 | Generation of femtosecond pulses with high energy. 

 

2.2.1 Two-photon absorption 

By using the ultrafast Single-Shot Autocorrelator from Positive Light, the pulse 

width of our fundamental laser pulses generated from the Ti:Sapphire regenerative 

amplifier is measured to be around 200 fs and spread out to 300 fs after the 2nd or 3rd 

harmonic generation.  The energy per pulse for the 2nd and 3rd harmonic pump beam is 

measured to be ~60 𝜇J and ~20 𝜇J respectively in front of the sample by the Ophir Nova 

II energy meter.  According to the camera beam profiler from Thorlabs (BC 106-UV), the 

pump beam diameter at the sample surface is measured to be ~ 1.0 mm, giving maximum 

irradiance of approximately 25 GW/cm2 and 8 GW/cm2 for the 2nd and 3rd harmonic 

pump pulses.  Depending on the bandgaps of the samples and dopant absorption bands, 

the 2nd harmonic and 3rd harmonic laser pulses from the laser system introduced either the 

band gap excitations of samples creating electron-hole pairs, or direct excitation of 

dopant as described in the following chapters.  The 2nd harmonic (420 nm, 2.95 eV) light 

is not directly absorbed by Ce and is slightly above half the bandgap of LaBr3 at room 

temperature.  Thus, we expect that it should be two-photon absorbed.  To test this, neutral 
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density filters were used to change the intensity of the beam at the sample.  We measured 

the incident pulse energy by using the energy meter and correcting for reflectance at both 

surfaces of the silica entrance window and the LaBr3 front surface.  The corresponding 

transmitted beam is weak due partly to scattering at the hazy surface of the hygroscopic 

materials studied in this work so that a Si photodiode had to be used to gain sufficient 

sensitivity.  Reciprocal transmission normalized at the lowest incident intensity was 

measured as a function of incident pulse intensity and plotted as shown in Figure 2-3.  

The reason for plotting reciprocal transmission in this way follows from solving the 2nd 

order Beer’s Law for two photon absorption,  

𝑑𝐼(𝑥)

𝑑𝑥
= −𝛽𝐼(𝑥)2,      (14) 

where 𝐼(𝑥) is the light irradiance (units MW/cm2) after traveling distance 𝑥 in the 

sample, and 𝛽 is the two-photon absorption coefficient (units cm/MW).  Upon solving, 

we find  

1

𝑇
=

𝐼𝑜

𝐼(𝑥)
= 1 + 𝛽𝑥𝑜𝐼𝑜,     (15) 

Where 𝑥𝑜 is the sample thickness and 𝐼𝑜 is the incident intensity as independent variable 

in the experiment. The slope of the fitting curve from Figure 2-3 is found to be 

𝛽𝑥𝑜 =0.1223.  The sample thickness 𝑥𝑜 is 0.5 cm.  The approximate value of 𝛽 can be 

found to be 𝛽 ≈ 0.25 × 10−3 𝑐𝑚/𝑀𝑊, which is comparable to 0.7 × 10−3 𝑐𝑚/𝑀𝑊 for 

CsI measured previously in our lab and also within the range of 𝛽 measured in alkali 

halides, phosphates, and oxides ranging, e.g., from 2.43× 10−3 𝑐𝑚/𝑀𝑊 for RbBr to 

5.4× 10−6 𝑐𝑚/𝑀𝑊 for KD2PO4 and < 1.25 × 10−6 𝑐𝑚/𝑀𝑊 for SiO2 at 355 nm [99].  

At 266 nm, β ranged from 2.18 × 10−3 𝑐𝑚/𝑀𝑊 in RbBr to 4.5× 10−5 𝑐𝑚/𝑀𝑊 in SiO2.  
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The shape of our experimental results resembles the two-photon absorption experimental 

data measured in ref. [99] and the fitting formula is basically the same except Liu, 

Bloembergen, et al treated linear absorption, reflectivity, and beam profile more 

explicitly.  

 

Figure 2-3 | Plot of the reciprocal normalized transmission versus incident intensity for 

LaBr3:4%Ce.  The blue dots are the experimental data.  The black line shows the fitting 

curve. 

 

On the other hand, the probe beam in the infrared range generated by the OPA 

would require 3-photon or higher order absorption to cross the bandgap of LaBr3, and 

furthermore it is reduced by a neutral density filter 3.0 to about ~100 nJ pulse energy and 

finally focused more tightly than the pump beam (~ 100 μm in diameter) into the sample.  

From these numbers, the irradiance of the OPA red-infrared probe beam on the sample 

could be calculated to be around 0.4 GW/cm2 and would thus have negligible three-

photon absorption needed to cross the bandgap. For the white light probe beam, since 

different wavelength components in the white light leads to different diameter (from 100 
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um to 500 um), ~1 uJ pulse energy of the probe pulse results in a irradiance from 0.16 

GW/cm2 to 4 GW/cm2.  Definitely for the OPA probe, and probably for the less-used 

continuum probe, the probe-only nonlinear effects should be much less than that of the 

pump pulse. 

2.2.2 2nd harmonic generator 

The process of 2nd harmonic generation is accomplished by doubling the 

frequency of the fundamental laser beam by transmission through a nonlinear material, 

BBO.  Due to the nonlinearity of the crystal, a nonlinear polarization wave that oscillates 

at twice the fundamental frequency is generated.  By letting the intense pulsed laser beam 

pass through the crystal and carefully tuning its angle to obtain phase matching, the 

energy is transferred from the fundamental to the second-harmonic beam.  The second 

harmonic conversion efficiency grows with increasing pump intensity.  With the 2nd 

harmonic and fundamental beam coexisting in the output, a dichroic beam splitter is 

usually used to filter out the 2nd harmonic laser beam, based on experimental demands.  

2.2.3 3rd harmonic generator 

The third harmonic generation is also a process of nonlinear frequency 

conversion.  Beginning with the first frequency doubled beam as mentioned above, it is 

mixed with the fundamental beam generating sum frequency in another BBO crystal.  A 

delay line is brought into the setup to compensate for the relative group velocity 

dispersions between the fundamental and second harmonic laser beams.   
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Figure 2-4 | 2nd and 3rd harmonic generation. 

 

2.3 Probe generation 

The pump-probe time-resolved optical spectroscopy monitors the time evolution 

of the transmission change of a delayed probe beam induced by pump pulses, which 

always requires broadly tunable frequency of the probe beam.  However, the femtosecond 

pulse laser source, such as Ti:sapphire laser, usually operates at fixed wavelength.  

2.3.1 White light continuum generation   

For studying ultraviolet absorption, a white light continuum was used as a probe.  

The laser pulses with narrow spectral bandwidth and high peak intensity can be converted 

to a broadband white light by focusing into the transparent material.  New frequencies are 

generated through the nonlinear optical effects of self-phase modulation broadening the 

spectrum of the output pulse.  The phase of the electric field shifts with the time-

dependent intensity as the laser pulse propagating in the material, which leads to the 

frequency modulation.  In this work, the material we used is a sapphire plate.  The 

fundamental laser pulses in our lab (200fs, 840nm) generated a WLC in sapphire, which 

spread from ultraviolet to visible range, and stayed an ultrashort pulse after generation 
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and propagation in a sapphire plate.  The beam’s power needs to reach a certain threshold 

to complete the process of continuum generation.  WLC with a good quality can be 

achieved by adjusting the pulse energy (tuning the waveplate and using appropriate 

attenuators), the focusing conditions (moving the plate) and also the numerical aperture 

of the focused beam. 

The white light continuum generation have been attractive and widely used in the 

various fields including time-resolved spectroscopy.  Moreover, as described in the next 

subsection, the WLC also plays the role of seed beam in the OPA.   

2.3.2 Optical parametric amplifier 

Optical parametric amplification based on the second order nonlinear optical 

effect provides an easy way of frequency tuning from the visible range to the infrared 

range.  

 

Figure 2-5 | Photon picture of optical parametric amplifier. 

 

The principle of OPA is shown in the Figure 2-55 above.  Two input beams, 

including pump beam (𝜔1) and seed beam (𝜔2) are combined in the nonlinear crystal 

(BBO).  The lower intensity seed beam is amplified successfully through energy transfer 
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from the high intensity pump beam.  At the same time, it also generates a third beam 

(called idler) to fulfill energy conservation:  

ℏ𝜔3 = ℏ𝜔2 + ℏ𝜔1.     (16) 

Since the three beams are traveling through the nonlinear crystal, the OPA process can 

only work well when the phase matching is satisfied.  

 

Figure 2-6 | Scheme of a femtosecond OPA. 

 

 The OPA system shown in Figure 2-66, is pumped by the amplified Ti:Sapphire 

laser.  WLC is used as the seed beam for the OPA, which is generated by focusing a 

fraction of the fundamental femtosecond pulse in a sapphire plate as described in the 

previous section.  Then the pump and seed beams are combined and transmitted through 

a BBO crystal.  The seed component of the white light for amplification is chosen by 

tilting the BBO crystal.  A suitable delay line of the pump and seed beam is needed to 

match their path lengths.  After the first amplification, the signal beam is reflected back 

into the crystal again for the second amplification.  The tuning ranges of signal/idler from 

the BBO crystal -based OPA is limited to the IR range when pumped by the Ti:Sapphire 
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laser fundamental beam (840 nm).  However, the visible range is also very important for 

our absorption spectroscopy measurements.  It is generated by doubling the frequency of 

the signal/idler of the pumped OPA.   

2.4 Data analysis 

The changes in induced transmission of the probe at each delay between the pump 

and probe pulses are recorded by the OMA or photodiode depending on method and are 

converted to the change in optical density.  It is well known that the optical density of a 

material can be represented as:  

𝑂. 𝐷.  =  − log (
𝐼𝑜𝑢𝑡

𝐼𝑖𝑛
)     (17) 

where, 

𝐼𝑜𝑢𝑡 is the optical intensity transmitted by the sample, and 𝐼𝑖𝑛 is the optical intensity 

incident on the sample.   

 

Figure 2-7 | Incident Radiation and Transmitted Radiation 

 

In our experiments, at a delay time 𝑡, the optical density of a delay line time trace is 

given by 

𝑂. 𝐷.  (𝑡)  =  − log (
𝐼𝑜𝑢𝑡(𝑡)

𝐼𝑖𝑛
)    (18) 

The power of the incident probe beam 𝐼𝑖𝑛 on the sample is constant at different delays.  

The measurement errors from instability of the laser source can be corrected by 
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calculating with the ratio of signal beam 𝐼𝑜𝑢𝑡(𝑡) and the reference beam 𝐼𝑜𝑢𝑡_𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒(𝑡) 

recorded during the data taking: 

𝐼(𝑡)  =  (
𝐼𝑜𝑢𝑡(𝑡)

𝐼𝑜𝑢𝑡_𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒(𝑡)
)    (19) 

Both  𝐼𝑜𝑢𝑡(𝑡) and 𝐼𝑜𝑢𝑡_𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒(𝑡) were averaging 30 shots at each delay setting in our 

measurements.  Then the induced change in the optical density is calculated by the 

formula:  

Δ(𝑂. 𝐷. )  =   𝑂. 𝐷.  (𝑡) − 𝑂. 𝐷.  (𝑡𝑜) = − log (
𝐼(𝑡)

𝐼(𝑡𝑜)
)  (20) 

𝐼(𝑡𝑜) is usually chosen to be the average of five measurements at delay time before 𝑡 = 0, 

when the probe pulse arrived the sample earlier than the pump pulse.  Based on the Eq. 

(18), Δ(𝑂. 𝐷. ) can be calculated by simply measuring the intensity of transmitted probe 

light at sequential time delays.  A time dependence curve is plotted in Figure 2-8 (a) to 

show the induced absorption Δ(𝑂. 𝐷. ) as a function of time at a certain wavelength.  The 

transient absorption Δ(𝑂. 𝐷. ) as a function of pump-probe time delay (ps) and probe 

energy (eV) can also be presented in a 2-dimension false-color map for the absorption 

bands identification, as illustrated in Figure 2-8 (b). 
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    (a)     (b) 

Figure 2-8 | (a): The transient absorption presented as a function of pump-probe delay 

time 𝑡, which is induced by a pump pulse and probed by the delayed probe pulse at a 

certain photon energy. (b): A two-dimensional color map of transient absorption spectra 

indicating the absorption intensity in the color scale. 

 

This change Δ(𝑂. 𝐷. ) is with respect to whatever value or spectrum of incident 

signal, Iin, is used.  If there is residual absorption, nonzero Δ(𝑂. 𝐷. ) will be measured 

before the coincident position of pump and probe pulses (t < 0).  Such residual absorption 

was found to be very weak in undoped LaBr3, LaBr3:Ce and CeBr3 at room temperature 

as demonstrated in chapter 3 and chapter 4, but became nonnegligible in BaBrCl and 

BaBrCl doped samples.  If centers are formed immediately after the pump excitation, a 

fresh spot needs to be measured at each different wavelength in the OPA method.  Instead 

of averaging the first five measurements, the transmitted probe with no pump present 

measured at the beginning will be used as 𝐼(𝑡𝑜) to obtain the induced residual absorption.  

More details and investigations will be discussed in chapter 5. 
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ABSTRACT 

Picosecond time-resolved optical absorption spectra induced by two-photon 

interband excitation of LaBr3 are reported.  The spectra are similar in general 

characteristics to self-trapped exciton (STE) absorption previously measured in alkali 

halides and alkaline-earth halides.  A broad ultraviolet absorption band results from 

excitation of the self-trapped hole within the STE.  A series of infrared and red-visible 

bands results from excitation of the bound outer electron within the STE similar to bands 

found in alkali halides corresponding to different degrees of “off-center” relaxation.  

Induced absorption in cerium-doped LaBr3 after band-gap excitation of the host exhibits 

similar STE spectra, except decaying faster on the tens-of-picoseconds scale in 

proportion to the Ce concentration.  This is attributed to dipole-dipole energy transfer 

from STE to Ce3+ dopant ions.  The absorption spectra were also measured after direct 

excitation of the Ce3+ ions with sufficient intensity to drive 2- and 3-photon resonantly 

enhanced excitation.  In this case the spectrum attributed to STEs created adjacent to Ce3+ 

ions decays in 1 picosecond suggesting dipole-dipole transfer from the nearest-neighbor 

separation.  A transient absorption band at 2.2 eV growing with Ce concentration is found 

and attributed to a charge-transfer excitation of the Ce3+* excited state responsible for 

scintillation in LaBr3:Ce crystals.  This study concludes that energy transport from host to 

activator responsible for scintillation of LaBr3:Ce proceeds by STE creation and dipole-

dipole transfer more than by sequential trapping of holes and electrons on Ce3+ ions. 
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3.1 Introduction 

Lanthanum halide crystals with the formula LaX3 comprise the trihalide member 

of a progression of binary metal halide crystalline compounds in which both cations and 

anions have closed p shells similar to rare-gas atoms. The simplest structures are the 

alkali halides, AX, then alkaline-earth halides, (AE)X2, and then lanthanum halides, 

LaX3.  LaBr3, in particular is the topic of this study.  All have fairly wide transparency 

gaps and, among other applications, the three material groups have been found to make 

good hosts for luminescence and scintillation when suitably doped.  Their "hard sphere" 

ions with closed p-shells are pulled or pushed as tightly against each other as ion sizes 

allow in the crystal ground state.  Things change dramatically upon removal of a p-shell 

electron from halide ions comprising the top of the valence band in all three of the 

considered compound classes.  Valence electron removal may be viewed as creating a 

highly reactive open-shell halogen atom which relaxes to localize the hole in a bond with 

a neighboring halide ion.  Kȁnzig first discovered the Vk center or self-trapped hole 

(STH) in alkali halides [38], comprising a diatomic halide molecular ion pair localizing a 

valence hole, and symmetrically situated about the mid-point of the halide pair in the 

perfect lattice.  Other examples of STH are found in various crystals, most commonly 

metal halides [40]. 

When an excited electron is bound to the STH, the resulting self-trapped exciton 

(STE) exhibits transient optical absorption in the ultraviolet that is similar to the stable Vk 

spectrum and is often described as a hole transition of the STE involving mainly 

molecular orbitals of the bonded halide pair [78].  The STE also exhibits infrared or 

visible transitions of the more loosely bound outer electron, so-called electron transitions 
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of the STE.  The STE relaxed lattice configuration may or may not preserve the same 

symmetric disposition and orientation of the STH (Vk center).  STE excited states have 

been studied by transient optical absorption spectroscopy in alkali halides [47], [78], [89] 

and alkaline-earth halides [93].  The lanthanum halides have not been studied by transient 

induced absorption spectroscopy until the present work. 

In LaCl3, optically detected EPR of STEs [100] was found on both of the Cl-Cl 

pair axes that are directed out of the basal plane in the LaCl3 crystal structure (the A & B 

sites in the terminology of Canning et al [55], and each was associated experimentally 

with one of the two identified STE luminescence bands [100].  The same study 

commented that the authors were unable to find a stable EPR signal of a Vk center in 

undoped or Ce-doped LaCl3 after X-irradiation at low temperature.  

LaBr3:Ce was discovered as a scintillator two years following LaCl3:Ce [13].  It 

exhibits better light yield and gamma-ray energy resolution than LaCl3:Ce, but many 

other aspects of their behavior as scintillators are similar.  There has not yet been an 

ODEPR study of LaBr3, so the findings of the Rogulis et al study of LaCl3 are often 

assumed likely to characterize LaBr3 as well.  Cerium-doped LaBr3 is an important high-

performance scintillator with applications in security inspection, medicine, and oil-well 

logging [101]–[103].  LaBr3:Ce is one of the paradigms among scintillators in the sense 

that it was the first of a new generation of scintillator materials to dramatically exceed the 

energy resolution of the widely used alkali halide scintillator NaI:Tl as well as having a 

much faster pulse shape useful for timing applications and avoidance of pulse pile-up 

[13], [104], [105].  Furthermore, as bright and proportional as LaBr3:Ce is, studies 

showed that it can be made even better by co-doping with divalent metal ions such as Sr2+ 
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[1], [105], [106].  The physical mechanism for the latter finding is not yet fully 

understood.  Fundamental time-resolved studies of excited states in LaBr3 and LaBr3:Ce 

as in the present work are helpful in understanding more fully how the material operates 

as a scintillator, and on that basis how it and related scintillators may be further improved 

by co-doping or other material engineering for specific applications. 

An experimental study of LaBr3:Ce luminescence and scintillation on nanosecond 

and longer time scales versus temperature and Ce concentration was conducted by Bizarri 

and Dorenbos [76].  The scintillation model of Cerium doped LaBr3 was firstly proposed 

by the same group in 2006 [16] and further studied with more details in [76], comprising 

the prompt capture of charge carriers by Ce3+ and the thermally activated energy transfer 

from STEs to Ce.  The authors suggested a model in which prompt sequential capture of 

holes and electrons on Ce (labeled Process I) was followed by slower thermally activated 

transfer of energy from diffusing STEs to Ce (Processes IIFast and IISlow).  The prompt 

capture was regarded as faster than 1 ns, since the luminescence of Ce3+* excited ions 

with 16-ns radiative lifetime was the signal being measured.  STE energy transport to 

Ce3+ was found to be thermally activated.  Bizarri and Dorenbos measured STE 

luminescence as well as Ce3+* luminescence, and deduced largely from the anticorrelation 

of their yields vs temperature that STE energy transport to Ce is more important than 

binary transport of self-trapped holes (Vk centers) and electrons.  Other reasons for the 

conclusion are similar to those given in Ref. [12], including the absence of stable Vk 

centers in LaCl3 and LaCl3:Ce [100].  The optical transitions measured (absorption vs 

emission) of both STE and Ce excited states, and the measured time scales (0.5 ps - 700 

ps vs 1 ns - 4𝜇s) are different between the present study and that of Bizarri and Dorenbos.  
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They are two important time windows on the same basic phenomena that contribute to 

recombination and scintillation in LaBr3:Ce.  The first steps to synthesize an 

understanding of the recombination physics from these complementary experimental 

perspectives are discussed in the Conclusions section of this study.  Rounding out the 

LaX3:Ce family, LaI3:Ce has been the subject of a few experimental and theoretical 

studies as well [107], [108]. 

Picosecond measurements of excitation-induced absorption allow tracking energy 

transfer and evolution of trapped carriers and excited states faster than the 16-ns radiative 

lifetime of Ce3+*.  Modeling studies and previous picosecond absorption studies of alkali 

halide scintillators doped with Tl+ have established that carrier trapping after hot-electron 

transport and the resulting establishment of electric fields governing subsequent transport 

in a particle track occur within a few picoseconds [97], [109], [110].  A challenge of 

undertaking picosecond absorption spectroscopy for the first time in a new material such 

as LaBr3 is that one must first identify the transient absorption spectra of excited states of 

the host and of the activator.  This study begins with that challenge. 

3.2 Experimental method 

Samples for this study were grown, cut, polished, and encapsulated at Saint 

Gobain Crystals.  Sample characteristics are summarized in Table 3-1.  Cerium dopant 

concentrations were measured by inductively coupled plasma atomic emission 

spectroscopy (ICP-AES).  Partly because the not-intentionally-doped ("undoped") sample 

was grown as a special scientific sample in a production furnace normally used for Ce-

doped crystals, it had a trace Ce concentration measured as 0.0041 mole%.  LaBr3 

samples doped with 4.4 mole% and 22 mole% Ce (measured by ICP-AES) completed the 
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set of 3 samples studied in these experiments.  For brevity, the figures and text references 

to follow will be labeled as "undoped LaBr3", 4% Ce, and 20% Ce doped, referring to the 

same samples characterized more precisely above.  The samples, of thickness 5 mm and 

diameter 12 mm, were processed in dry atmosphere before being sealed in cemented 

fused silica optical cells.  Experiments in the present study were all conducted at room 

temperature, approximately 295 K. 

Table 3-1 | Some properties of the LaBr3 samples 

Crystal 
Ce in 
melt, 

mole% 

Ce in 
crystal, 
mole% 

Pulse 
Height, 
Channel 

Resolution 
At 662 keV 

LaBr3 undoped - 0.0041 No 
scintillation N/A 

LaBr3:Ce(4%) 5.0 4.39 668 2.89 

LaBr3:Ce(20%) 20.0 22.21 828 5.58 

 

The laser system comprises a Ti-sapphire oscillator and regenerative amplifier 

producing pulses at 840 nm with 200 fs pulse duration and about 3 mJ pulse energy at 10 

Hz.  Specifically, the system has a Coherent Verdi G7 diode driven continuous laser 

pumping a Coherent Mira 900 mode-locked oscillator whose output is amplified in a 

Positive Light regenerative cavity followed by a double-pass final power amplifier before 

recompression.  The pulse is split to generate 2nd harmonic (420 nm, 2.95 eV) and 3rd 

harmonic (280 nm, 4.43 eV) pump pulses which we can choose to bring to a soft focus in 

the sample to produce two-photon absorption across the band gaps of samples creating 

electron-hole pairs, or other excitations as described following.  If the LaBr3 is undoped, 

both of the pump wavelengths can reach the focus and produce interband excitation of the 

LaBr3 host.  However if the sample is doped with 4% or 20% Ce, the 280 nm 3rd 
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harmonic photons are strongly absorbed by Ce3+ (4f-5d transitions) as shown by the 

spectrum in Figure 3-1. 

 

Figure 3-1 | The black line shows the excitation spectrum of Ce (5d-4f) luminescence at 

10 K in LaBr3:Ce reported by Dorenbos et al, including their identification of Ce states 

and estimation of the exciton energy and band gap at 10 K [111].  The red line shows the 

spectrum of optical absorption at 295 K measured in our lab in the LaBr3:Ce(4%) sample.  

The blue arrows show the photon energies of our 2nd harmonic and 3rd harmonic laser 

pulses in comparison to the spectrum of Ce3+ absorption. 

 

As illustrated in the lower part of Figure 3-2, before the 3rd harmonic beam can 

come to a focus and produce 2-photon interband excitation in a Ce-doped sample, it is 
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absorbed and thus attenuated by direct excitation of Ce3+.  In contrast, the 2nd harmonic 

laser pulse at 420 nm lies below the Ce3+ absorption bands and will reach the focus at full 

power to produce 2-photon host excitation even when Ce doping is present.  Selecting the 

laser harmonic used for the pump pulse in Ce-doped samples thus controls whether the 

excitation is electron-hole pair generation in the host crystal of LaBr3 and LaBr3:Ce 

(comparable in some ways to scintillation conditions), or direct excitation of the Ce 

dopant itself.  In the undoped samples, both laser harmonics produce mainly two-photon 

excitation of the LaBr3.  The free-carrier band gap of LaBr3 at low temperature (10 K) 

has been estimated from luminescence excitation spectra as 5.9 eV, with an excitonic 

peak at 5.4 eV and empirical transparency gap of about 5.2 eV [111], [112].  The free-

carrier band gap of LaBr3 at room temperature should be lower than the value at 10 K, 

perhaps 5.8 eV.  Thus, two-photon absorption of the 2nd harmonic pump pulse totaling 

5.9 eV in our experiment produces free carriers near the band edges.  In contrast, two-

photon absorption of the 4.43-eV 3rd harmonic in undoped LaBr3 creates hot electrons 

and holes with the pair having excess energy of 3.06 eV above the band gap. 

The probe pulses that assess the induced absorption are generated and detected in 

two ways depending on whether visible/ultraviolet or red/infrared spectral ranges are 

being measured.  For visible/ultraviolet, a channel-plate intensified dual diode-array 

detector is used with a grating spectrograph as an optical multichannel analyzer (OMA) 

to capture the spectrum at a given pump-to-probe delay set by a mirror on a translation 

stage.  A white-light continuum probe pulse is generated by focusing the fundamental 

laser pulse in a sapphire plate.  The dual diode array captures a reference spectrum 

directed around the sample on one array simultaneously with the transmitted spectrum on 
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the other array to correct for pulse-to-pulse fluctuations in the continuum spectrum.  In 

addition, each stored data spectrum at a given delay is the average of 100 laser shots.  

Measurements taken in this way exhibit noise fluctuations particularly along the time 

axis.   

The channel-plate intensified OMA was not sensitive in the red and infrared 

spectrum, so an optical parametric amplifier (OPA) employing a beta barium borate crystal 

was tuned over the required infrared range, and its frequency-doubled output covered the 

red visible range.  The OPA power per wavelength interval was much higher than that of 

the continuum, so measurement by a PbS detector sensitive from 1 𝜇m to 2.9 𝜇m and a 

biased Si photodiode for wavelengths below 1 𝜇m was used.  In this way, wavelengths 

from 575 nm to 2670 nm could be measured with the OPA and doubled OPA output as the 

probe.  At each delay setting, 30 shots were averaged.  Time-delay data with this method 

were of good quality over the 0-200 ps range for each wavelength.  Changing wavelength 

to acquire spectra required that the OPA be re-tuned for each wavelength, followed by 

pump/probe spot realignment as well.  This was a source of possible noise from wavelength 

to wavelength in the spectra, and indeed there is a streakiness in the red/infrared spectra.  

Using both the continuum and OPA probe methods together, we could acquire induced-

absorption data over a wide spectral range from 350 nm to 3000 nm or about 3.5 eV to 0.41 

eV. 
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Figure 3-2 | Illustrations of different products and spatial distributions for excitation of 

undoped and Ce-doped LaBr3 by the two laser harmonics used as pump pulses in this 

experiment. 

 

The excitation-induced change in optical density was calculated as described in 

Ref. [97].  Weak residual absorption due to defects created by interband excitation with 

the pump laser was produced at some ultraviolet and visible wavelengths.  We are 

interested in transient induced absorption in the present study, so the residual absorption 

was subtracted. We tested whether luminescence was being detected in the transmission 

channel by blocking the probe and exciting with the pump pulse.  If detected, the 

luminescence was subtracted from the transmitted signal spectrum before calculating 

induced absorption. 
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3.3 Results and discussion 

3.3.1 Transient ultraviolet absorption spectra 

 

Figure 3-3 | Approximated spectrum of the white-light continuum (WLC) used for 

measurement, the laser pump spectral line, and transmission of the optical filter employed 

to block (a) the 2.95-eV laser line used both for pump and generator of WLC in 2nd 

harmonic pumping, and (b) the 4.43-eV 3rd harmonic pump and WLC generator. 

 

The ultraviolet absorption was probed by a continuum pulse generated by the 2nd 

harmonic laser pulse focused in a sapphire crystal and delayed relative to the pump pulse 

by a translation stage.  Figure 3-3 (a) shows a smoothed representation of the white light 

continuum (WLC) and the transmission curve of the filter chosen to prevent the 420 nm 

2nd harmonic pump pulse (also the WLC generating pulse) from entering the detection 

system.   The Vk absorption band of KBr, taken as an example of alkali bromides, peaks 

at about 3.3 eV and has a full width at half-maximum of about 0.6 eV at 10 K as shown 

in Figure 3-5.  Thus the necessary filter to block the laser 2nd harmonic curtails 

measurements on the low-energy side of the likely range of Vk bands involving Br-Br ion 

pairs.  Figure 3-3 (b) illustrates that to block the 280-nm 3rd harmonic pump pulse and the 
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420-nm continuum generation pulse from entering the detector, a pair of filters 

transmitting photon energies only between 3.2 eV and 3.9 eV was used. 

 

Figure 3-4 | Contour and color-map views of induced absorption in the ultraviolet spectral 

range where Vk-like absorption can be expected, vs time after excitation.  The top row 

shows results for undoped LaBr3 and the lower row, 4% Ce-doped.  The left and center 

columns are for 2nd harmonic excitation which creates electron-hole pairs in the host 

LaBr3 by 2-photon absorption, while the right column is for 3rd harmonic excitation 

which creates e-h pairs in the undoped LaBr3 but excites Ce directly in LaBr3:Ce (4%), 

rather than carriers in the host. 

 

Figure 3-4 shows induced ultraviolet absorption spectra vs time (0-700 ps) for 

undoped LaBr3 in the top row and 4% Ce-doped LaBr3 in the bottom row.  The contour 

plots in the left column display induced absorption (optical density) vs time increasing 

toward the reader, following excitation at t=0 ps by the 2nd harmonic 300 fs pulse which 

produces two-photon host excitation in both undoped and Ce-doped LaBr3.  The 
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persistent feature in both samples, lasting from a few picoseconds to at least 700 ps, is an 

absorption band centered near 3.3 eV and having a width of roughly 0.4 eV.  The very 

strong peak at zero delay is believed to be due to two-photon absorption of a pump 

photon and a probe photon when they overlap temporally [94], not absorption by induced 

carriers, excitons, or defects.  Unfortunately, this effect obscures the first picosecond of 

rising real absorption by the induced Vk centers or STE hole transitions.  The data 

indicate that there may be a delay of about 10 ps between the pump-probe correlation 

peak and the rise to full O.D. of the suggested Vk or STE hole transition in LaBr3.  

Canning et al commented that their calculations indicated a barrier to Vk relaxation in 

LaBr3 in the sense that they had to start the calculations from a distorted lattice with two 

bromines closer than equilibrium in order to initiate the Vk relaxation [55].  In alkali 

halides, a small barrier against self-trapping of excitons (11 to 33 meV in different alkali 

iodides) has been seen experimentally as free-exciton emission lines and delay of self-

trapped exciton emission at low temperature [113], [114], but no barrier against STH 

formation has been observed in alkali halides [47].  Deciding whether the present 

observations indicate a barrier to exciton self-trapping in LaBr3 will require further 

experiments. 

The central column of Figure 3-4 shows the same data for 2nd harmonic excitation 

plotted as a false-color 2-dimensional map, with time increasing from top to bottom to 

match the time axis of the contour plots.  Together, the left and center columns show in 

two plotting formats that two-photon excitation of electrons and holes in LaBr3 with and 

without Ce doping produces broad-band absorption near 3.3 eV.  This is the same 

spectral region where Br2
- Vk centers in KBr have their main absorption band [49].  We 
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emphasize that this is the case in which electrons and holes are produced in the host 

lattice by two-photon interband excitation with the laser second harmonic.  

The right-hand column of Figure 3-4 shows ultraviolet absorption induced after 

3rd harmonic (280 nm) excitation.  The 280 nm light does not produce two-photon 

excitation of the host crystal when Ce3+ is doped at substantial levels, but instead direct 

excitation of the Ce3+ dopant in a probable multi-photon cascade to be discussed later.  

The undoped LaBr3 when excited by 3rd harmonic does experience 2-photon excitation at 

the focus and exhibits a broad ultraviolet absorption band centered near 3.5 eV rather 

than 3.3 eV, but otherwise appearing similar to the absorption induced by the second 

harmonic.   

In summary, the top row of Figure 3-4 compares results for undoped LaBr3 under 

two-photon excitation of the host producing carriers near the band edges from second 

harmonic (5.9 eV vs 5.8 eV band gap) in the center column, and initially hot carriers 

from 3rd harmonic excitation (8.86 eV vs 5.8 eV band gap) on the right.  In both cases an 

ultraviolet absorption band near 3.4 eV is produced. The bottom row of Figure 3-4 makes 

a different comparison in the 4% Ce-doped sample: production of carriers near the band 

edges from 2nd harmonic in the center lower figure, versus direct excitation of Ce rather 

than production of carriers in the host LaBr3 in the right lower figure. Notice that the 

right lower figure is missing the induced ultraviolet absorption band near 3.4 eV. This 

observation provides support for attributing the 3.3-3.5 eV absorption to a Vk-like 

transition.  The 2.75-eV absorption in the lower right panel of Figure 3-4 might be a 

charge transfer transition associated with excited Ce. 
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Figure 3-5 | The transient induced uv absorption spectra of LaBr3 and LaBr3:Ce(4%) were 

averaged over time from 12 to 690 ps.  The probe light intensity becomes small 

(producing noise) below about 3 eV due to a filter (Figure 3-3) and above about 4 eV due 

to poor continuum generation.  The superimposed dashed line is the published steady-

state Vk spectrum in KBr:NO2 at 77 K [49]. 

 

The transient spectra were averaged over the time interval from 5 ps to 500 ps and 

the result is plotted in Figure 3-5.  Superimposed on the time-resolved LaBr3 and 

LaBr3:Ce spectra in Figure 3-5 is the published steady-state Vk spectrum in KBr:NO2 at 

77 K [49].  In alkali halides, the Vk spectrum has been found to be most strongly 

correlated with the halogen constituent, so the KBr3 Vk spectrum could be a reasonable 

guide to the peak energy and width that characterize Br-Br bonded pairs in another 

crystal such as LaBr3.  In the molecular orbital treatment by Jette, Gilbert, and Das [115] 

the ultraviolet Vk band was ascribed to a hole transition from the 𝜎u to the 𝜎g molecular 

orbital of the (halogen2)
- molecular ion. 
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The UV absorption band in Figure 3-5 is probably not mainly produced by Vk 

centers (self-trapped holes) in LaBr3.  It is being observed in undoped LaBr3 without 

known electron traps and in LaBr3:Ce, where Ce3+ is unlikely to be an electron trap.  It 

will be shown in the next subsection on infrared and visible absorption that self-trapped 

excitons, identified by their bound-electron transitions, are the dominant species 

produced within the first picosecond after excitation of LaBr3.  Therefore the ultraviolet 

absorption band in Figure 3-4 and Figure 3-5 is attributed to the Vk-like hole transition of 

the STE in LaBr3.   

Calculations by A. Canning and M. del Ben, using hybrid density functional 

theory (PBE0), have found two theoretically stable STH configurations in LaBr3, one 

associated with each of the out-of-plane halogen ion pair sites (denoted A and B) in the 

LaX3 lattice [55].  The halogen pair in the basal plane (C) was not found to localize a 

hole or exciton in their calculations.  The STH formed on the A and B sites was found 

theoretically to be “two-center” meaning there is a symmetrically relaxed (Br2
-) halogen 

molecular ion pair.  The hybrid functional DFT calculations of Vk structure in LaBr3 

found Br-Br bond distance of 2.96 Å in the “site-A” Vk center and 2.89 Å in the “site B” 

Vk, referring to the two out-of-plane Br-Br configurations among the three that exist 

within the unit cell of LaBr3 [55].  When a bound electron was added to the Vk core to 

form a STE, Canning et al found that the Vk core on site A remained nearly on-center 

(Vk-like) in the STE, whereas the Vk core on site B was driven off-center in the STE [55], 

in the terms familiar from alkali halide STE relaxations [47], [54]. 
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3.3.2 Infrared absorption spectra: bound-electron transitions of STE and effects 

of Ce doping 

Having looked in the ultraviolet spectral range at the 𝜎u → 𝜎g hole transition 

between molecular orbitals of the diatomic halogen core of the STE, we now present 

induced picosecond absorption spectra in the infrared and red-visible ranges in Figure 3-6 

and 3-7.  Interpretation of the spectra will take into account what has previously been 

learned about STE relaxation and transitions of the bound outer electron in alkali halides.   

When a self-trapped hole in alkali halides captures an electron in a bound excited state, 

the halogen molecular-ion pair on which the STH resides may translate off-center with 

respect to the normal Vk configuration [47], [54], [116], [117].  Configurations of 

increasing translational relaxation of the pair's midpoint vary in alkali halides from zero 

(called Type I or "on-center"), to intermediate (Type II or "weakly off-center") where the 

trailing halogen of the pair has not fully cleared its cation cage, to Type III or “strongly 

off-center”, where the trailing halogen of the pair has cleared the cation cage creating a 

relaxed electronic excited state resembling a nearest-neighbor defect pair of an electron-

occupied vacancy (nascent F center) and a nearest-neighbor interstitial halogen molecular 

ion [47], [116].  Which configurations occur in a given alkali halide is determined mainly 

by ion-size factors and energy minimization as the STE outer electron wavefunction is 

progressively able to approach that of an F center electron [47]. 
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Figure 3-6 | Induced absorption (0-180 ps) of undoped (0.0041 mole% Ce), 4% Ce-, and 

20% Ce-doped LaBr3 after excitation by a 2.95 eV pulse of the laser second harmonic (2-

photon excitation 5.9 eV).  Zero on the time scale corresponds to pump/probe 

coincidence. 

 

 

Figure 3-7 | Excitation-induced absorption (0-180 ps) of undoped (0.0041 mole% Ce), 

4% Ce-, and 20% Ce-doped LaBr3 after excitation by a 4.43 eV pulse of the laser third 

harmonic, which produces 2-photon 8.86 eV excitation of the undoped sample or direct 

excitation of Ce in doped samples. 

 

Previously studied self-trapped exciton absorption spectra in alkali halides have 

shown that when off-center relaxation of the halogen molecular-ion core of the STE is 

small to moderate, the excited state absorption transitions of the outer bound electron 

component of the STE tend to be in the infrared spectral range [47].  This makes sense at 
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a conceptual level because in the absence of large lattice relaxation, the outer electron 

may be considered bound mainly by Coulomb attraction to the self-trapped hole.  

Regarding the attractive potential simply as the screened charge of a localized hole, the 

binding energy of the electron in the on-center STE could be expected to be similar to its 

binding energy in a free exciton, which is a few tenths of an eV in halide insulators, 

depending on the dielectric constant. The STE in NaI occurs only as Type I (on-center 

halogen ion pair), and exhibits its bound electron transitions at ~0.2 eV [118].  CsI 

exhibits STEs with both Type I and Type II (mildly off-center) lattice relaxation [113], 

[119].  From the 5.9-eV free-carrier band gap and 5.4-eV exciton absorption peak in 

LaBr3 estimated from synchrotron excitation experiments at T ≈10 K by Dorenbos et al 

[111], one may deduce a free-exciton binding energy in LaBr3 of about 0.5 eV.  Based on 

this, we should look for an on-center STE in LaBr3 to have ~0.5 eV binding energy. 

As the STE relaxes off-center, the halogen diatomic core moves to open up a 

partially formed halogen vacancy in the space left behind.  The binding energy of an 

electron in a fully formed halogen vacancy is that of an F center, known to be 1 to 2 eV 

depending on the alkali halide. The electron binding energy in Type II and III STEs 

approach toward the F center binding energy in that material to the degree that the STE 

resembles an F center still partially occupied by a halogen molecular ion pair or an F 

center with a neighboring interstitial molecular ion pair (H center), respectively.  Such a 

partial or full vacancy can accommodate the bound excited electron of the STE in a lower 

energy configuration than the on-center STE binding energy estimated above as 0.5 eV or 

less.   Based on Type III STE absorption peaks near 1.5 eV in the alkali bromides KBr 
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and RbBr [47], [78] we might look for Type III STE absorption bands in LaBr3 at a 

similar energy and Type II bands intermediate between Types I and III at around 1 eV. 

 

Figure 3-8 | Excitation-induced absorption (0-14 ps) of undoped (0.0041 mole% Ce), 4% 

Ce-, and 20% Ce-doped LaBr3 after excitation by a 2.95 eV light pulse (2-photon energy 

5.9 eV).  Zero on the time scale corresponds to pump/probe coincidence.  These are 

repeated measurements as in Figure 3-6 taken with finer time resolution. 

 

 

Figure 3-9 | Excitation-induced absorption (0-14 ps) of undoped (0.0041 mole% Ce), 4% 

Ce-, and 20% Ce-doped LaBr3 after excitation by a 4.43 eV light pulse (2-photon energy 

8.83 eV). 

 

Figure 3-6 and 3-7 display induced absorption spectra from 570 nm to 2760 nm 

on the 0 - 180 ps scale, for host excitation (second harmonic) and direct Ce excitation if 
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doped (third harmonic) respectively. Figure 3-8 and 3-9 present corresponding data 

measured on a finer time scale from 0 - 14 ps.  

Consider first the results of LaBr3 host excitation in Figure 3-6.  Our initial 

interest is in the spectrum without focusing on the time dependence.  In the right-most 

figure for LaBr3:Ce(20%), a division of the induced absorption spectrum into three parts 

can be most clearly seen.  There is an intense band at the lowest energy measured, with a 

peak evidently at about 0.47 eV.  Then there is a fully observed broad band or group of 

narrow bands extending from 0.7 to 1.15 eV. Finally, from 1.2 to 1.8 eV, there is a third 

grouping of absorption bands, more broadly dispersed than the other two groupings. We 

noted in the Experimental Method section that re-tuning the OPA for each wavelength 

could lend streakiness to the spectra within each identified grouping. On the other hand, 

Canning and del Ben point out that there are three different Br-Br pair environments in 

the unit cell of LaBr3 [55], so there is a possibility of multiple STE sites with different 

transition energies comprising each group.  Until these possibilities are resolved, we will 

discuss the absorption in terms of the three evident large groupings rather than individual 

bands on the finer scale. 

Looking back toward the left in Figure 3-6 and 3-8 at the color maps of induced 

absorption in LaBr3:Ce(4%) and undoped LaBr3, it will be seen that the same three 

spectral groupings can be recognized as were noted in the 20% Ce sample. The bands 

decay more slowly as the amount of Ce doping decreases.  A strong but narrow 0.47 eV 

band is seen in the undoped and Ce - doped samples at the bottom of our spectral range. 

In line with the alkali halide examples cited in the opening paragraph of this 

subsection, as well as additional evidence on the effect of 3rd harmonic excitation to 
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follow, we tentatively identify the band near 0.5 eV as the outer electron excitation of the 

on-center (Type I) STE in LaBr3 with or without Ce doping.  The completely observed 

band or grouping in the middle range from 0.7 to 1.2 eV in Figure 3-6 & 3-8 is likewise 

attributed to outer electron excitations of a weakly off-center (Type II) STE.  Finally, the 

broad band or grouping from 1.25 to 1.8 eV in Figure 3-6 & 3-8 is attributed to strongly 

off-center (Type III) STEs.  

Figure 3-7 displays spectra of the same three samples, this time with excitation by 

3rd harmonic laser pump pulses at 4.43 eV.  Comparing to Figure 3-6, there are at least 

two dramatic changes in the induced absorption spectra of Ce-doped samples when 

excited directly in the Ce3+ absorption band.  The lower half of the false-color map goes 

blue, indicating little induced absorption in the infrared STE bound-electron region in the 

Ce doped samples.  At the same time the upper 1/3 of the photon energy range goes red, 

indicating intense absorption.  This same region was mostly blue in Figure 3-6.  As 

discussed in the Experimental Methods section and Figure 3-1, we expect that the 3rd 

harmonic pump pulse in Ce-doped samples is absorbed mainly in direct excitation of the 

Ce3+ 4f - 5d transition, suppressing intensity at the focus which could excite free carriers 

by two-photon interband transitions.  Hence, absorption features that are strong with 2nd 

harmonic excitation (Figure 3-6 & 3-8) and suppressed with 3rd harmonic excitation 

(Figure 3-7 & 3-9) can be interpreted as resulting from creation of electrons and holes in 

the host crystal itself.  The bands suppressed in Figure 3-7 & 3-9 clearly include the ones 

identified as Type I and Type II STE electron transitions.  We regard this dependence on 

excitation wavelength as confirmation of the STE assignments. The suggested Type III 
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band(s) have a less clear behavior, but are in any case changed under 3rd harmonic 

excitation. 

Figure 3-8 and Figure 3-9 are not simply expanded plots of the same data as 

Figure 3-6 and 3-7, but separate measurements taken at finer spacings on the optical 

delay stage.  The main bands rise to their initial maximum in less than 1 picosecond.  In 

undoped LaBr3 with 2nd harmonic excitation, the bands remain basically unchanged over 

the duration of the 14 ps range in Figure 3-8, and almost so for the 4% Ce-doped sample. 

The appearance of a strong new band in the 2.0 to 2.2 eV range after direct 

excitation of Ce3+ in the Ce-doped samples by the laser 3rd harmonic in Figure 3-7 and 3-

9 implies that the 2.1 eV band is a signature of excited or ionized Ce3+ ions.  Charge 

transfer transitions involving the ionized charge state Ce4+ or the excited state Ce3+* 

(responsible for Ce luminescence & scintillation) are the main possibilities to be 

considered. The left diagram of Figure 3-10 shows the energy of the ground state of the 

Ce3+ ion in LaBr3 calculated by Dorenbos [120] to be 0.5 eV above the valence band 

maximum (VBM) using the chemical shift model [121] together with values of the inter-

4f-electron Coulomb repulsion energy and the 5d-centroid shift determined from 

spectroscopy as described in [120].  An earlier estimate of 0.9 eV ± 0.4 eV for the Ce3+ - 

VBM energy [111] is in agreement within its uncertainty.  The Ce3+ ground state would 

be the lattice-relaxed final state of a charge-transfer (CT) transition of a valence electron 

into Ce4+.  In Ref. [122], Dorenbos presented evidence for an empirical rule that the onset 

of CT transitions from the valence band to Ce4+ corresponds approximately to the energy 

of the Ce3+ ground state with respect to the VBM.  It was pointed out that the width of the 

VB → Ce4+ CT band is typically large.  Blahuta et al measured the VB → Ce4+ CT band 
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in LYSO:Ce:Mg annealed in an oxidizing atmosphere and it extends about 1 eV from 

onset to the maximum of absorption [123].  If the band width is similar in LaBr3:Ce, we 

might expect the onset of VB →Ce4+ CT absorption to be about 0.5 eV with a broad peak 

near 1.5 eV in LaBr3:Ce.  This is indicated schematically in the middle panel of Figure 3-

10.  The Gaussian band is meant to suggest an optical absorption spectrum rising up from 

0.5 eV to a peak near 1.5 eV, but not to imply that there is such a distribution of final 

states in the band gap.  The broad width of the optical band might reflect a broad density 

of initial states in the valence band.  

 

Figure 3-10 | Schematic energy levels involved in (a) 4f-5d excitation of Ce3+ and (b,c) 

two possible charge transfer transitions that might account for the strong 2.1 eV 

absorption band induced by direct excitation of Ce in Figure 3-7.  We suggest that photo-

ionization of Ce3+* to the conduction band is the most likely identification. 

 

Experimentally in Figure 3-7 and Figure 3-9, we do not find evidence of induced 

absorption at 1.5 eV or below that clearly increases in proportion to the Ce doping.  The 

strong induced absorption band that increases with Ce doping is at 2.0 to 2.2 eV, higher 

in energy than seems likely for the Ce4+ absorption peak.  We suggest a different 

attribution for it below.  In Figure 3-9, there appears to be a weak Ce-dependence of 
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absorption near 1.75 eV.  This signal and its Ce-dependence is weak compared to the 2.0-

2.2 eV absorption, so if the 1.75-eV band is attributed to VB → Ce4+ CT absorption, the 

number of Ce4+ charge states produced even by direct (high intensity) laser excitation of 

Ce appears to be much smaller than whatever is causing the 2.1 eV absorption after direct 

laser excitation of Ce. 

 

Figure 3-11 | Energy intervals, transitions, and lattice relaxations promoting an electron 

from the valence band top through ground and excited states of Ce3+ and Ce3+* 

respectively, terminating in the conduction band with density of states calculated by 

Aberg et al [124]. 

 

For reasons described in the following, we suggest that the 2.0-2.2 eV absorption 

band seen in Figure 3-7 after exciting Ce3+ is the photoionization of the 5d electron from 

the Ce3+* excited state into the conduction band as illustrated on the right side of Figure 

3-10.  The challenge to consider is whether the 2.1 eV transition energy fits along with 

other energy steps and transitions that promote an electron from the top of the valence 
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band to final states in the conduction band, given the 5.9 eV band gap of LaBr3.  Consider 

the following sequence of transitions and energy steps as depicted in Figure 3-11: (a)  

energy of Ce3+(4f)relaxed with respect to VBM ≈ 0.5 eV [120]; (b)  optical absorption  

Ce3+(4f)relaxed → Ce3+* (5d) unrelaxed = 4.0 eV [111]; (c)  lattice relaxation  Ce3+*(5d)unrelaxed  

→ Ce3+*(5d) relaxed ≈ - 0.4 eV ≈ 1 2⁄  Stokes shift Ce3+* (5d-4f); (d)  optical absorption  

Ce3+*(5d) relaxed → electron in CB + Ce4+
unrelaxed ≈ 2.1 eV (this work); (e)  lattice distortion 

in optical final state Ce4+
 relaxed  → Ce4+

unrelaxed  ≈  0.X eV; (f)  peak of final electron DOS 

relative to CBM ≈ 0.5 eV if corresponding to CB DOS [124].   

Starting from the valence band maximum (VBM), the energy of Ce3+(4f)relaxed has 

been calculated to be 0.5 eV as noted above [120].  It was measured by XPS in the 

closely related material CeBr3 as 1.0 eV ± 0.8 eV [125].  The measured optical 

absorption transition from Ce3+(4f)relaxed to Ce3+*(5d)unrelaxed is 4.0 eV at 10K [111].  The 

configuration coordinate lattice relaxation from Ce3+*(5d) unrelaxed to Ce3+*(5d) relaxed is 

estimated as -0.4 eV, taken as half of the Stokes shift of Ce3+*(5d-4f) luminescence in 

LaBr3.  This step is added with a negative sign because it is a step downward in progress 

across the gap.  The optical absorption transition from Ce3+*(5d)relaxed to a final 

photoionized state of an electron in the conduction band + Ce4+
unrelaxed is assigned our 

experimentally observed value of 2.1 eV which is the hypothesis being tested. 

The sum of the steps (a)-(d) is 6.2 eV, which exceeds the 5.9 eV (low-

temperature) band gap of LaBr3 by 0.3 eV.  This is a minor disagreement if the peak of 

the 2.1 eV absorption band is regarded as coinciding with the conduction band minimum 

(CBM) of LaBr3 with a perfect lattice.  Aberg et al have calculated the conduction band 

density of states (DOS) of LaBr3 [124] and also confirmed that the joint density of states 
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matches at least the first 3 eV of measured interband absorption [126].  Their CB DOS 

for the first 0.9 eV above the CBM is reproduced in the top of Figure 3-11 to represent 

our suggestion that the 2.1 eV absorption band final state should correspond roughly to 

the first significant peak in the CB DOS, which is about 0.5 eV above the CBM.  The 

band structure of LaBr3 is somewhat unusual in the slow rise of DOS from the CBM 

onset to the first significant peak, in common with the lower conduction band structure of 

another very good scintillator SrI2 as previously noted by Setyawan et al [127].  Finally, 

the conduction band state populated by the photoionization transition is in a lattice 

distorted according to the relaxed configuration of the Ce3+*(5d) relaxed state that was 

photoionized.  This unknown but probably small addition to the band gap energy should 

raise the conduction band by 0.X eV, where 0.X may be of order 0.3 eV.  In summary, 

the sequence of energy steps in Figure 3-11 and the list as discussed appears consistent 

with our assignment of the 2.1 eV photoionization transition. 

Further support for the conclusion of Figure 3-11 is available directly from the 

calculated Ce3+ (5d) electron binding energy of about 1.3 eV below the conduction band 

minimum (CBM) of LaBr3 given in Ref. [120].  With respect to Figure 3-11 starting from 

relaxed Ce3+* (5d), we may add 1.3 eV + (0.X = 0.3 eV in step (e)) + (0.5 eV to the peak 

of the CB DOS) to obtain 2.1 eV for step (d) in Figure 3-11.  The two routes are 

consistent, and in these terms a 2.1-eV absorption band peak for ionization of Ce3+* (5d) 

excited ions seems reasonable. 
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Figure 3-12 | Possible steps in high-intensity femtosecond excitation of a Ce3+ dopant ion 

by the 3rd harmonic laser pulse, exciting 4f-5d transitions directly.  Three sequential 

excitations including charge transfer (pulse on) could leave Ce3+ in its electronic ground 

state with an electron and a hole transferred to the shell of adjacent ions.  The (pulse off) 

schematics illustrate that the transferred electron and hole could form an STE on the 

nearest-neighbor ion shell adjacent to Ce3+, which could be followed by dipole-dipole 

energy transfer from that closest site. 

 

Looking again at Figure 3-7 and 3-9, the undoped sample does not suffer 

suppression of the absorption bands in its lower half spectral range when excited with 

280 nm pulses, in contrast to the Ce-doped samples.  This is reasonable because there is 

not a significant concentration of Ce in the undoped sample to deplete the 3rd harmonic 

pump light.  The (almost) full-strength pump pulse thus reaches its focus and produces 

interband excitation of the host, this time ending in hot carriers (8.86 eV excitation 

energy vs 5.8 eV band gap).  The end result of 3rd harmonic excitation in the undoped 

sample is creation of similar infrared absorption bands that we have already attributed to 

STE electron transitions.  Recall the similar behavior versus Ce doping and laser 

harmonic observed in ultraviolet spectroscopy of the STE hole transition in Figure 3-4.  

On the other hand, there is also found a 2.1 eV band (being attributed to excited Ce3+*) in 

the undoped sample produced by 3rd harmonic excitation.  The undoped sample contains 

0.0041mole% Ce.  This is apparently enough to produce some 2.1 eV absorption when 
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directly excited, but not enough to prevent or significantly suppress two-photon interband 

excitation of the LaBr3 host. 

Figure 3-9 shows data for the same samples and 0 - 14 ps time range as Figure 3-

8, but for 3rd harmonic (4.43 eV) pump pulse producing direct excitation of the Ce3+ 

dopant in the 4% and 20% Ce samples.  In the undoped sample, the absorption bands at 

about 0.55 eV, about 0.9 eV, and about 1.25 eV attributed to Type I, II, and III STE are 

seen similar to Figure 3-8, except instead of rising to full intensity and remaining there 

for most of 14 ps, the bands now have a component that is produced quickly but decays 

with a characteristic time of about 1 ps.  For reasons to be discussed below, we attribute 

the rapidly decaying component of the STE bands under 3rd harmonic excitation to the 

special location of STEs created immediately adjacent to Ce3+ substitutional ions by 3-

step excitation of Ce3+.  Within this hypothesis, illustrated in Figure 3-12, the rapid 1 ps 

decay indicates conversion of the adjacent STE to the excited state of Ce3+, i.e. Ce3+*.  

Specifically, this 1-ps lifetime will be attributed to the dipole-dipole transfer time from 

STEs directly adjacent to the Ce3+ ion. In the highly-doped 4% and 20% samples, we see 

in Figure 3-9 a dominance of the rapidly decaying component of the attributed Type I 

and Type II STE bands, indicating that most of the pump photons are expended exciting 

Ce directly in these crystals to produce adjacent STEs as proposed below. 

The high-intensity excitation of Ce3+ ions probably produces the first excitation 

within Ce3+ itself as a 4f-5d transition.  Since the amplified fs pulse is at high intensity, 

we can expect that there will be a high number of second and third excitations of the 

excited Ce3+* real intermediate state.  The second excitation of what is now Ce3+* could 

put the Ce 5d electron into the conduction band, leaving Ce4+ and a conduction electron 
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nearby.  A third excitation by the intense laser pulse could fill the Ce 4f hole by charge 

transfer from the valence band.  One result of intense excitation of a Ce3+ ion could thus 

be creation of an electron-hole pair initially on the shell of host LaBr3 ions adjacent to the 

Ce3+ ion at which the resonantly enhanced multi-photon transition occurs.  This is what 

we suggest is the origin of the very early and short-lived (~1 ps) STE-like absorption 

spectrum in Ce-doped samples that are excited by 4.43-eV photons, illustrated in Figure 

3-12.  The decay time of STE absorption in ~1 ps could then represent the time for 

dipole-dipole transfer of the STE energy to Ce3+ at the closest separation.  Under these 

excitation conditions in the Ce-doped LaBr3 samples, the 2.1 eV absorption attributed to 

Ce3+* is formed within ~1 ps. 

3.3.3 STE decay rates 

It can be seen on inspection that the decay times of the absorption bands in Figure 

3-6 that we attribute to Type II STE (0.7 - 1.1 eV) and Type I STE (upper edge visible at 

0.46 eV) become shorter as the Ce concentration increases from 0.0041% to 4%, to 20%. 

The absorption bands from 1.25 to 1.8 eV attributed to Type III STE have a similar but 

less obvious decay-time dependence on Ce concentration.  Additionally, the excited Ce 

absorption band is found in the range 2.0 to 2.2 eV.  The decay curves for all four of 

these spectral regions in samples with the three Ce concentrations are plotted as a 

compact survey comparison in Figure 3-13 (a-c).  The complete set of data were fitted to 

a single exponential decay plus a constant, for each band type and Ce concentration.  The 

fitted plots are shown in Figures 3-14 to 3-17.  Values of the decay time, pre-exponential 

coefficient, and constant are tabulated for the 12 curves in Table 3-2. 
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        (a)               (b) 

 
            (c) 

Figure 3-13 | [(a-c)] Induced absorption normalized at its initial peak is plotted versus 

time for Type I, II, and III STE bands and for the spectral region of 2.1 to 2.2 eV in 

which an absorption band of Ce3+* is believed to occur.  All of these decay data were 

measured following 2nd harmonic pulse excitation which creates electrons and holes 

throughout the LaBr3 host lattice.  The time-dependent absorption has been averaged over 

spectral ranges associated with each band as follows: STE I = 0.47 eV; STE II = 0.8 to 

0.993 eV; STE III = 1.24 to 1.77 eV; Ce3+* = 2.07 to 2.18 eV. 
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Figure 3-14 | Absorption at the wavelength range of type III STEs induced by second 

harmonic excitation is shown fitted by a single exponential decay and a constant, listed in 

Table 3-2. 

 

Figure 3-15 | Absorption at the wavelength range of type II STEs induced by second 

harmonic excitation is shown fitted by a single exponential decay and a constant, listed in 

Table 3-2. 
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Figure 3-16 | Absorption at the wavelength range of type I STEs induced by second 

harmonic excitation is shown fitted by a single exponential decay and a constant, listed in 

Table 3-2. 

 

Figure 3-17 | Absorption at the wavelength range of type Ce3+* induced by second 

harmonic excitation is shown fitted by a single exponential decay and a constant, listed in 

Table 3-2. 
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The following generalizations can be made: In Figure 3-13 (a) for the undoped 

sample with host excitation (2nd harmonic), the decay curves of all three STE types and 

the spectral range of the “Ce* band" are almost identical in the 0-180 ps range.  For the 

three STE types, it is not unexpected to find similar decay rates.  On the other hand, a Ce* 

band produced as a result of energy transfer from STE should grow as the STE decays. 

Finding nearly the same decay characteristics at the Ce* band wavelength near 2.1 eV 

could occur if there is a background of STE absorption underlying that spectral range. 

 

Figure 3-18 | Induced absorption measured on a nanosecond time scale.  The sample is 

excited by 300-femtosecond laser pulses producing 5.9 eV host excitation as in other 

parts of this work, but the induced absorption is measured with a xenon flashlamp and 

streak camera.  Trigger jitter of the streak camera, averaged over many measurements 

produces a slowing of the rise time.  Comparing the indicated wavelength ranges suggests 

that the 550-600 nm (average 2.15 eV) absorption rise is slower than the jitter 

contribution. 
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 Figure 3-8 and 3-13, measured following 5.9-eV excitation of the LaBr3 host 

show that self-trapped excitons in LaBr3 and LaBr3:Ce are formed at their maximum 

population within less than 1 picosecond of (cool) e-h pair generation.  Figure 3-9 shows 

that excitation of hot e-h pairs (total energy 8.86 eV) in undoped LaBr3 also creates STEs 

at their maximum population within 1 ps.  This is worth noting because scintillation 

should resemble the case of hot e-h pair production.   

Table 3-2 | Decay time, pre-exponential coefficient, and constant used to fit absorption 

(OD) decay to the function OD = A exp(-t/τ) + B,  versus band type and Ce concentration 

in the sample. 

Band Doping A τ B 

I (0.48 eV) undoped 0.037 80 0.051 

I 4%Ce 0.037 72 0.027 

I 20%Ce 0.060 42 0.031 

II (0.8-0.99 eV) undoped 0.037 99 0.041 

II 4%Ce 0.046 60 0.039 

II 20%Ce 0.049 25 0.029 

III (1.24-1.8 eV) undoped 0.024 97 0.031 

III 4%Ce 0.022 74 0.026 

III 20%Ce 0.023 47 0.032 

Ce* (2.1-2.2 eV) undoped 0.008 50 0.021 

Ce* 4%Ce 0.012 55 0.018 

Ce* 20%Ce 0.010 90 0.022 

 

The data summarized in Table 3-2 demonstrate that roughly 50% of the created 

STEs decay with time constants of tens of picoseconds.  The decay is faster and the fast-

decaying fraction is larger for higher Ce concentration.  Averaging the tabulated data for 

the Type I, II, and III STE bands, the STE decay time is about 92, 69, and 38 ps 

respectively in undoped, 4% Ce-, and 20% Ce-doped LaBr3.  In the same sequence, the 

averaged values of the coefficients A of the exponentially-decaying STE bands are 0.033, 
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0.035, and 0.044 in undoped, 4% Ce-, and 20% Ce-doped LaBr3.  After this fast decay 

stage occurring in tens of picoseconds in Ce-doped samples, roughly 50% of the 

absorption remains.  The fraction remaining depends on Ce concentration and is fitted as 

a constant, B, in the 0-180 ps range of the present data.  We expect that it is not a 

constant, but the coefficient of a later stage or stages of STE decay occurring in the 

nanoseconds time range in these room-temperature measurements.  

We suggest that the fast STE decay in tens of picoseconds depending on Ce 

concentration is the prompt or “Process I" transfer of STE energy to Ce3+* in the terms of 

Bizarri and Dorenbos [76].  They defined Process I as prompt sequential capture of a free 

hole and then an electron on Ce3+, whereas we do not observe hole capture on Ce3+ in the 

fast (picosecond) time scale when the excitation is electron-hole pair production in the 

LaBr3 host.  Instead, we observe STEs created promptly in less than 1 picosecond and 

then decaying in tens of picoseconds presumably by energy transfer to Ce3+.  The STEs 

should decay primarily by energy transfer rather than quenching because LaBr3:Ce is a 

very efficient scintillator.  Tens of picoseconds appears instantaneous on the time scale of 

the luminescence measurements in Ref. [76], so we identify this picosecond transfer as 

their Process I resulting in “initial" population of the Ce3+* emissive state.  We suggest 

that the physical mechanism of this tens-of-picoseconds energy transfer process is dipole-

dipole transfer from STEs at the location of their first creation near a Ce3+ dopant. Near is 

defined as being within a sphere of radius Rdd, where Rdd is the characteristic Förster 

dipole-dipole transfer radius, typically of order 3 nm.  The 2nd order rate constant of 

dipole-dipole transfer in a rate equation of form 

𝜕𝑛𝑒𝑥

𝜕𝑡
|𝑑𝑖𝑝𝑜𝑙𝑒−𝑑𝑖𝑝𝑜𝑙𝑒 = −𝑘2(𝑡)𝑛𝑒𝑥

2 ,     (21) 
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can be expressed in the following form [70], [128]: 

𝑘2(𝑡) =
2

3
𝜋

3

2
𝑅𝑑𝑑

3

√𝜏𝑅

1

√𝑡
.      (22) 

 The tens-of-picoseconds Ce-concentration dependent transfer rate should 

represent the average of transfer rates over multiple dipole-dipole distances consistent 

with the lattice structure and falling within the sphere of radius Rdd.  The higher the Ce 

concentration, the more randomly created STEs on these sites will fall within Rdd of a 

given Ce, hence the fast-decaying STE fraction should become larger as observed in 

Table 3-2.  Furthermore, each STE will gain multiple dd transfer channels to different Ce 

neighbors at high Ce concentration.  The decay rates to each neighboring Ce should add 

to give the effective decay rate of a given STE, hence the decay time of STE due to 

dipole-dipole transfer will become faster with increasing Ce concentration, as also seen in 

Table 3-2.  This trend agrees qualitatively with the dependence of Ce* scintillation rise 

time on Ce concentration measured by Glodo et al [20]. 

The constant, B, in our fitting of the STE decay is assumed to represent a decay 

time in the nanoseconds range in these room temperature data.  Bizarri and Dorenbos 

found that the room-temperature decay of Ce luminescence in Ce-doped LaBr3 occurs 

with the 16-ns Ce* radiative lifetime, implying that the “Process II" of thermally-

activated STE transfer occurs in less than 16 ns.  Detailed scintillation rise-time 

measurements in LaBr3:Ce with fast coincidence methods by Glodo et al [20] and Seifert 

et al [129] have identified prompt and slower stages of scintillation rise for 5% Ce given 

as 380 ps [20]or 270 ps [129], and 2.2 ns [20] or 2.0 ns [129], respectively.  We suggest 

that the ~ 300 ps rise reported in Refs [20] and [129] corresponds to a limited-resolution 

measurement of what we identify as dipole-dipole transfer to Ce from STEs created in 
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place (no thermal migration), and the ~2.1 ns process is the thermally activated Process II 

at room temperature in a 5% Ce doped sample. 

If we are correct in attributing the tens-of-picoseconds decay of STE to dipole-

dipole transfer of the STE energy to create Ce3+* excited states, and if we correctly 

identified the 2.1 eV absorption band in Figure 3-7 and 3-9  as charge-transfer excitation 

out of Ce3+* 5d, then we should expect to see the 2.1 eV band in Figure 3-6 and 3-8  as 

well, growing at a tens-of-picoseconds rate to match the decay of the STEs which are 

transferring energy.  We do not see that closure of the loop clearly.  There is not a distinct 

2.1 eV band in Figure 3-6 and 3-8.  According to the false color legend, the blue color at 

2.1 eV does not indicate zero induced absorption, but rather about 40% of the value 

induced there by 3rd harmonic excitation.  This indicates that the absorption observed in 

the region around 2.1 eV is created promptly on the scale of picoseconds upon host 

crystal excitations rather than growing at the rate of STE decay. This can be seen most 

clearly in the decay time plots of Figure 3-13 and the amplitude coefficients in Table 3-2.  

There are at least two circumstances that could produce this result and still be consistent 

with our above identifications of STE and Ce3+* excited states.  One is if STE absorption 

and the Ce3+* absorption band overlie each other in the 2.1 eV range.  The STE 

absorption is created suddenly and then partly decays with an exponential time constant 

𝜏.  If it spectrally overlaps a band such as Ce3+* that grows with the same time constant τ 

due to dipole-dipole transfer, and has equal strength, their sum would be a step function.  

If the strengths are not equal, there will be a smaller net decay or net growth relative to 

the step function.  The plots of 2.1 eV absorption in Figure 3-9 allow such an 

interpretation. 
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A second circumstance that could make the observation of growing Ce3+* 

absorption after host excitation difficult is if the STE has an additional decay channel 

besides transfer to Ce.  This could be thermal quenching since these measurements were 

made at room temperature.  In that case the time constants for decay of STE and for 

growth of Ce3+* would not be the same.  Unfortunately, the thermal quenching rate of 

STEs in pure LaBr3 has not been measured yet.  If thermal quenching is significant at 

room temperature, the growth of Ce3+* would be slower than the total decay rate of STE.  

Time constants longer than 180 ps are difficult to measure with the delay line and optics 

in our experiment.  Related to this, the luminescence rise data [20], [76], [129] indicate 

that there is a much slower 2.1-ns growth stage in Ce3+* population at room temperature, 

likely attributable to thermally activated migration of STEs over some distance [76]. 

Coverage of the gap between picoseconds and multiple nanoseconds is being 

pursued in ongoing experimental work in which the sample is excited by 300-

femtosecond laser pulses as before, but induced absorption is measured with a xenon 

flashlamp and streak camera.  Preliminary data of this kind shown in Figure 3-18 suggest 

slower growth of the supposed Ce3+* band at ~2.15 eV in 4% Ce-doped LaBr3 at room 

temperature, compared to the growth of absorption at 2.37 and 2.62 eV. The 10% - 90% 

rise times are 1 ns, 0.62 ns, and 0.5ns at 2.15 eV, 2.37 eV, and 2.62 eV spectral ranges 

respectively, where ~ 0.5 ns rise may be attributed to trigger jitter of the streak camera. 

3.4 Conclusions 

The following conclusions are drawn from the results presented: 

1.  A Vk-type ultraviolet band is found in LaBr3 and LaBr3:Ce when interband 

excitation of the host LaBr3 is accomplished by two-photon absorption.  A supporting 
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corollary to this is that when the excitation pulse wavelength causes it to be absorbed 

directly on Ce rather than two-photon excitation of the host, the Vk-type ultraviolet band 

is not found.  Since the Vk-type band is found in both undoped LaBr3 and Ce-doped 

LaBr3, and furthermore since Ce3+ in LaBr3 is widely considered not to be an electron 

trap, we conclude that the observed uv band is probably the 𝜎u → 𝜎g hole transition of 

self-trapped excitons rather than of bare self-trapped holes (Vk).  Finding a Vk-like hole 

transition of the STE in transient optical absorption of LaBr3 is not unexpected, since 

existence of STEs in this material has been well established by observations of STE 

luminescence [76] and optically-detected EPR in the similar material LaCl3 [100].  

Furthermore, calculations by Canning and del Ben have reproduced the Br2
- based 

structures of both STHs and STEs in LaBr3 [55]. This report is the first study of 

excitation-induced transient (picosecond) optical absorption in LaBr3 without and with 

Ce doping, and it finds the absorption signature expected for a (Br2)
- based STE hole 

transition.  

2.  The bound-electron absorption bands of the self-trapped exciton have been 

observed and identified in the red/infrared spectrum.  Their identification and 

classification as on-center, weakly off-center, and strongly off-center (Types I, II, III) 

was facilitated by similarities to corresponding observations in the well-studied alkali 

halides.  The theoretical calculations of Canning et al also found on-center, weakly off-

center, and strongly off-center configurations of STEs in LaBr3 [55]  

3.  Self-trapped excitons are the dominant species observed to be produced by 

interband excitation of electron-hole pairs in the host LaBr3, even when Ce dopant is 

present.  This finding is consistent with the main part of the STE-transport based model 
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previously proposed by Bizarri and Dorenbos [76] to account for their observations on 

STE and Ce* gamma-excited luminescence (scintillation) in LaBr3 with different Ce 

concentrations and at different temperatures.  Their luminescence measurements were on 

~1 ns and longer time scales, whereas the present induced absorption measurements are 

on the 0.5 ps to 180 ps time scale. Alternative species such as holes promptly trapped on 

Ce3+ (forming Ce4+), promptly excited cerium, Ce3+*, or electrons trapped on a 

recognizable defect or activator site were not found in any significant number in the first 

180 ps when electron-hole pairs in the LaBr3 host crystal were being excited. Rather than 

prompt Ce4+ formation by hole capture followed by electron capture to create excited 

Ce3+* corresponding to the “prompt Process I” suggested in Ref. [76], we observe STE 

formation in < 1 ps and partial decay in tens of picoseconds attributed to dipole-dipole 

energy transfer to Ce.  Our 5.9-eV two-photon interband excitation of the LaBr3 produces 

electrons and holes near the band edges, which could favor STE formation relative to the 

hotter carriers produced by gamma rays.  However, 8.83 eV excitation of hot carriers in 

the undoped LaBr3 also indicates STE formation within a picosecond.  It is important to 

link and correlate the two kinds of data and the two not-quite-overlapping time scales in 

this study and in Ref. [76].  We are making a start on that in some of the discussion to 

follow. 

4.  As observed particularly in their bound-electron absorption spectra, self-trapped 

excitons are formed at their maximum population within less than 1 picosecond of e-h 

pair generation, and very roughly 50% of them (the fraction varying with Ce 

concentration) decay with time constants of tens of picoseconds, also depending on Ce 

concentration. The behavior was summarized in the fitting coefficients of Table 3-2.  
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This fast decay of STEs probably occurs by energy transfer to Ce3+ because LaBr3:Ce has 

a very high light yield, which would be inconsistent with losing the observed ~50% 

fraction of fast decaying STEs to a decay channel other than Ce3+* production.  

Furthermore, the STE decay rate increases with higher Ce concentration so the decay rate 

of STE is somehow linked to the presence of Ce dopant. Tens of picoseconds is 

instantaneous on the time scale of the luminescence measurements in Ref. [76],so this 

transfer qualifies as part or all of the prompt Ce3+* production that they observed and 

labeled as Process I.  We suggest that the physical mechanism of this tens-of-picoseconds 

energy transfer process is dipole-dipole transfer from STEs at the location of their first 

creation close to a Ce3+ ion, so that no thermally activated migration of the STE is 

required.  The tens-of-picoseconds Ce-concentration dependent transfer rate should 

represent the average of transfer rates over multiple dipole-dipole distances consistent 

with the lattice structure and falling within a sphere of radius Rdd.  The higher the Ce 

concentration, the higher the probability that randomly created STEs will fall within Rdd 

of a given Ce.  Hence the fast-decaying STE fraction should become larger with 

increased Ce concentration, as observed.  Furthermore, each STE will gain multiple 

diple-dipole transfer channels to different Ce neighbors at high Ce concentration.  The 

decay rates to each neighboring Ce should add to give a faster decay time with increasing 

Ce concentration.  Fast photon coincidence measurements have shown that the 

scintillation risetime in LaBr3:Ce decreases significantly with increasing Ce 

concentration, from 9 to 0.16 ns as [Ce] goes from 0.5% to 20% [20].  This supports the 

conclusion above. 
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5.  The constant in our fitting of the STE decay is assumed to represent the 

amplitude of a decay component in the nanoseconds range in these room temperature 

data.  Bizarri and Dorenbos found that the room-temperature decay of Ce luminescence 

in Ce-doped LaBr3 matches the 16-ns radiative lifetime of excited Ce*, implying that the 

Process II of thermally-activated STE transfer occurs in less than 16 ns at room 

temperature.  Detailed scintillation rise-time measurements in LaBr3:Ce with fast 

coincidence methods by Glodo et al [20] and Seifert et al [129] have identified a fast 

stage and a slower stage of scintillation rise reported as  ~300 ps and ~2.1 ns, 

respectively.  We suggest that the ~300 ps rise corresponds within time resolution of the 

measurement to what we identified in #4 above as dipole-dipole transfer to Ce from STEs 

created in the close neighborhood, and that the 2.1-ns process is the thermally activated 

Slow Process II at room temperature in 5% Ce-doped LaBr3.  Slow Process II was 

described in Ref. [76] as the thermal migration of STE over a distance to encounter a Ce 

dopant. 

6.  In addition, the experiments of Ref. [76] at lower temperature and lower Ce 

concentrations revealed evidence of a “fast Process II" that was thermally activated with 

a different activation energy than was measured for the “slow Process II" attributed to 

migration of STEs over some distance.  They proposed that Fast Process II is a thermally 

activated process governing the rate of the final step in energy transfer from STEs to Ce 

after STEs reach the near-neighborhood of Ce.  The existence of thermal activation of 

STE-to-Ce energy transfer at close range which is distinct from thermally activated 

diffusion of STEs at long range was indicated by the temperature-dependent data in Ref. 

[76].  It is an intriguing concept.  We can suggest two possible physical origins for the 
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effect, which may be amenable to testing upon future completion of low-temperature 

picosecond absorption spectroscopy.  The two possible mechanisms we suggest for Fast 

Process II temperature dependence are summarized as follows: 

(a) Resonant transfer of energy from the STE luminescent state in LaBr3 to the emissive 

Ce3+*(5d) state is already on the verge of being energetically problematic as an uphill 

transfer.  Some overlap of the emission band of the energy-donor and the absorption band 

of the energy-acceptor is required for dipole-dipole transfer.  The peak of the LaBr3 STE 

emission band at 125 K is at 440 nm (2.8 eV) and its high-energy wing barely extends to 

4 eV at 125 K [76].  The threshold of Ce3+(4f-5d) absorption is about 4 eV at 10 K [111].  

The temperature-dependent increase of dipole-dipole transfer rate due to thermally 

enhanced overlap of the STE emission and Ce(4f-5d) absorption bands could be the Fast 

Process II that was observed [76].  STE emission bands typically retain a significant 

spectral width at low temperature because of their steep dissociative ground-state 

potential curve.  It is therefore reasonable to expect a finite emission/absorption overlap 

at 4 eV to persist independent of temperature at low temperatures. The dipole-dipole 

transfer rate is proportional to emission/absorption overlap [65], [70], [128].  To play 

with labels a bit, the temperature-independent "Prompt" and temperature-dependent 

"IIFast" processes observed by Bizarri & Dorenbos [76] could be the temperature-

independent and temperature-dependent terms in STE/Ce3+ emission/absorption overlap 

determining dipole-dipole transfer rate.  

(b) The rate of dipole-dipole transfer scales as (1 𝑟𝑑𝑑⁄ )6, where rdd is the (variable) 

distance between the two dipoles, in this case STE and Ce [65], [70], [128].  Now 

imagine that just a single thermally activated hop of the STE occurs.  In some cases, the 
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hop will increase rdd, and in those cases the transfer is suppressed.  But in other cases, the 

hop decreases rdd, and because of the strong inverse 6th power dependence, the transfer 

rate in that case becomes much faster because of a single hop of the order of a lattice 

constant.   We have suggested that the temperature-independent prompt Process I is 

mainly the dipole-dipole transfer rate averaged over the rdd distances corresponding to 

sites of STE creation in the lattice.  The average rdd decreases with increasing Ce 

concentration, so both the fraction of STEs participating in the transfer and the average 

rate of transfer increase correspondingly.  Then if the temperature is such that STEs can 

make a hop before they decay by other paths, there will be additional dipole-dipole 

transfers because of the hops to closer rdd as outlined above.  This might be an alternative 

reason for the Fast Process II.  The activation energy and/or pre-exponential factor would 

have to be different for these STE hops in the near neighborhood of Ce compared to STE 

migration over a distance in order to agree with the experiments in Ref. [76]. That has not 

been tested yet.  

7.  When exciting Ce3+ directly with an intense pulse of 4.43 eV light (3rd 

harmonic of our laser), a strong new band is seen at 2.1 eV, becoming stronger as Ce 

concentration increases.  For reasons detailed below Figure 3-10 and 3-11, we tentatively 

assign the 2.1 eV absorption band to electron excitation from the Ce3+* (4f-hole, 5d-

electron) excited dopant into the conduction band.  Therefore 2.1 eV absorption is a 

useful signature of the population of the Ce* excited states that are responsible for 

scintillation in LaBr3:Ce.  If correctly assigned, this absorption signature of luminescent 

Ce* excited states can be measured on faster (picosecond and sub-picosecond) time 

scales than can the scintillation itself by typically used methods.  We have presented in 
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Figure 3-18 preliminary absorption results excited by the sub-picosecond laser pulse but 

probed by a xenon flashlamp and streak camera in an effort to bridge the time gap 

between picosecond absorption and the existing fast scintillation data.  The medium-fast 

(sub-nanosecond & nanosecond) range of absorption and emission data under sub-

picosecond laser excitation will be studied more in future work.  

8.  We observed very short-lived absorption bands resembling STE bound-

electron spectra upon the direct excitation of Ce by a 4.43 eV laser pulse capable of 

driving 2- and 3-photon transitions on Ce assisted by real intermediate states, namely the 

Ce3+ empty 4f and filled 5d levels.  As was illustrated in Figure 3-12, a 3-step excitation 

of Ce3+ could result in production of an electron-hole pair immediately adjacent to a Ce3+ 

ion in its ground state, which could then form an STE immediately adjacent to Ce3+.  We 

suggest that this is the origin of the very short-lived STE bands seen in the 3rd harmonic 

experiments on Ce-doped samples.  Furthermore, their ~1 picosecond decay time seen in 

Figure 3-7 and 3-9 could be the direct observation of dipole-dipole transfer from the 

closest STE site adjacent to Ce3+. Interestingly, D.L. Dexter evaluated the dipole-dipole 

transfer time at the distance between two closest positive ions in NaCl (0.397 nm) for 

assumed good overlap of absorption and emission, finding 𝜏 ≈ 0.1 to 1 ps [65].  For 

moderately poor overlap in LaBr3 as discussed in conclusion 1(a), the 1-ps upper limit of 

Dexter's 1953 estimate seems spot-on.  In the same experiment that shows 1-ps decay of 

the STE adjacent to Ce, the 2.1 eV absorption band attributed to Ce3+* is seen to be 

formed within 1 ps. 

In summary, intrinsic relaxed electronic excited states in pure alkali mono-halide, 

alkaline-earth di-halide, and lanthanum tri-halide compounds have now been 
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characterized in all the three material classes by transient optical absorption. This 

complements previous x-ray-excited luminescence and optically detected EPR studies as 

well as first-principles calculations of the relaxed excited states in these three compound 

classes. Several observations common to the studied members of all three compound 

classes can be recognized.  Holes self-trap in a Vk-type halide pair configuration in all 

three materials, and electrons and holes form self-trapped excitons within about 1 

picosecond.  Further optical excitations of the STE can be seen as transient absorption 

bands that divide into an ultraviolet hole band and infrared or visible bound-electron 

transitions of roughly similar form in all three compound classes.  Presence of the bound 

electron in the STE causes the halide pair bearing the hole in an initially Vk-like 

configuration to translate and/or rotate to one or more (typically three) relaxed 

configurations in which the halide pair is displaced.  The STH and STE are mobile by 

thermal activation, and can in that way transport charge (STH) or energy (STE).  In alkali 

halides doped with thallium, specifically NaI:Tl and CsI:Tl, it has been shown that 

energy is transported mainly by separated charges, i.e. STH and electrons trapped on Tl 

[109], [110], [130].  The present study confirms the conclusion of Bizarri and Dorenbos 

that energy transport in LaBr3:Ce proceeds mainly by STE [76].  This difference between 

the recombination physics in alkali halide and lanthanum halide scintillators seems to 

follow from the properties of the dopants: Tl+ in alkali iodides is an excellent trap for 

both electrons and holes, so its presence actually suppresses STE formation by out-

competing the STH for initial electron capture [97], [109], [110], [130], whereas Ce3+ in 

lanthanum bromide is apparently not an electron trap.  At least in our experiments with 

laser interband excitation, self-trapped holes in LaBr3 appear to be better at capturing 
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electrons than Ce3+ ions are at capturing holes.  For one reason, the STH is a coulombic 

electron trap from a distance, whereas substitutional Ce3+ in LaBr3 is a neutral trap (at 

best) for either carrier.  The result seems to be that STEs are created first before 

substantial excitation of Ce3+ or formation of Ce4+.  The present study indicates that 

dipole-dipole transfer of energy from STE to Ce3+ is very effective in LaBr3:Ce despite 

their rather poor emission/absorption overlap, with transfer time of 1 ps from an adjacent 

lattice site and ~30 to 90 ps when averaged over a number of close sites. Thermal 

broadening of STE emission and Ce3+ absorption bands should increase STE/Ce 

emission/absorption overlap and may thereby produce the observed temperature-

dependent “fast process II of energy transfer". 
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ABSTRCT 

Transient absorption following generation of free carriers in the bulk of CeBr3 shows that 

the Ce3+* excited state responsible for scintillation light emission in this material is 

populated with a 10% to 90% rise time of 540 femtoseconds.  The Stokes shift of 

luminescence from this Ce3+*(4f, 5d) Frenkel exciton establishes that it is self-localized 

by lattice relaxation.  Charge transfer transitions from the valence band to the 4f hole 

component of the Ce3+*(4f,5d) lattice-relaxed exciton and from its 5d electron component 

to the conduction band are identified for the first time in CeBr3.  In LaBr3:Ce, energy 

transfer from bromine-based relaxed excitons to the Ce3+ dopant closest to the point of 

exciton localization occurred in tens of picoseconds depending on Ce concentration, 

whereas in CeBr3 the bromine-based relaxed exciton transfers energy to the Ce3+*(4f,5d) 

exciton in 540 fs. We failed to find evidence of any significant signature of Ce4+, i.e. 

holes trapped on Ce3+ ions, in excited CeBr3 or LaBr3:Ce in the spectral range 0.41 to 

2.16 eV.  The accurate time-sequencing of population in different excited-state and 

trapped-charge species involved in energy storage, transport, and emission after ionizing 

excitation is useful for understanding the fundamental mechanisms at work in 

scintillation as they may influence light yield, its proportionality to energy deposition, 

and energy resolution. Isolating the specific rise time of population in the emitting state 

from the other known contributors to coincidence-timing of gamma rays contributes 

information to the search for novel advances in ultrafast time-of-flight detection. 
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4.1 Introduction  

Two directions of active research on scintillators for advanced gamma 

spectroscopy and imaging aim to improve the timing resolution and the energy 

resolution.  Recent research has pushed gamma-ray timing resolution to the 100-

picosecond range, better enabling time-of-flight positron-electron tomography (TOF-

PET) and offering routes for distinguishing gamma rays emanating from multiple particle 

collisions per bunch crossing in high energy experiments planned for the high-luminosity 

upgrade of the Large Hadron Collider, for example [131].  To take full advantage of 

time-of-flight localization along the gamma-ray path, there is strong motivation to push 

the timing resolution toward 10 ps [132], which will require novel approaches and 

detailed knowledge of separate contributions to the timing resolution limit.  This study of 

picosecond-resolved optical absorption from excited states involved in scintillation was 

undertaken partly in support of the broad search for ways to improve timing resolution.  It 

also serves the parallel search for better energy resolution of gamma ray detection by 

providing information on rate parameters and populations in the excited states useful for 

modeling fundamental mechanisms underlying energy resolution and light yield [109], 

[110].  

Time-resolved spectroscopy of absorption induced following free-carrier 

production in a crystal can detect population in the activator excited state that has been 

transferred from free carriers in the host crystal in reasonable approximation of parts of 

the scintillation process.  In addition to the rise of population in the excited state of the 

activator, the same experiment can record the sequence of populations in intermediate 

excited-state species and/or trapped charge states leading up to the final emitting 
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population.  Part of the challenge faced in such work on a crystal is to first identify the 

absorption signatures of all relevant states in the sequence.  Transient absorption in 

scintillator materials measured by subpicosecond laser pulses in a pump-probe format has 

been applied to CsI:Tl, NaI:Tl, SrI2:Eu [97] in our lab.  Transient absorption combined 

with photoluminescence rise induced by subpicosecond laser pulses and measured with a 

streak camera were recently applied to Ce-doped gallium gadolinium aluminum garnet 

(GAGG:Ce) by Tamulaitis et al [98].   

CeBr3 studied in this work presents one of the best prospects among spectroscopic 

scintillators to achieve timing resolution in the low tens of picoseconds.  Coincidence 

timing resolution in CeBr3 has been reported at 119 ps [133] and 59 ps [134] in crystals 

of size 1-inch diameter × 1-inch height and 4×4×5 mm3, respectively.  Operation of 

LaBr3:Ce as a scintillator necessarily involves energy transfer over some distance from 

the host to a Ce dopant for a significant part of its light yield, from points of ionizing 

energy deposition that are mostly at random sites in the host LaBr3 to the somewhat 

dilute (typically 5%) Ce recombination sites.  Because of this, the scintillation rise time 

and main decay time decrease with increasing Ce concentration [20].  There is a two-

component rise of scintillation light reported in LaBr3:Ce [20], [135], [136] but not in 

CeBr3 [136]. 

CeBr3 along with the other cerium tri-halides exhibits an unusual dichotomy of 

two effective band gaps and two associated excitons of quite different nature, as 

illustrated in Figure 4-1.  Vasil’ev, et al have previously discussed the co-existence of the 

fluoride-based charge-transfer excitons and cerium-based Frenkel excitons in CeF3.[137]  

In CeF3, the two excitons have widely different energies such that virtually no resonant 
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energy transfer can take place.  Since there are 18 halogen valence electrons per formula 

unit compared to only one Ce f electron at the valence edge, more holes are produced 

initially in the halogen valence band than in the lone Ce 4f band.  The light yield and 

related energy resolution of CeF3 suffer the consequences [137].  In CeBr3, the bromine- 

and cerium-based excitons have similar and spectrally overlapping energies when lattice 

relaxation of self-trapped excitons is taken into account, such that resonant dipole-dipole 

energy transfer can be expected, leading potentially to energy concentration in the Ce3+* 

excited state as needed for scintillation.  But unlike cerium-doped LaBr3, where isolated 

Ce ions are the light emitters, in CeBr3 the Ce3+ ions located periodically in every unit 

cell mean that the cerium excited state is a Frenkel exciton. 

In the schematic band diagram of CeBr3 in Figure 4-1, we represent one valence 

band, VB#1, composed of fully-occupied bromine 4p orbitals, and another band about 1.2 

eV higher in energy which acts effectively as VB#2, composed from the occupied lowest 

cerium 4f orbital. In the related crystal LaBr3, which will often be compared, there are no 

4f electrons in the ground state but most of the other features of band structure remain 

similar.  A detailed band structure of LaBr3 along with confirming comparisons to 

experiment, has been given by Aberg et al [124] Approximately 5.9 eV [111] above the 

bromine-based valence band edge in LaBr3 (at low T) is the conduction band dominated 

by La5d orbitals with minor Br4d and La4f contributions [124].  Similarly, the low-

temperature band gap of CeBr3 is about 5.8 eV [126] and the conduction band can be 

expected to contain dominant Ce5d and minor Br4d and Ce4f contributions analogous to 

the LaBr3 conduction band.   
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Figure 4-1 | Schematic representation of energy bands around the fundamental gap in 

CeBr3 and two types of excitons supported: Bromine-based charge transfer excitons on 

the left and cerium-based Frenkel excitons on the right.  Excitons are indicated by 

showing the contributing electron and hole states connected by a dashed ellipse meant to 

remind us of the Coulomb binding and consequent correlation between the electron and 

hole.  This inexact representation was chosen because it allows representation of optical 

transitions of the electron and hole components of the self-trapped excitons to 

neighboring bands which are the basis of many observed transitions in our picosecond 

absorption spectroscopy. 

 

The basis for what should ''reasonably be expected'' for excitation-induced states 

in the gap lies partly in analogy to results of very extensive studies of self-trapped 

excitons (STE) in the reasonably similar metal halide materials, alkali halides.  An 

important bridge to STE structure in the rare-earth tri-halides of present concern is 

provided by recent first-principles calculations of Canning et al [55].  They found Br2
- Vk 

centers and Vk-based STEs in LaBr3 with three stages of off-center relaxation of the 

STEs, conceptually analogous to well known off-center relaxed STEs in alkali halides.  

Therefore we have borrowed the main model and nomenclature of STE lattice relaxation 
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from alkali halides (also alkaline-earth halides) to discuss and illustrate our observations 

on CeBr3, LaBr3, and LaBr3:Ce. 

We present lattice-relaxed (self-trapped) bromine-based excitons in the left half, 

and cerium-based Frenkel excitons in CeBr3 in the right half of Figure 4-1.  We have 

chosen to represent excitons by showing levels of the electron and hole states involved, 

with a dashed ellipse drawn to remind us that there is coulomb attraction and associated 

correlation in the exciton. It is not an exact or necessarily favored representation, but is 

appropriate because the charge transfer (CT) absorption bands that comprise much of our 

excitation-induced spectra are in first order separate excitations of the electron 

component or the hole component of the respective excitons.  Upward blue arrows in 

Figure 4-1 represent CT absorption transitions (a) promoting the bound electron in 

bromine-based STEs on the left and cerium-based Frenkel STEs on the right into the 

conduction band, (b) promoting a valence electron into the 4f hole component of the 

cerium-based Frenkel STE at the lower right, and (c) the well-known Vk-type absorption 

band transition filling the self-trapped hole (STH) on a bonded Br2
- pair from a deeper 

localized bonding state.  Radiative decay of the Ce3+*(4f,5d) self-trapped Frenkel exciton 

is the useful transition for scintillation of CeBr3.  Near-field coupling of the radiative and 

absorbing dipole transitions is the basis for dipole-dipole energy transfer suggested as a 

possibility in Figure 4-1. 

The notation I, II, and III in the upper left part of the bandgap in Figure 4-1 is 

shorthand notation of no off-center relaxation, moderate off-center relaxation and strong 

off-center relaxation of STEs established first in alkali halides but found in analogous 

versions by experiment and calculation in other metal halides including LaBr3 [55].  Off-
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center refers to displacement of the electron wavefunction centroid relative to the hole 

wavefunction centroid.  It has been well established that the larger the off-center 

relaxation, the more the bound-electron wavefunction in the STE comes to resemble that 

of an F center, occupying the energetically favorable halide vacancy that opens up as the 

halogen atom (bearing the hole) moves toward an interstitial site.  Consequently the more 

off-center, the deeper the electron binding below the conduction band.  This has been 

reviewed elsewhere [47] and we will not review the alkali halide example further. 

4.2 Experimental method  

The laser system comprises a Ti-sapphire oscillator and regenerative amplifier 

producing pulses at 840 nm with 300 fs pulse duration and about 3 mJ pulse energy at 10 

Hz.  Specifically the system uses a Coherent Verdi G7 diode driven continuous laser 

pumping a Coherent Mira 900 mode-locked oscillator whose output is amplified in a 

Positive Light regenerative cavity followed by a double-pass final power amplifier before 

recompression.  The pulse is split to generate 2nd harmonic (420 nm, 2.95 eV) and 3rd 

harmonic (280 nm, 4.43 eV) pump pulses which can produce two-photon absorption 

across the band gaps of CeBr3 and LaBr3 creating electron-hole pairs, or other excitations 

as described following.  Two-photon absorption used for excitation in this experiment 

allows interband excitation of free electrons and holes to be produced in the bulk of the 

sample, in some ways approximating results of gamma-ray stopping better than by direct 

absorption of interband light at the surface of the crystal.  The energy per pulse of the 

pump beam is measured to be 60𝑢J at the sample, giving an irradiance of approximately 

1012 W/cm2.  This irradiance is chosen to produce ~ 1018 electron-hole pairs per cm3 at 

the soft focus, similar to densities produced in the ~ 100 keV portion of a photoelectron 
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track.  The two-photon final state excitation at 5.9 eV produced by the 2nd harmonic pulse 

exceeds the CeBr3 room temperature band gap of 5.7 eV, so free carriers are produced 

although not the very hot carriers produced by gamma-ray stopping. 

 

Figure 4-2 | The solid blue curve and orange dashed curve are excitation and emission 

spectra, respectively, measured on single-crystal CeBr3 at 300 K [138].  The solid red 

curve is absorption of the 3-mm thickness sample of single-crystal CeBr3 used in this 

study (Optical Density scale on the right).  The solid green and dashed green curves are 

absorption of evaporated thin-film CeBr3 at 78 K and room temperature, respectively, 

replotted from [126].  The thin film absorption coefficient measured by Sato is 

approximately 104 cm-1 at the peak of the 3.6-eV band, not represented to scale in Figure 

4-1. 

 

When a LaBr3 sample is doped with 4% or 20% Ce for example, the 4.43-eV 3rd 

harmonic photons are strongly absorbed by Ce3+ (4f-5d transitions) before the beam can 

come to a sufficient focus to produce 2-photon interband excitation.  We used this as a 

method to see effects of direct excitation of isolated Ce3+ ions in LaBr3:Ce [139].  Figure 

4-2 displays the luminescence excitation spectrum of CeBr3 [138] along with the 
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absorption spectrum of the CeBr3 sample studied in this work and absorption of a thin 

film of CeBr3 [126]. Vertical dashed lines at 2.95 and 4.43 eV indicate the photon 

energies of the 2nd and 3rd harmonics of our Ti-sapphire laser with respect to absorption 

in CeBr3.  Because of damage by the 4.43-eV light in pure CeBr3, only the 2.95-eV 

photons producing two-photon absorption above the gap were used for CeBr3. 

The CeBr3 crystal was grown by Saint-Gobain Crystals.  The sample was cut, 

polished, and sealed in a hermetic enclosure with fused quartz windows under dry glove 

box conditions while at Saint-Gobain.  The tunable probe pulse for pump-probe 

measurements was generated by an optical parametric amplifier (OPA) and its frequency-

doubled output. A PbS detector was used from 1000 nm to 3025 nm and a biased Si 

photodiode for wavelengths below 1000 nm.  In this way, wavelengths from 575 nm to 

3025 nm (2.16 eV to 0.41 eV) could be measured. Time-delay data with this method were 

of good quality over the 0-170 ps range for each wavelength.  Changing wavelength to 

acquire spectra requires that the OPA be re-tuned for each wavelength, followed by 

pump/probe spot realignment as well.  This was a source of possible noise from 

wavelength to wavelength in the spectra, and indeed there is a streakiness in the spectra. 
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4.3 Results and discussion 

4.3.1 Comparisons of induced optical response across the La1-xCexBr3 

composition series 

 

Figure 4-3 | Absorption induced by the pump pulse is displayed versus probe delay from 

0 to 170 ps and versus probe photon energy from 0.41 to 2.16 eV. The samples are La1-

xCexBr3, where x is indicated at top. Labels above each color map indicate that the pump 

pulse (2.95-eV) excites the host or pure crystal by two-photon interband absorption, not 

Ce directly in a one-photon process. 

 

Figure 4-3 shows time-resolved spectra of induced absorption from 0.41 to 2.16 

eV and 0 to 170 ps following excitation of La(1-x)CexBr3 for x=0.004%, 4.4%, 22.2%, and 

100%.  Fig. 4-3 was measured after two-photon interband excitation of the host LaBr3 

and the bulk crystal CeBr3 by 420 nm (2.95 eV) photons which do not directly (one-

photon) excite the Ce(4f-5d) transitions.  In the left three panels for LaBr3 and LaBr3:Ce 

excited in the host matrix, we identified the absorption bands centered at 0.46 eV and 

about 0.9 eV as due to self-trapped excitons with Type I (on-center) and Type II 

(moderately off-center) relaxation, respectively [139].  It was suggested that some of the 
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absorption centered around 1.4 eV may be due to Type III (strongly off-center) STEs.  

The optical transitions are illustrated in the schematic band diagram of Figure 4-1 as 

photoionization of the bound-electron component of the STE upward into or approaching 

the conduction band.  First-principles theoretical calculations on STEs in LaBr3 have 

found three stable or metastable minima (I, II, III) at each of two of the three inequivalent 

bromine sites in the LaBr3 unit cell [55].  Inequivalent anion sites insan added complexity 

in LaBr3 and CeBr3 compared to alkali halides, and may account for some of the multi-

band complexity comprising each of the three main envelopes of induced absorption 

bands in Figure 4-3.  The decay of the three envelope bands of absorption becomes faster 

with greater Ce concentration, and this dependence was attributed to dipole-dipole 

transfer from host STE to Ce dopant before STE thermal migration can occur.  The Vk-

type ultraviolet absorption of the self-trapped hole component of the STE was also 

observed in host-excited LaBr3, corresponding to the schematic representation in the 

lower left of Figure 4-1. 

The right-hand panel for pure CeBr3 in Fig. 4-3 is quite different in character from 

the three LaBr3 spectra on the left.  The three band envelopes in the left panels centered at 

0.47, 0.9, and 1.4 eV are replaced in CeBr3 by two envelopes or bands at about 1.8 eV 

and 1.05 eV which decay more slowly and are considerably stronger.  Note the change of 

color map range for CeBr3.  There is a very fast-decaying shoulder in CeBr3 at about 0.9 

eV and a fast-decaying band at about 0.44 eV which correspond in energy to bromine-

based STE bands in the host-excited LaBr3 but decay much faster in CeBr3. 
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Figure 4-4 | Absorption induced by the pump pulse is displayed versus probe delay from 

0 to 170 ps and versus probe photon energy from 0.41 to 2.16 eV. The samples are La1-

xCexBr3, where x is indicated at top. Labels above each color map indicate that the pump 

pulse (2.95-eV 2nd harmonic in panels 1&4, 4.43-eV 3rd harmonic in panels 2&3) excites 

the host, pure crystal, or Ce directly. 

 

To suggest origins of the new induced absorption bands in excited CeBr3, we look 

at Figure 4-4 which compares the CeBr3 spectrum on the right to two LaBr3:Ce samples 

in the middle that were excited by one-photon absorption directly in the Ce3+(4f-5d) 

transition producing the dopant excited state Ce3+*(4f,5d).  Comparing the first and 

second panels for 4.4% Ce-doped LaBr3 excited in the host and on the dopant 

respectively, shows clearly that the three low-energy band envelopes of host STE 

transitions is swapped out to be replaced by longer lived higher-energy bands at about 2.1 

eV and 1.3 eV when Ce is directly excited.  In these color-map spectra, the host-excited 

LaBr3:Ce(4.4%) is blue at the top and red at the bottom, while the direct Ce-excited 

LaBr3:Ce(4.4%) is red at the top and blue at the bottom.  Continuing across the 2nd, 3rd, 

and 4th panels of Figure 4-4 shows that as Ce concentration increases, the band at the top 
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becomes progressively stronger.  The induced absorption near 2.1 eV is due to excited 

cerium.  We have argued that the 2.1-eV transition energy in LaBr3:Ce is 5d electron 

photoionization from Ce3+*(4f,5d) [139]. 

To compare Ce CT transition energies to band edges in LaBr3:Ce and CeBr3, it is 

useful to look again at Figure 4-1 which suggests where the Ce3+ 4f electron occupied 

level is located relative to the bromine-based valence band edge in CeBr3 versus 

LaBr3:Ce.  Dorenbos has developed a chemical shift model of vacuum-referenced 4f 

electron binding energies across many hosts and used it to estimate that the ground-state 

4f level of Ce dopant in LaBr3 is about 0.5 eV above the valence band edge [122].  That 

4f placement was used in our analysis of induced picosecond absorption bands of isolated 

Ce in LaBr3:Ce such as the middle two panels in Figure 4-4.  In Figure 4-1 we have 

taken the occupied Ce 4f band in CeBr3 to be 1.2 eV above the bromine-based valence 

band edge, 0.7 eV higher than the Dorenbos estimate for LaBr3:Ce.  Some of the 

experimental data that we cite to support the 1.2 eV estimated Ce4f-placement in CeBr3 

are represented in Figure 4-2.  

Sato measured the optical absorption of thin-film samples of LaBr3 and CeBr3. 

His analysis shows that the spectral features that can be attributed to interband transitions 

from the bromine-based valence bands to the conduction bands and associated excitons 

occur at the same energy in LaBr3 and CeBr3 to within about 0.1 eV [126].  The gap from 

bromine-based valence band to conduction band is about 5.7 eV in CeBr3 vs 5.8 eV in 

LaBr3 at room temperature.  The same measurements showed that only in the case of 

CeBr3, there were absorption bands at 3.6 eV, ~4.15 eV, and a rise starting from ~4.4 eV.  

The spectra are reproduced from Sato’s data in Fig. 4.2 as the green solid and dotted 
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curves for 78 K and 295 K respectively.  Sato attributed this absorption to Ce in CeBr3.  

The peak absorption coefficient of the 3.6 eV band was 𝛼 ≈ 104 cm-1.  This is quite a 

high absorption coefficient relative to usual impurities or defects, and approaches the low 

end of values associated with exciton peaks.  We suggest that the 3.6 eV absorption peak 

could be formation of a Ce3+* (4f,5d) Frenkel exciton, and the rise from 4.4 eV may be 

the onset of transitions from Ce4f to the conduction band.  Figure. 4.2 also reproduces the 

excitation spectrum of Ce3+* luminescence in crystal CeBr3 at room temperature 

measured by Drosdowski et al [138].  We are struck by the near correspondence of the 

3.8 eV peak in the Drosdowski excitation spectrum of a crystal and the 3.6 eV thin film 

spectrum of Sato.  The small relative peak shift could be due to use of an evaporated film 

by Sato and single crystal by Drosdowski et al. We propose that the large peaks in the 

excitation spectrum of Fig. 4.2 centered at 4.6 eV and 5.7 eV derive from transitions of 

electrons into the conduction band from initial states in the Ce4f and Br4p valence bands 

respectively.  Exciton peaks and strong band-to-band density-of-states features typically 

appear in luminescence excitation spectra on the low energy side of the actual absorption 

peaks due to surface quenching.  In constructing Figure 4-1, we therefore took Frenkel 

exciton creation to be represented at 3.9 eV on the 3.8 eV Drosdowski peak.  This is 0.1 

eV lower than the 4.0 eV Ce(4f-5d) absorption peak of isolated Ce in LaBr3:Ce [111].  

Our 3.9 eV assignment is a symbolic allowance for the fact that the Ce Frenkel exciton 

should be lower energy than the isolated Ce ion excited state because of exciton band 

dispersion. The start of transitions from Ce4f to the conduction band at about 4.5 eV in 

the Figure 4-2 excitation spectrum is labeled on the left side of Figure 4-1.  Subtracting 

this cerium-based band gap from the bromine-based band gap of 5.7 eV puts Ce4f at 1.2 
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eV above the bromine-based valence band in the estimate of CeBr3 drawn in Figure 4-1.  

The unrelaxed Frenkel exciton then is 0.6 eV below the conduction band.  We should 

note that this interpretation of the excitation spectrum [138] is not the same as was 

suggested by Drosdowski et al.  Their suggested peak assignments ascribed the 4.6 eV 

peak to the lowest 4f-5d excitation of Ce. This is considerably higher than 4 eV measured 

for the 4f-5d excitation of Ce dopant in LaBr3:Ce, which seems problematic in our 

opinion.  Modification of the 3.8-eV peak in the excitation spectrum by heat treatment 

does not disqualify it from being a Ce Frenkel exciton [138].  Sato also measured X-ray 

Photoelectron Spectra (XPS) of films of LaBr3 and CeBr3.  Comparison reveals a feature 

ascribable to occupied Ce4f in CeBr3 that is roughly in the range of 1 eV above what 

might be considered the bromine 4p edge, though resolution was not high.  It may also be 

noted that band structure calculations for CeBr3 using DFT + U found the occupied 4f 

band to be 56% of the way up from the top of the Br4p valence band to the bottom of the 

Ce5d conduction band [140].  Given an experimental band gap of 5.7 eV, this would 

translate to the occupied Ce4f band being 3.2 eV above the Br valence band and 2.5 eV 

below the conduction band.  That is closer to the conduction band than can be consistent 

with the transmission spectrum of CeBr3 in Figure 4-2, but the point is that DFT + U was 

indicating the occupied Ce 4f band fairly high in the gap of CeBr3 rather than very close 

to the bromine valence band as for isolated dopant Ce in LaBr3:Ce predicted by the 

chemical shift model [121].  There is a difference between Ce as an isolated dopant and 

Ce as a periodic component of a crystal.  There can be no concept of Ce*(5d) excited 

states in CeBr3 that are not part of an exciton or in the conduction band. 
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Proceeding on the basis of the CeBr3 bands as diagramed in Figure 4-2, we take 

into account the measured ~0.45-eV Stokes-shift of Ce3+* luminescence [138], and 

consider it as shared 0.25-eV self-trapping relaxation energies in the electron and hole 

components of the exciton.  The CT transitions to the bands will be from these relaxed 

electron and hole levels.  In Figure 4-1, the 1-eV electron photoionization band peak 

assignment is reasonable considering that the density of states (DOS) rises from each 

band edge.  The 1.7 eV envelope center of valence-electron excitation into the relaxed 4f 

hole in the Frenkel STE is consistent with Figure 4-1 as diagrammed.  Widths and shapes 

of the CT band envelopes might derive from DOS features of the bands.  The decay times 

of CT absorption transitions to both free-carrier bands from the same Ce3+*(4f,5d) exciton 

should be the same rate, which is consistent with the measured 1.05 and 1.7-eV band 

envelopes.  In our opinion, this fact argues against one of them being instead the CT 

absorption band of a Ce4+ trapped hole, which is unlikely to share a common decay with 

Ce3+*.  We conclude that a significant signature of Ce4+ CT absorption which would 

imply production of a significant population of Ce4+ trapped holes following electron-

hole pair production by two-photon excitation in this experiment has not been found in 

the 0.41 to 2.16-eV spectral range in CeBr3.  Earlier studies by the same method on LaBr3 

and LaBr3:Ce reached the same conclusion.  Two possible reasons for this finding are the 

18 -to 1 ratio of Br4p valence electrons to Ce4f valence electrons, and the relative capture 

cross sections of the positive Coulombic Self-Trapped Hole (STH) versus the site-neutral 

trapped Ce3+ in a sublattice of tri-valent rare earths.  The key points are that the initial 

excitation is less likely to produce holes on Ce than on Br, and that after electrons and 

holes are produced, capture of electrons on holes to produce STE is Coulombically 
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promoted whereas hole capture on Ce3+ lacks long-range Coulomb attraction.  The fact 

that excitons are produced in preference to trapped charge carriers, suggests that 

scintillation in both crystals is dominated by STE formation and energy transfer rather 

than binary recombination of charge carriers on cerium.  That in turn determines the 

kinetic order of recombination and a great deal about proportionality of light yield and of 

energy resolution at the fundamental level of modeling and possible material engineering. 

 

Figure 4-5 | Absorption induced by the pump pulse is displayed versus probe delay from 

0 to 15 ps and versus probe photon energy from 0.41 to 2.16 eV in CeBr3 after electron-

hole pair generation by two-photon absorption (2×2.95 eV). 

 

Figure 4-5 shows the CeBr3 data measured on the faster time scale of 0-15 ps.  It 

presents independent measurements taken at a higher density of pump-probe time delays, 

not simply a re-scaling of the time axis for the data of Figure 4-4. 

This faster view of the 1.8 and 1.05 eV CT bands involving the Ce3+*(4f,5d) 

exciton in CeBr3 makes it clear that the population in the responsible Ce3+*(4f,5d) exciton 
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state achieves its maximum occupancy in less than 1 picosecond.  To appreciate some 

details of what is involved in that, we focus attention on the low-energy shoulder of the 

1.05-eV band.  The shoulder may be considered to have its center around 0.9 eV.  We 

propose that it is the pure-CeBr3 version of the 0.9 eV Type II bromine-based STE seen 

already in LaBr3 and LaBr3:Ce.  In Figure 4-3, the relatively long-lived STE absorption 

at 0.9 eV in LaBr3 projects straight across the panels with increasing Ce concentration 

and increasing decay rate of 0.9-eV absorption to a 0.9 eV short-lived shoulder on the 

long-lived band at 1.05 eV in CeBr3.  The identified shoulder at 0.9 eV has an 

approximate 1-ps lifetime.  This is similar to the lifetime of the corresponding spectral 

band observed for direct Ce multiphoton excitation in Ce-doped LaBr3 [139], where it 

was concluded that 1 ps is the transfer time from a bromine-based STE to a nearest-

neighbor Ce3+.  

 

Figure 4-6 | The data of Figure 4-6 have been averaged over photon energies lying within 

the two major spectral bands, and the mean induced absorption is plotted versus time.  

The pump-probe coincidence (t = 0) was not determined absolutely independent of the 

absorption measurement.  The t = 0 is placed at the 50% point on the rising edge. 
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The data of Figure 4-5 have been averaged over photon energies lying within the 

two major spectral bands, and the mean induced absorption plotted as conventional rise 

and decay curves in Figure 4-6.  Figure 4-6 shows the 10% to 90% rise time of the Ce3+* 

population measured by its CT absorption at 1.02 eV to be 540 femtoseconds.  

Deconvoluting the 300 fs pulse width implies an approximate 300 femtosecond Ce3+* 

population time from 10% to 90% when the excitation was deposited as valence 

interband excitation, not primarily direct excitation of Ce. It is not the same as in gamma 

ray excitation because those carriers are hotter initially, and are created in spatial 

gradients.  But neither is it simple photoexcitation of Ce.  The carriers created 

independently and primarily by bromine excitation must get to a cerium excited state 

eventually in the form of an exciton in CeBr3.  This has a lot in common with a subset of 

what occurs in scintillation, and we have described an experiment that can measure it 

with subpicosecond resolution. 

The rise of absorption in the 1.8 eV band appears slower, with 10% to 90% rise 

time of 830 fs, but that includes the feature appearing as a bump at the beginning of the 

rise.  Looking at the spectral data from which these plots came in Figure 4-5, the bump 

can be seen to come from the weak but very early features at 1.65 eV and 2.0 eV.  We 

can also see that one other early bump at 0.88 eV was missed in the photon energy range 

0.95-1.08 eV chosen and averaged to represent the main band near 1 eV which we 

associate with Ce3+* CT.  The 0.88 eV early bump in Figure 4-5 is at the center of what 

we can imagine to be a short-lived band comprising the low-energy shoulder on the 1-eV 

band.  We discussed this shoulder from the aspect of spectrum just above, noting its 
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energy correspondence with the 0.9 eV band of bromine-based STE (Type II) in LaBr3.  

Another candidate for a feature that could appear essentially instantaneously with the 

pump pulse would be two-photon excitation of the Ce4f electron directly, creating an 

instant Ce4f hole.  We won’t push the speculation further than noting that this could be a 

possibility for the early (and weak) bumps at 1.65 and 2 eV in Figure 4-5. 

4.3.2 Dipole-dipole transfer STE → Ce3+* and Ce3+* persistence to nanosecond 

range 

The left 3 panels in Figure 4-3 were analyzed for STE decay time in Ref. [139], 

finding that in undoped, 4.4%-, and 22.2%-doped LaBr3:Ce, about 50% of the absorption 

decayed with time constants of 92 ps, 69 ps, and 38 ps, respectively versus Ce 

concentration.  The increase of STE decay rate with Ce concentration is clear, and was 

interpreted as indicating energy transfer from Br2
- STEs to Ce3+ dopant ions within the 

effective dipole-dipole transfer radius of STEs at their place of creation in the host lattice.  

This last stipulation comes from the tens of picosecond transfer rate being faster than 

would be expected from hopping transport of the STEs.  STE diffusion should 

characterize the part of energy transfer to Ce activators from the roughly 50% of STEs 

that decay more slowly than could be measured in this experiment. That slower transfer 

component was studied particularly in the luminescence and scintillation experiments of 

Bizzari and Dorenbos [76].  We sugguest that the 92 ps decay time of 50% of STEs in the 

undoped LaBr3 may be the dipole-dipole quenching rate of STEs with themselves under 

conditions of our picosecond absorption measurement, in which electron-hole pairs are 

created at a density of roughly 1018 e-h/cm3. 

To relate the transient absorption measurements most directly to scintillation, the 

absorption measurements of the Ce3+* excited state should extend into the range of one or 
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a few nanoseconds where scintillation detectors operate. We found nanosecond-range 

time-delay measurements to be more difficult than the picosecond range in our 

experiments, due to reasons which included some spatial incoherence in the ''delayed'' 

(advanced) pump beam as well as curvature in the rails of longer translation stages.  

Nevertheless, decay-time measurements in CeBr3 to 1.2 ns were measured and are shown 

in Figure 4-7.  Corresponding nanosecond observations were reported for LaBr3 and 

LaBr3:Ce in Ref. [139]. 

 

Figure 4-7 | Transient absorption decay plots in CeBr3 at 0.44 eV, 1.06 eV, and averaged 

from 1.65 to 2.07 eV, measured from 0 to 1200 ps. 

 

According to the previous discussion and Figure 4-1, the absorption in CeBr3 in 

Figure 4-7 from about 1.5 to 2.1 eV is attributed to Ce3+*(5d) VBCT transitions, the 

absorption at 1.06 eV to Ce3+* CBCT, and the band at 0.43 eV to bromine-based STE 

Type I.  After a rapid decay which could indicate dipole-dipole quenching of close Ce3+* 

and STE pairs, the absorption appears stable out to 1.2 ns.  Data using different portions 
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of the optical delay translation stage indicated that the undulations come from curvature 

in the ways. 

4.3.3 Comparing scintillation rise time with rise of population in the emitting 

level, Ce3+* 

Fast measurements of scintillation rise time of LaBr3:Ce [20], [135], [136], the 

rise [136] and decay times [136], [141] of CeBr3, and pulse timing with CeBr3 [133], 

[134] have been reported.  Glodo et al showed that the scintillation rise time in LaBr3:Ce 

depends on Ce concentration, with the dominant rise component varying from 15 ns at 

0.5% to 380 ps at 5%, to 160 ps at 20%Ce.  The rise had a fast and a slower component 

distinguishable at lower Ce concentrations. Seifert et al measured the rise of scintillation 

in LaBr3:Ce(5%), finding similar two components (and stated fractional strengths) of 270 

ps fast rise (strength 72%), 2 ns slower rise (strength 26%), and a very weak, slow rise of 

130 ns (strength 2%), the latter of which they suggested came from carrier de-trapping 

[135].  D. ter Weele et al measured fast and slower rise times of 184 ps and 1.05 ns in 

LaBr3:Ce (5%) excited with x-rays of energy ≤ 40 keV which have a small depth of 

interaction [136]. The fast subnanosecond rise of scintillation in LaBr3:Ce should 

originate from the ''prompt'' [76] rise of population in Ce3+*, which we measured 

indirectly to be 69 ps and 38 ps in 4.4% and 22% Ce-doped samples, respectively [139]. 

The 2-ns rise of scintillation in 5% Ce-doped LaBr3 should originate from the transport of 

STEs to the dilute Ce activators, termed slow Process II by Bizarri and Dorenbos [76].  

Thus in LaBr3:Ce, both the prompt picosecond-scale rise and the slower nanosecond-

scale rise components depend on Ce concentration via the range dependence of dipole-

dipole transfer[139] and the range dependence of STE diffusive transport [76] 

respectively.  Variable range to the closest Ce ion ceases to be an issue in CeBr3.  The 
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picosecond absorption data as interpreted in this study point to a main rise time of Ce3+* 

population in CeBr3 of less than 0.54 ps. 

With current applications for picosecond-scale fast timing of scintillation under 

intensive study [131], [142], [143], the prospect of striving toward thick-film or double-

ended gamma detection timing that might be limited ultimately by 0.54 ps (CeBr3) and 69 

ps LaBr3:Ce(4.4%) population rise compared to 161 ps and 184 ps currently measured 

scintillation rise [136] motivates continuing consideration of what goes on between 

population rise in the emitting state and the rise of detected scintillation photons.  One 

class of those processes contains light pulse transport through the finite sample to the 

detector, and another one, not unrelated, is named separately as self-absorption and re-

emission of the scintillation light, or generally velocity of light including group 

dispersion in all cases and exciton-polariton effects when present.  

Fraile et al [133] measured 119 ps timing resolution with a 1''∅ x 1'' CeBr3 crystal.  

They noted in comparison that Wiener et al [134] had measured 59 ps timing resolution 

''for a tiny 4 × 4 × 5 mm3 CeBr3 crystal''.  The logic of these comparisons points to a 

closing of the difference between measurements of rise time of population in the emissive 

Ce3+* level deduced from picosecond absorption and the rise time and amplitude (related 

to coincidence timing resolution) of scintillation itself, as the crystal size is decreased to 

suppress time-spreading from different optical collection paths, and self-absorption and 

re-emission.  The two measurements should become effectively equal approaching 

infinitesimal crystal size, which in a practical sense would have to be a single Ce3+* 

excited ion.   
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Limits on coincidence timing resolution have been discussed by Derenzo [142] 

and others [135], [144].  What the present experiments bring to the considerations is the 

first measurement of the rise-time of population in the emitting state, which is different 

from the rise-time of scintillation light at the detector.  We have seen that the former can 

be less than a picosecond, whereas the latter depends on sample size and may not be 

much less than about 70 picoseconds for normal scintillator size. The initial rate of 

increase of scintillation light at the detector, which can be represented in terms of the 

scintillation rise time, decay time, pulse amplitude, and spread of optical path lengths is 

the main determiner of the coincidence timing resolution [142].  The difference between 

rise-time of population in the emitting state and rise-time of scintillation light at the 

detector results mainly from two aspects of light transport in the scintillator.  The first is 

the spread of transport times at a given speed of light from gamma interaction locations 

randomly throughout the scintillator volume, propagating to a single detector.  Derenzo 

has pointed out that using a double-ended scintillator with two photodetectors to pin 

down the location of each gamma stopping event could allow correction of this aspect of 

transport spread down to at least 10 ps [142].  The second aspect of scintillation transport 

considered here is absorption and re-emission of the scintillation light in cases of small 

Stokes shift, which introduces a probabilistic variability of what the delay in re-emission 

is for a given photon and thus spreads the rising edge of detected scintillation in a way 

that cannot be fully corrected by double-ended detection.  If these spreading factors can 

be avoided or minimized by novel design, then the ultimate limit of time to populate the 

emitting state such as measured in this experiment becomes most relevant. 
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4.4 Conclusions 

Charge transfer absorption transitions from the valence band into the 4f hole of 

the Ce3+*(4f,5d) excited state and likewise of its bound 5d electron into the conduction 

band are observed and identified in CeBr3 for the first time.  Time dependence of these 

signals gives a doubly-identified history of population in the Ce3+* excited state 

responsible for scintillation, showing that it reaches its maximum within less than 1 ps of 

free-carrier generation in the bulk crystal by two-photon excitation. Its 10% to 90% rise 

time is 540 femtoseconds.  The Ce3+* luminescent state in CeBr3 is shown to be a self-

trapped Frenkel exciton, which receives population from initially created bromine-based 

STEs, by a process attributed to dipole-dipole transfer.  Similar dipole-dipole transfer 

from bromine-based STEs to Ce3+* dopant states has been demonstrated in LaBr3:Ce, but 

at more than 10× slower rate because the transfer in LaBr3:Ce is averaged over several 

spacings within the dipole-dipole range Rdd ≈ 3 nm (typical) whereas in CeBr3 every 

transfer is at the nearest-neighbor ion spacing of about 0.3 nm.  We found no significant 

signature of a Ce4+ CT absorption that would imply production of a significant population 

of Ce4+ trapped holes following electron-hole pair production by two-photon excitation in 

this experiment, within the 0.41 to 2.16-eV spectral range in CeBr3.  Earlier studies by 

the same method on LaBr3 and LaBr3:Ce reached the same conclusion for that system 

[139].  Instead, sub-picosecond formation of bromine-based STEs and also Ce-based 

STEs in CeBr3 is observed, suggesting that scintillation in both crystals is dominated by 

STE formation and energy transfer rather than binary recombination of charge carriers on 

cerium.  That in turn determines a great deal about proportionality of light yield and of 

energy resolution at the fundamental level of modeling and possible material engineering.   
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These picosecond time-resolved absorption measurements provide an interlinked 

set of first-time data on the unusual case of CeBr3 with its two co-existing types of 

excitons.  CeBr3 is a useful scintillator with some outstanding properties and potential for 

fast timing.  Detailed knowledge of population in key excited states and their 

transformations over time should be helpful for material engineering to improve light 

yield and energy resolution as well as exploring possible ways to exploit the very fast rise 

time of the Ce* emitting state population.  
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ABSTRCT 

We measure picosecond absorption spectroscopy on BaBrCl samples that are undoped, 

doped with europium to make activated scintillators, and codoped with gold (as AuBr3 in 

the melt) to increase light yield.  The time-resolved measurements provide insights on 

effects of interband excitation in BaBrCl including identification of self-trapped exciton 

(STE) absorption bands, the mechanism of energy transport from the host to the Eu 

activator, and effects of Au co-doping.  First principles electronic structure calculations 

of STE relaxations in BaBrCl are presented.  BaBrCl:Eu:Au is a beneficiary of two 

material modifications for improvement of performance that are intensely investigated 

recently -- a mixed-halide solid solution that is further modified by aliovalent co-doping. 
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5.1 Introduction  

 Among scintillation materials for energy-resolving detection of ionizing radiation, 

two of the best performing ones that have reached commercialization are LaBr3:Ce and 

SrI2:Eu.  LaBr3:Ce with Sr codopant holds the current record for gamma energy 

resolution by a scintillator, ΔE/E=2.0% at 662 keV [1]. SrI2:Eu probably holds the 

current record for light yield among commercialized scintillators, measured in the range 

of 90,000 - 120,000 photons/MeV [14], [145], [146].  While these are respective 

paradigms of two important technical performance criteria, both scintillators are 

expensive, both are very hygroscopic, and SrI2:Eu needs pulse shape analysis to 

overcome a problem with self-absorption of the Eu scintillation light [147].  Cost and 

ruggedness are important concerns in most applications, and strategically so for security 

screening where widespread deployment is crucial.  On several grounds, there remain 

reasons to continue searching for high-performance scintillators that are cheaper, e.g. due 

to ease of crystal growth, and are less hygroscopic. 

In the same chemical family with SrI2:Eu but with even higher density and 

effective atomic number, BaI2:Eu has been investigated as a scintillator.  However, it 

exhibits a light yield of only about 38,000 photons/MeV [148]–[150].  It was found 

roughly concurrently that trading the pure iodide anions for a 50/50 halide mixture of Br 

and I in a barium mixed halide salt yields decidedly better performance [151], [152].  

BaBrI:Eu scintillator crystals exhibit excellent light yield of 97,000 photons/MeV and 

energy resolution of 3.4% at 662 keV [153].  A number of barium mixed halides and 

mixed barium alkali iodides were also found to have good scintillation properties [154], 

[155].  This may be part of the empirical trend noted by Gektin et al that mixed ion 
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crystals and solid solutions often exhibit better scintillation performance in light yield and 

resolution than do the pure single-halide or single-cation versions [156].  Even with its 

excellent scintillation characteristics, BaBrI:Eu is still hygroscopic and relatively difficult 

to grow in large size, so the search for good scintillators within the barium mixed halide 

family continued, including demonstration of good performance and relative ease of 

crystal growth in BaBrCl:Eu [157].  The BaBr2-BaCl2 system forms a solid solution at all 

concentrations.  Crack-free transparent crystals of BaBrCl can be grown and the best 

reported performance in 5% Eu-doped BaBrCl includes light yield of 55,000 ph/MeV and 

energy resolution of 3.55% at 662 keV in a small crystal [157].  

Some members of the general barium mixed halide BaXY family, especially 

BaFBr:Eu are well known as storage phosphors for x-ray imaging [158]–[160].  The F 

center (halide vacancy trapping an electron) is found to play an essential role as a 

temporary electron trap, i.e. the “storage” step in the storage phosphor.  The electron 

binding energy of the F center in different members of the BaXY family at room 

temperature controls whether the material functions as a storage phosphor or possibly as 

a scintillator [161].  BaBrCl:Eu is one of the scintillators in this family as noted above.  

Our opening example of LaBr3:Ce:Sr illustrates the remarkable success of 

aliovalent co-doping in improving the already excellent performance of LaBr3:Ce.  The 

success of LaBr3:Ce:Sr helped promote widespread investigation of effects of co-doping 

on performance of other scintillators [106], [140], [162]–[165]. Co-doping turns out to be 

helpful in a number of scintillator materials, but particularly in halide scintillators the 

reasons are not always well understood and likely not always the same.  The present 

study deals with a finding by Shalapska, et al that co-doping BaBrCl:Eu with trivalent Au 
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(gold) produces a significant improvement of light yield.  It was shown that 0.1 mole% 

AuBr3 codoping in the melt tripled the scintillation light yield of 0.5% Eu-doped BaBrCl 

and made a 40% improvement in 5% Eu-doped crystals.  At the same time, Au co-doping 

diminished the slow component of scintillation decay, so-called afterglow [19].  

5.2 Experiment 

5.2.1 Sample charateristics 

The BaBrCl crystals were grown by the Bridgman-Stockbarger technique in 

evacuated sealed quartz ampoules using high purity (99.999%) BaBr2, BaCl2, EuBr2, and 

AuBr3 pellets from Sigma-Aldrich.  Ampoules were loaded and samples were cut and 

polished in an Ar-filled glove box with O2 and H2O maintained below 0.1 ppm.  They 

were re-polished and encapsulated in cells with fused quartz windows while in a 

nitrogen-filled glove box with O2 < 0.07 ppm and H2O < 0.28 ppm.  A list of the samples 

and some of their properties is given in Table 5-1. 

Table 5-1 | Some properties of the BaBrCl samples studied in this work.  Concentrations 

are given as mole% in the melt. 

Crystal Eu, mole % Au, mole% Thickness, mm 

BaBrCl:undoped 0 0 2.05 

BaBrCl:Eu 0 0.05 3.55 

BaBrCl:Eu,Au 0.5 0 2.3 

BaBrCl:Eu,Au 0.5 0.1 2.2 

 

 Impurity and Au content in representative BaBrCl as-grown crystals without and 

with doping was measured by Glow Discharge Mass Spectrometry (GDMS).  The main 

impurities detected are Na (few ppm wt.), I (⁓ 170 ppm wt.), and Ca (few ppm wt.).  

Data obtained on O, C. S are not reliable due to possible environmental contamination 

during sample preparation.  GDMS data on a melt-quenched BaBrCl:Eu sample co-doped 
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in the melt with 0.1% AuBr3 failed to find Au incorporated in the crystal above the 

detection limit of 0.9 ppm wt.  This null result was checked by Extended X-Ray 

Absorption Fine Structure (EXAFS) spectra on powdered single-crystal samples grown 

with Au in the melt, also failing to find Au incorporated into the crystal.   

5.2.2 Measurement of picosecond absorption  

The laser system and the main experimental method have been described in Refs. 

[166] and [97]. The regeneratively amplified Ti-sapphire mode-locked laser delivers 

fundamental pulses at 10 Hz, 840 nm, 200 fs. The bandgap of BaBrCl has been reported 

to be approximately 7.3 eV [19].  Inspection of Fig. 5-1 along with knowledge of the 

bandgap confirms that two-photon absorption of the 2.95-eV laser 2nd harmonic pulse 

would reach a final state only in the transparent “impurity edge” of BaBrCl, and so will 

not be useful for an interband pump pulse. The 3rd harmonic (280 nm, 4.43 eV) pump 

pulses of ~300 fs duration at the sample produce 2-photon interband excitation of hot free 

carriers in the bulk BaBrCl crystal. The excess kinetic energy of the carrier pairs is 8.86 - 

7.3 = 1.56 eV, offering a rough approximation of carrier energies in the phonon-mediated 

relaxation stage of gamma energy deposition.  Judging from Fig. 5-1, interband excitation 

of BaBrCl should be the main result of two-photon excitation by the 3rd harmonic laser 

pulses in both undoped and Au-doped BaBrCl. 
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Figure 5-1 | Absorption spectra of the 5 samples studied before radiation, also indicating 

the 2nd and 3rd harmonics of the laser pulse.  The 3rd harmonic at 4.43 eV can generate 

electron-hole pairs of total energy 8.86 eV by two photon absorption in undoped and Au-

doped BaBrCl, and can produce resonantly enhanced multiphoton excitation as well as 

direct Eu excitation in Eu-doped samples. 

 

However, Fig. 5-1 shows that the Eu dopant present at 0.5 mole% in our Eu-

doped and Eu/Au codoped samples will strongly absorb the 4.43-eV pump pulses.  Thus 

we should view the experiments on all 4 sample doping types as comprised of two 

possibly separate experiments: One in undoped and Au-doped samples probes absorption 

clearly induced by interband excitation of hot free carriers in the bulk crystal, and another 

in Eu-doped and Eu/Au codoped samples probes transient absorption induced by 

excitation involving one-photon absorption by Eu, possibly as the first step of a 

resonantly-enhanced multiphoton transition.  One possibility for what may be measured 

in the experiments on Eu-doped samples is that the induced transient absorption spectra 

will characterize excited europium, Eu*.  We will call this possibility (a).  Another 

possible outcome is that there will be resonantly enhanced production of free carriers.  
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The 3rd harmonic pump pulse energy in our experiment is 20 μJ, corresponding to pulse 

power of ⁓70 MW and power density (irradiance) at the ~1-mm radius pump spot of ~2 

GW/cm2.  This power density deposits a significant fraction ( ~50%) of the pump pulse 

total energy in the 2-mm thickness of undoped BaBrCl by two-photon absorption.  With 

Eu doping at such irradiance, it is likely that Eu will function as a resonant-enhancement 

intermediate state for two- and three-photon absorption producing mainly hot electrons 

and holes, i.e. that most of the excited Eu* produced should be photoionized by the same 

pulse.  Whereas two-photon absorption is dominant via the virtual intermediate states in 

pure BaBrCl, resonant enhancement can make three-photon absorption dominant 

alongside two-photon absorption.  We have previously found indirect evidence of strong 

three-photon excitation resonantly enhanced by cerium in LaBr3:Ce, in which the 

outcome was identified by picosecond spectroscopy to be electron-hole pairs relaxed in 

the form of self-trapped excitons [166].  The process can be approximately described as 

absorption of one photon to produce excited Ce* or Eu* as the case may be, followed by 

photoionization of the Eu* bound excited electron to the conduction band by a second 

photon, and charge transfer of an electron from the valence band into the Eu* hole state 

using a third photon.  At the end of this, Eu is left in its electronic ground state, there is 

some lattice vibration generated, and there is a hot electron and hole sharing excess 

kinetic energy from the 3 photons absorbed.  Note that the resonantly enhanced three-

photon absorption can produce electron-hole pairs with up to 3 × 4.43 = 13.29 eV, i.e. 

hotter than by two-photon absorption which dominates in pure BaBrCl.  We will call 

resonantly-enhanced two- and three-photon absorption the possibity (b) that may be 

observed.  
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We can experimentally distinguish whether possibility (a) or (b) is dominant in 

the actual measurements.  The test will be to observe and identify the initial induced 

absorption spectrum in the clear case of interband excitation of undoped and Au-doped 

BaBrCl samples, and then inquire whether the initial induced absorption spectrum in the 

Eu-doped samples is basically different or substantially the same as in the samples 

without Eu.   

Time resolution of induced absorption in undoped BaBrCl, Au-doped, Eu-doped, 

and Eu/Au codoped BaBrCl was measured using the pump-probe picosecond absorption 

technique.  By tuning the optical parametric amplifier (OPA) to a specific probe 

wavelength and varying the arrival time of the pump pulse, we could plot the delay time 

traces of induced transmission recorded by an amplified PbS detector in the spectral 

range 1000 to 2900 nm.  To cover the red-visible spectral range, the frequency of the 

infrared OPA output was doubled.  The photodetector used in the spectral range from 

¬575 nm to 1100 nm was a silicon detector.  The total spectral range covered with the 

tunable OPA and its direct or frequency-doubled output extended from 575 nm (2.16 eV) 

to 2800 nm (0.44 eV). 

Each different wavelength measured is on a fresh spot of the sample.  Before any 

pump exposure on a given spot, the probe-only transmitted signal (Io) was measured on 

the fresh spot, using 300 probe-only pulses averaged.  This pristine Io value is used as the 

reference signal to compute transient and residual induced absorption on the selected 

spot.  The induced change of the optical density is calculated by the formula 

𝛥𝑂𝐷(𝑡) = −𝑙𝑜𝑔10 (
𝐼(𝑡)

𝐼𝑜
).    (23) 
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I(t) is the transmitted signal at time t after the most recent pump pulse exposure.  

All experiments were conducted at room temperature. 

5.3  Results 

5.3.1 Stable FCl and FBr absorption bands induced by electron-hole pair 

generation in BaBrCl 

Each sample was irradiated by the 3rd harmonic laser pulses (4.43 eV photons, two-

photon absorbed) at 10Hz, averaging 30 shots for each of 100 delay settings comprising a 

pump-probe delay scan at a given wavelength.  Thus about 3000 pump pulses in 5 minutes 

exposure were accumulated in acquisition of a time delay trace.  In order to assess the 

residual color center absorption produced, a spot on each sample was exposed to the pump 

pulses for two minutes at room temperature and then the sample was moved within about 

3 minutes to a spectrophotometer for measurement of the optical absorption spectrum.  In 

Fig. 5-2, the stable defect absorption measured in a Cary 50 UV-visible spectrophotometer 

after 1200 laser shots exposure is compared for all 4 samples.  Only the undoped BaBrCl 

sample exhibits stable absorption that can be recorded above noise three minutes later in a 

spectrophotometer.  This was backed up by visual observation as recorded in the 

photograph inset.  It shows a purple spot of color center absorption that could be seen for 

several minutes up to an hour after accumulated interband laser excitation (two-photon 

absorption - total 8.86 eV) at room temperature.  It is visible to the eye only in the undoped 

sample.  Offsets evident in the mostly flat spectra for the doped samples were probably due 

to differences in surface finish including faint fogging of some of the encapsulated 

hygroscopic samples.  A more sensitive measurement by optically stimulated luminescence 

(OSL) at room temperature revealed color center bands at about 1.8 and 2.3 eV in a Eu-
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doped sample as well as the undoped one, but that is undetectable above baseline noise of 

the transmission spectroscopy employed in Fig. 5-2. 

 

Figure 5-2 | Residual color center spectra produced by 1200 shots exposure to two-photon 

interband excitation at 10 Hz, measured by spectrophotometer within ~3 minutes of the 

last shot for 4 samples with different doping conditions.  Inset: photograph of the 

undoped BaBrCl sample, showing purple color in the laser irradiated spot. 

 

The most prominent spectral features in Fig. 5-2 are the two absorption peaks at 

about 1.83 and 2.3 eV.  These can be compared with peaks at 1.83 eV and 2.25 eV in 

published difference absorption spectra ("after x-ray" minus ''before x-ray'') measured in 

BaBrCl:Eu by Xianguo et al [167].  The 1.8 eV band was identified as FCl absorption (F 

center on a chloride site) and the 2.3 eV band as FBr (on bromide site) by Bourret, et al 

[161] making use of DFT calculations similar to those discussed in Section 5.4.   
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5.3.2 Time-resolved absorption measured with picosecond laser pulses in BaBrCl 

without and with dopants 

 

Figure 5-3 | Time dependence of induced absorption in BaBrCl samples that are 

(clockwise from upper left) undoped, Au-doped, Eu-doped, and Eu/Au codoped.  These 

measurements are at the wavelength of 700 nm (1.77 eV), which is within the FCl band.  

The circled feature registered at negative delay in the undoped sample is the ''pedestal'' of 

induced residual absorption, effectively versus accumulated laser shot number as 

discussed in the text. 

 

Figure 5-3 shows time-resolved rise and decay curves of induced absorption at 

700 nm (1.77eV), which lies in the low energy side of the absorption band of an F center 

on a Cl site, denoted FCl.  The induced change in OD can be read from the vertical axis.  

Figure 5-3 displays data for each of the four different sample doping conditions.  

Clockwise from upper left, the BaBrCl samples are undoped, Au-doped (in the melt), Eu-

doped, and Eu/Au-codoped (in the melt).  The absorption induced by a pump pulse is 

plotted for relative probe arrival times from t = -4 ps to +16 ps where t = 0 ps corresponds 
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to coincident arrival of the pump and probe pulses.  The meaning of negative delay is that 

the probe pulse arrives before the pump pulse it is paired with, and so probes the effect of 

the pump in the preceding pair 0.1 s earlier, as well as residual absorption from still 

earlier pulses at 10 Hz.  Each plot represents 100 time-delay values spanning the stated 

time range, and at each time delay, the signal from 30 pump/probe pulse pairs was 

averaged. 

Look first at the negative-delay feature circled on the undoped BaBrCl response 

in Fig. 5-3, which we shall call the ''pedestal'' of residual absorption.  The pedestal rises 

with a very steep slope at first and then changes to a much lower slope as delay time 

approaches t = 0.  Although the horizontal axis is labeled “Time (ps)”, it is really 

representing accumulated pump-pulse shots received at 10 Hz in the negative-delay 

region.  Thus the pedestal plot registers purely the build-up of induced absorption versus 

radiation dose measured in units of accumulated pump pulses.  This may seem like using 

an ultrafast sledge-hammer to do a nearly steady-state 100-ms radiation damage 

experiment, but in fact it is important and useful to see this stage of radiation response 

registered quantitatively on the same plot with the picosecond transient absorption 

measured at positive delay.  The steep rise and subsequent saturation of residual F-center 

absorption in the pedestal region is a phenomenon well-known from the alkali halide 

literature.  The steep initial rise versus dose is often referred to as the ''easy stage of F-

center formation'' in which ionizing radiation produces free electrons that are captured on 

pre-existing halide vacancies.  The shape of the pedestal that we observe closely 

resembles the growth of the F band under x-ray radiation for alkali halide crystals 

measured by Rabin and Klick [62].  Saturation occurs when the pre-existing vacancies in 
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the probed volume have all captured electrons.  That saturation is followed by the harder 

''second stage'' of F center production in which one actually creates new vacancy-

interstitial pairs (F center + H center pairs), with the residual 100-ms survivors having a 

shallow slope versus dose.   

The easy formation of F centers by electron capture on pre-existing vacancies 

might impact scintillation performance, e.g. by removing electrons from the 

recombination pool that could otherwise contribute to light emission.  A quick conclusion 

that appears just from inspection of the negative-delay region in Fig. 5-3 is that the 

pedestal of easy F-center formation by populating old vacancies is largest in the undoped 

sample, next largest in the Au-doped, yet smaller in the Eu-doped, and smallest of all in 

the Eu/Au co-doped.  The stable (~ 3 minutes) F centers were only formed appreciably in 

undoped BaBrCl, and not observable in any of the doped samples.  In contrast, the 100-

ms surviving F centers contributing to the pedestal in Fig. 5-3 can be observed in all 

samples, with the amount of suppression depending on doping.   

Next, consider the positive delay portion of the data in Fig. 5-3.  When the probe 

pulse is at a positive delay relative to the pump, it measures the change in transmittance 

produced by the associated pump pulse that arrived just a few picoseconds earlier, as 

typically understood in pump-probe experiments.  This produces the big vertical jump at t 

= 0 ps delay for all four samples shown.  The picosecond pump-induced signal rides on 

top of the pedestal, which therefore serves as a ''recent baseline'' for all positive delays. 

Comparing the undoped and Au-doped plots in the top row of Fig. 5-3, the 

response at positive delay is similar for both samples.  It is a sharp step up from the 

saturated pedestal, rising from 10% to 90% in about 300 femtoseconds.  This corresponds 
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to the duration of the amplified pump pulse, implying a very fast rise of induced 

absorption.  The rise is followed in the undoped and Au-doped samples by an initial fast 

decay of < 10% in amplitude followed by flat or slightly rising absorption out to 16 ps.  

The height of the fast rise up from the pedestal at t = 0 ps is approximately equal (ΔOD ≈ 

0.1) for both the undoped and Au-doped samples.  From these data, the effect of the Au 

doping seems mainly to be a suppression of the ''easy F center'' pedestal from ΔOD ≈ 

0.18 in undoped to 0.048 in Au-doped.  The simplest way to achieve this would be if 

putting AuBr3 in the melt suppresses bare halide ion vacancies, including Cl- vacancies 

singled out simply because we are looking at the FCl wavelength in Fig. 5-3. 

Now look at the Eu-doped and Eu/Au-codoped samples on the bottom row of Fig. 

5-3.  The size of the fast rise above the pedestal level at t = 0 ps is still about the same, 

ΔOD ≈ 0.1, as in the undoped and Au-doped samples.  Most noticeable is that in both 

samples containing Eu there is a very rapid (~ 1 ps) decay from the maximum induced 

absorption just after t ≥ 0 ps.  The rapid rise and decay appears as a spike of absorption at 

t ≈ 0 ps.  Since Fig. 5-3 monitors absorption in the region of the FCl band, one might try 

to interpret the fast spike of absorption just after the pump pulse in the two samples 

containing Eu as additional absorption from some Eu charge state produced on top of 

normal F centers.  However, the ''on top of'' supposition doesn’t work because the 10 ps 

plateau with Eu present is much lower than the 10 ps plateau absorption of F centers in 

both of the non-Eu crystals in Fig. 5-3.  Supposition of an induced Eu charge state in 

competition with F center production doesn’t make good sense either, because the 

supposed Eu state absorption drops by up to 70% in about 2 picoseconds.  One would be 

losing too many Eu excited states to be consistent with the good light yield of this 
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material, which for 5% Eu doping achieves 55,000 photons/MeV or almost 100% of 

theoretical maximum light yield based on estimating invested energy 2.5Egap per 

electron-hole pair with Egap ≈ 7.3 eV.  We will temporarily refer to the fast-decaying 

spikes in Fig. 5-3 as “Eu attacking the induced 700 nm absorption'', and then try to assign 

the absorption and the attack mechanism after considering the spectrum of induced 

transient absorption. 

The effect of the dopants on the induced absorption at 700 nm if attributed to FCl-

like defects can be summarized in four observations: 

(1) The undoped BaBrCl exhibits the largest pedestal of residual FCl-like defect 

absorption.  A prompt further rise of FCl-center absorption at t = 0 ps (pump-probe 

coincidence) occurs on top of the pedestal of accumulated residual absorption.  The steep 

rise at t = 0 ps represents new F-H defect pairs created together from the perfect lattice.  

On the picosecond time scale of Fig. 5-3, one cannot tell if they persist, but they are 

mostly transient based on the slope of the pedestal’s hard stage.  Since 30 shots were 

averaged at each increment of 0.2 ps in delay time, we divide the absorption accumulated 

during the “hard stage” of the pedestal in undoped BaBrCl, ΔOD ≈ 0.04, by the ~ 480 

accumulated shots comprising that part of the pedestal.  Then the induced residual F-band 

in the hard stage ΔOD is roughly about 10-4 per shot in undoped BaBrCl.  Compare this 

to the near vertical rise of induced transient F-band absorption, which is seen in Fig. 5-3 

to be ΔOD ≈ 0.1 per single shot.  This is reminiscent of results from transient absorption 

spectroscopy in alkali halides, particularly KCl and KBr [93]. 
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(2) Doping with Au in the melt suppresses the pedestal of easy F centers to about 

30% of its undoped value, but seems to do little else.  In particular, Au does not ''attack'' 

the 700 nm absorption the way that Eu does. 

(3) Doping with Eu suppresses the pedestal of easy F centers to about 20% of the 

undoped pedestal value, and it quickly ''attacks'' the fresh 700 nm absorption induced by 

the pump pulse.   

(4) Codoping with Eu and Au has a similar effect on 700 nm absorption as doping 

with Eu.  The easy F pedestal is suppressed to about 5% of the undoped pedestal and the 

attack on 700-nm induced FCl-center absorption appears to be the most complete with 

codoping, i.e. reduction to about 32% of the maximum above pedestal background within 

2 ps. 

The above measurements and analysis were repeated for other wavelengths across 

the spectral range accessible to our OPA and frequency-doubled-OPA, from 2800 nm 

(photon energy 0.44 eV) to 575 nm (photon energy 2.16 eV).  The characteristic time 

profiles already introduced in Fig. 5-3 occur and change in a fairly systematic way versus 

probed photon energy.  Figure 5-4 presents data for 575 nm (2.16 eV), which is spectrally 

within the low energy side of the FBr defect band. 
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Figure 5-4 | Induced absorption time dependence curves measured at 575 nm (2.16 eV), 

FBr band region. 

 

The same general discussion given above of the induced 700 nm absorption 

versus doping applies as well to the 575 nm absorption (2.16 eV) in the FBr band region.  

The pedestal of easy residual F-center formation by electron capture on old vacancies is 

even higher in this FBr region, consistent with the relative heights of stable FBr and FCl 

defects measured by spectrophotometer in Fig. 5-4.  Notice in both F-center wavelengths 

that when either Au or Eu is added, the negative delay pedestal of ''easy'' F formation is 

reduced.   

The attack by Eu on the 575 nm absorption associated with FBr is not as strong as 

it was on 700 nm absorption associated with FCl.  Whereas Au codopant seemed to assist 
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the attack of Eu on the FCl absorption at 700 nm (Fig. 5-3), Au does not obviously assist 

the attack of Eu on the FBr absorption at 575 nm (Fig. 5-4).   

 

Figure 5-5 | Time dependence of induced absorption measured at 1200nm (1.03 eV). 

 

Figure 5-5 shows time profiles at a probe wavelength of 1200 nm (photon energy 

1.03 eV) that is out of the spectral range of either the FCl or FBr defect bands.  Yet it 

exhibits significant transient absorption induced by interband excitation.  The entire rise 

and decay traces for this wavelength appear almost identical regardless of doping, 

suggesting that the band at 1200 nm is a universal property of the BaBrCl host.  1200 nm 

is the peak of a transient induced absorption band that we will suggest is Type II STE, 

using terminology from alkali halides.  The ''attack'' of induced absorption at 1200 nm 

cannot be attributed to Eu in this case.  It is more general, independent of dopant type or 
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doping at all.  We suggest it could be nonlinear quenching of the type II STE at densities 

of order 1018 cm-3 needed to record reasonable optical absorption in this experiment. 

5.3.3 Transient absorption spectra – defect bands and STE 

 

Figure 5-6 | The induced absorption spectra for the 0 < t < 1 ps peak in black, and the 10 

< t < 16 ps plateau in red dashed, for each of the BaBrCl doping choices labeled. 

 

Next, we show spectral plots constructed from time-dependent absorption data at 

multiple wavelengths.  Figure 5-6 plots the induced absorption spectra for the maximum 

absorption occurring in 0 < t < 1 ps in black, and the plateau value of absorption averaged 

from 10 to 16 ps in red dashed lines, for each of the four doping conditions.  The spectral 

density of the measurement points is relatively sparse because of the need to use a fresh 
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spot of the sample for each wavelength.  Even so, one can recognize a commonality of 

four induced absorption bands that seem to be shared by all samples despite different 

doping choices.  The time-dependence traces reviewed earlier pointed to distinct 

differences in rise and/or decay characteristics versus doping.  In contrast, the spectra 

point more to similarities in spectral shape common to all samples without much regard 

to doping.  This suggests that the main four spectral bands are characteristic of BaBrCl 

itself rather than of particular dopants. 

To highlight the features independent of doping and improve signal-to-noise, Fig. 

5-7 averages the induced spectra for all three samples without Eu (i.e. undoped, Au-tip, 

and Au-cyl) plotted in black, and spectra for samples with Eu (i.e. Eu-only, Eu + Au 

codoped) plotted in red.  The top row plots spectra of the peak OD (0 < t < 1 ps) and of 

the OD persisting in the plateau averaged 10 to 16 ps.  In the top row, induced absorption 

at peak and plateau is measured relative to the pristine-sample reference Io as described 

in Section 5.2.2, Eq. (17), so the plotted OD spectrum includes the ''pedestal'' of residual 

F center absorption induced by all previous shots. 

The bottom row of Fig. 5-7 plots the difference spectra, ''Peak - Plateau'' and 

''Peak - Pedestal''.  Both of these difference spectra exclude the pedestal of residual F 

centers.  In Fig. 5-7 (d), Peak - Pedestal, the general rise toward high photon energy 

associated with the pedestal is eliminated, and the four induced absorption bands 

common to all sample dopings are revealed as having comparable strength at ~1.9 eV, 

1.6 eV, 1.0 eV, and ~0.5 eV.  Fig. 5-7 (c) confirms our observation that the Peak - 

Plateau difference, earlier called ''attack on induced F band absorption by Eu dopant'', is 

confined mainly to the bands at ~2.0 and 1.6 eV.  It will be noted that the list of the 4 
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absorption band peaks just given does not include the two F-band peaks at 1.83 and 2.3 

eV known from stable spectra.  The picosecond total absorption spectra for both the peak 

(< 1 ps) and plateau (~ 10 ps) features have ''F-like'' bands at ~2.0 eV and 1.6 eV, in each 

case about 0.2 eV lower than the known stable FBr and FCl peaks.  

 

Figure 5-7 | Induced absorption spectra are averaged for all BaBrCl samples without Eu 

doping (black) and for all BaBrCl samples with Eu doping (red dashed), for the 

maximum absorption achieved in 0 < t < 1 ps in upper left, and averaged absorption in 

the plateau defined as 10 < t < 16 ps in upper right.  Difference spectra are presented in 

the lower row.  Using terms defined in the text, the difference spectra are (Peak – 

Plateau), and (Peak – Pedestal). 

 

In Fig. 5-8, the red dashed, black, and blue-noisy spectra represent absorption 

characteristic of about 1 picosecond, 100 milliseconds, and 3 minutes after the latest 
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pump pulse that generated electron-hole pairs.  There are three F-band-like pairs of 

absorption peaks in Fig. 5-8, each shifted spectrally from the others.  The noisy blue 

spectrum shows the stable FBr and FCl absorption bands with peaks at 2.3 and 1.83 eV.  

The black spectrum is that of metastable F-like centers registered in the pedestal, formed 

as little as 100 milliseconds after e-h pair generation.  Recall from the discussion in 

Section 5.3.2 that the pedestal is measured at negative probe-pump delay, where the 

probe measures effects of the pump pulse in the previous pulse pair 100 ms earlier, along 

with residual effects of prior pulse pairs.  The pedestal spectrum is shifted about 0.2 eV to 

the low energy side of the stable peaks.  By analogy to alkali halide studies [93], these 

could be F centers perturbed by proximity to interstitial H centers created at the same 

time.  These metastable perturbed F centers must exist for up to 100 msec to be observed 

as residual.  The red dashed spectra of (Peak – Pedestal) in Fig. 5-8 have a large ~0.4 eV 

shift to the low-energy side of the stable F bands, i.e. peaks at 1.95 and 1.5 eV, and may 

be regarded as highly perturbed F centers in a close F-center/H-center pair.  It was shown 

first in alkali halide studies that a nearest-neighbor F-H vacancy-interstitial pair has 

significant overlap of the F-center electron with the H-center hole and thus behaves as a 

lattice-relaxed electronic excited state of the crystal, an off-center self-trapped exciton 

[47].  In preparation for further discussion of relaxed electronic excited states in BaBrCl 

and as background for some use of analogies and nomenclature from the alkali halides, 

we present in the following section electronic structure calculations of self-trapped 

excitons and defects in BaBrCl. 
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Figure 5-8 | Spectra of stable F-band absorption after ~ 3 minutes (blue noisy curve), 

pedestal height due to saturated residual F centers measured after at least 100 ms (black), 

and the difference curve, Peak minus Pedestal, due to newly created F centers within 1 

picosecond after the pump pulse (red dashed) in undoped BaBrCl. 

 

5.4 Electronic structure calculations of self-trapped excitons and defects 

We performed first-principles electronic structure calculations as a guide for 

interpreting observations on transient absorption induced by electron-hole pair production 

in BaBrCl.  Many detailed experimental studies using specialized techniques have been 

used to construct what is now a reasonably complete understanding of STEs and their 

conversion to F-H defect pairs in alkali halides, including optically-detected electron 

paramagnetic resonance [168], electron-nuclear double resonance [117], polarized 

spectroscopy with oriented self-trapped holes and self-trapped excitons [52], time-

resolved absorption [78], experiments conducted on mixed crystals [169], and under 

applied stress [170].  While STE phenomena have continued to be discovered in 
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additional materials through the present day, no other material has received the attention 

of so many experimental techniques focused on its STE properties as alkali halides, 

except possibly SiO2 due to its technological importance.  Instead, recently developed 

electronic structure calculations with demonstrated ability to capture the features of 

exciton and hole self-trapping, offer an economical tool often used to explore relaxed 

excited states, polarons, and defect formation in newly considered materials.  We 

summarize here the results of electronic structure calculations on self-trapped excitons 

and some relevant defect properties in BaBrCl.  Similarities of structure and properties to 

self-trapped excitons in alkali halides will be pointed out.  

At low temperature the crystal structure of BaBrCl is orthorhombic (Pnma space 

group 62). This is the same structure as BaCl2, BaBr2 and BaBrI, while BaBrF is 

tetragonal (P4/nmm space group 129]). The relation between BaCl2 and BaBr2  to the 

mixed halide structures is that BaCl2 and BaBr2  have two inequivalent halide sites so that 

in the mixed halides the larger and smaller halide atoms occupy different sites. This also 

means that in BaBrI, Br is the smaller halide ion and occupies a different site from 

BaBrCl where it is the larger halide ion.  

We have performed first-principles electronic structure calculations with the 

VASP [171], [172] and CP2K codes [173], [174].  The VASP code was used for bulk 

band structure and defect level calculations using the PBE generalized gradient 

approximation (GGA) functional while the CP2K code was used for PBE0 hybrid 

functional calculations for Vk center and STE calculations. The CP2K code has the 

advantage with its mixed basis Gaussian and plane waves that it has a very efficient 

implementation of hybrid functionals allowing us to easily simulate systems of hundreds 
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of atoms required to accurately model the atomic relaxation of the Vk center and 

corresponding STE states. The GGA functional does not correctly model the Vk center 

and more advanced methods such as hybrid functionals are required. More detailed 

explanations of these calculations along with more extensive results will be the subject of 

a future publication. 

The first calculations we performed were using the VASP code for band structure 

calculations of BaBrCl and BaBrCl with Br and Cl vacancies.  We used cell sizes of 192 

atoms and the PAW approach with the PBE functional and pseudopotentials. The halide 

vacancy calculations were performed by removing one halide from the supercell and 

relaxing the atomic positions, with the cell size fixed at the bulk structure, until the forces 

on each atom are below 0.01 eV/A.  The vacancy states have a hydrogen-like character 

modified by the lattice structure so the Cl vacancy state is a distorted 1s state.  The depth 

of the Cl vacancy state below the CBM is 0.45eV while the Br vacancy state is 0.4eV 

below the CBM.  By purely energetic arguments the Cl vacancy state would then be a 

stronger electron trap than the Br vacancy state and more likely to form. In relation to the 

absorption experiments in Section 5.3.3, we also looked at the excited states of the halide 

vacancy F-centers.  As mentioned earlier the excited states of the F-center tend to be 

hydrogen-like and like the 1s character ground state are very localized.  We can therefore 

scan up through the empty states above the Fermi level to find the excited states 

associated with the F-centers. The first excited state has a distorted 2s type character.  We 

then calculated the energy difference between the empty first excited state and the 1s 

ground state to have some measure of the absorption energy of the two different F-

centers.  While this is a very approximate way to calculate the absorption energy of the F-
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centers it gives some measure of the ordering of the absorption energies of the two F-

centers.  We found that the difference in energy between the excited state and ground 

state of the Cl and Br F-centers was 1.8eV and 2.1eV in remarkably good agreement with 

the experimental results of 1.83eV and 2.25eV and helping to identify which absorption 

is associated with which halide F-center. This also places the excited states of the two F-

centers in the conduction band. 

The next step in our calculations was to look at the formation of Vk centers and 

corresponding STEs using a constrained occupancy approach with hybrid-functionals 

using the CP2K code.  To perform these calculations we again take a large supercell 

based on the bulk structure, then move two halide atoms closer together and remove an 

electron to form a self-trapped hole.  An atomic relaxation is then done on the cell to 

obtain the equilibrated Vk center geometry. In order to model an STE we constrain the 

system to be in the excited triplet state by blocking the number of electrons in one of the 

spin channels to be larger than in the other spin channel, this time performing the 

calculation on a neutral cell.  As previously mentioned there are typically three types of 

STE relaxations in halide materials [47].  For alkali halides, type I has a geometry close 

to the Vk center geometry where two halide atoms move symmetrically together and the 

hole and electron state are centered on the two halide atoms. In type II, one halide moves 

closer to the neighboring halide which remains at the bulk lattice site.  In type III, a 

halogen atom moves through to a neighboring unit cell creating an interstitial and leaving 

a vacancy (Frenkel type defect).  Type III can be thought of as an F-center and H-center 

pair.  In the case of the binary alkali halides the crystal structures are primarily face-

centered cubic and some body-centered cubic so there is only one unique geometry of a 
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halide pair for forming the three types of STEs.  In the case of BaBrCl since it has two 

types of halides and an orthorhombic crystal structure the situation is more complicated.  

There are seven possible halide pair geometries for this crystal structure consisting of 

pairs of Cl-Cl, Cl-Br and Br-Br pairs.  If they can all form type I, II and III STEs then 

there are twenty one different possible STE geometries. We have not done an exhaustive 

study of the stability of all possible STE geometries in BaBrCl, but examples of the most 

stable type I, II and III geometries we found are shown in Figure 5-9.  From a theoretical 

point of view we find that these types of STEs are stable in a similar way to the alkali 

halides and LaBr3.  Further studies we did were to investigate the migration of these types 

of STEs as well as properties of hole and electron traps.  We performed these calculations 

via molecular dynamics simulations at high temperature of the exciton states to determine 

migration pathways and then used the nudged elastic band method to determine the 

migration energy barriers. While we found the migration pathways can be rather complex 

moving between the different types of stable STEs, the energy barriers to migration are 

typically of the order of 0.1eV.  Thus the STEs are mobile at room temperature and can 

easily migrate to the activator. The timescale for the STE to move to a neighboring site is 

of the order of picoseconds at room temperature. We also studied the migration of H-

center hole traps associated with interstitial halides that can be formed from gamma rays 

via creation of F-H center pairs.  Again we found the energy barriers for migration of H-

centers to be of the order of 0.1 eV.  More details of these calculations will be presented 

in a future publication. 
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Figure 5-9 | Charge-density isosurfaces from left to right: Type I, II and III STEs in 

BaBrCl. Top: electron states, Bottom: hole states. 

 

5.5 Discussion 

5.5.1 Self-trapped excitons and other transient defects in BaBrCl 

Our measurements of excitation-induced transient absorption spectra in undoped 

BaBrCl as well as the doped samples (Figs. 5-6 - 5-8) revealed four main spectral bands, 

at about 0.5 eV, 1.0 eV, 1.6 eV, and 1.9 eV.  First principles electronic structure 

calculations presented in this work find that many of the STE relaxed excited state 

characteristics now familiar from alkali halides and alkaline earth halides are also 

predicted for the alkaline earth mixed halide BaBrCl.  This included finding relaxed 

configurations of STEs similar in some regards to those previously labeled in alkali 

halides as Type I, II, and III (on-center Vk-like, moderately off-center incomplete F-H 
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pair, and strongly off-center nearest-neighbor F-H pair). With the expectation thus 

supported for finding STE spectra in BaBrCl that seem to follow patterns established in 

the alkali and alkaline-earth halides, we have suggested that the 0.5 eV band in BaBrCl is 

the type I STE.  The 1- eV band is proposed as Type II, and the 1.6- and 1.9-eV transient 

bands are attributed to Type III STEs involving partially formed chloride and bromide 

ion vacancies respectively.  The hybrid-functional DFT calculations used in this study 

cannot predict the STE excited-state transition energies, but have predicted the relaxed 

STE configurations that underpin the qualitative optical transition assignments suggested 

above.   

The absorption signatures of these relaxed STE states appear in undoped BaBrCl 

within the laser pulsewidth of 300 fs, and that seems to be the extent of excited states that 

can be detected within the 0.45 to 2.16-eV spectral range probed in our experiment, aside 

from the pedestal of residual F-band absorption discussed previously.  In terms of 

spectral bands of transient optical absorption produced, the doped samples seem to 

behave similarly to undoped.  Thus, based on observations within our spectral range, it 

appears that on the time scale of 1 picosecond, the main form of deposited energy from 

multiphoton nonresonant or resonant interband absorption is self-trapped excitons. 

5.5.2 Energy transfer from STE to Eu in BaBrCl:Eu 

Based on the experimental result that the initial pulse-induced absorption bands in 

Eu- doped samples are similar to the bands already identified as STE in undoped BaBrCl, 

we conclude that interband electron-hole pair excitation and subsequent rapid relaxation 

to STE relaxed states is the common starting point in our experiment, whether Eu is 

present or not.  When present, the Eu acts as a resonant intermediate state for multiphoton 
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interband excitation at the 2 GW/cm2 pump irradiance used.  One of the goals for 

undertaking the present study of picosecond transient absorption was to seek information 

on the mechanism of energy transfer from electron-hole pairs in the BaBrCl host to the 

Eu dopant ions.   

As previously noted, we do not observe a direct signature of Eu* excited states in 

the transient absorption spectrum from 0.45 to 2.16 eV.  In studies of LaBr3:Ce by similar 

technique, we did find an induced absorption signature of Ce* attributed to 

photoionization of the excited electron to the conduction band at an energy of 2.1 eV .  

Because the band gap of BaBrCl is wider than that of LaBr3 (7.3 vs 5.9 eV), it may be 

that the similar photoionization transition exceeds the 2.16 eV limit of our OPA probe.  A 

distinct effect that is observed in our spectroscopy is the rapid ''attack'' on induced 

absorption in the Type III STE bands (1.6 and 1.9 eV) when Eu is present, and only then.  

We suggest that this rapid loss of STE population in the presence of Eu is due to energy 

transfer from STE to Eu, since the 40% loss in STE population would otherwise 

contradict the light yield of BaBrCl:Eu, which is near the theoretical maximum if 𝛽𝐸𝑔 =

2.5𝐸𝑔𝑎𝑝.  We cannot rule out that some Eu* may also be produced by the laser pulse since 

Eu* absorption seems invisible in our spectral range.   However, we also observed that 

the strength of induced STE absorption at t ≈ 0 ps in 0.5%Eu-doped BaBrCl is about the 

same (ΔOD ≈ 0.1) as in undoped BaBrCl.  This implies that most of the interband 

excitations result in STE even in Eu-doped crystals, and that energy transfer from STE to 

Eu* should be regarded as the main route to populating Eu* in BaBrCl:Eu. 

Given the observed ~1 picosecond time for the "Eu attack" attributed to energy 

transfer from STE to Eu*, dipole-dipole transfer at nearest-neighbor distance seems the 
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likely mechanism.  In LaBr3:Ce, the 1-ps dipole-dipole transfer time was encountered 

only in the case when the excitation pulse involved resonant excitation by Ce dopant so 

that the electron-hole pairs were produced adjacent to Ce [166].  When a laser harmonic 

that avoided resonant absorption on Ce was used, the transfer time was observed on the 

slower scale of 69 ps at 4.4%Ce doping, attributed to dipole-dipole transfer averaged over 

a spread of distances falling within the Rdd transfer range, which is typically on the order 

of 3 nm.  As discussed in Section 5.2, we do not have the experimental option of avoiding 

Eu-resonant interband excitation in BaBrCl:Eu, and thus have observed only the transfer 

from STE to nearest-neighbor Eu.  The transfer time was found to be about 1 ps. 

Dexter calculated 1-ps dipole-dipole transfer time at nearest-neighbor separation 

in NaCl under the assumption of good overlap of the emission and absorption band 

spectra [65].  The dipole-dipole transfer rate is proportional to the overlap of donor 

emission and acceptor absorption spectra.  In BaBrCl, the STE emission band identified 

by Shalapska et al is broad and centered at ~ 5 eV.  The Eu absorption spectrum of 

BaBrCl:Eu in Fig. 5-1 extends up to 5 eV and thus overlaps the low energy side of the 

STE emission band.  Our transient absorption spectra show that the effect of ''Eu attack'' 

(being attributed to dipole-dipole transfer) is significant only for the two Type III STE 

bands at about 1.6 and 1.9 eV, not for the Type I and Type II STE bands.  In alkali 

halides, the highly relaxed Type III STEs always have the largest Stokes shift of 

luminescence among the possible STE configurations [47].  Attributing the low-energy 

(4.5 - 5 eV) luminescence to Type III STEs in BaBrCl, we may suppose that Type I and 

II STE luminescence occurs at still higher energy (5 - 6 eV?), out of resonance with Eu 

absorption.  Pushing this interpretation of the STE spectrum in Ref. [19] beyond what the 
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authors intended, we note that it appears as a three-component luminescence band, and 

only the low-energy component has good overlap with the Eu absorption spectrum. 

5.6 Conclusions 

Our data have indicated that Au doping does not make a noticeable difference in 

any of the picosecond time-resolved experiments, except in affecting the size of the 

pedestal of residual F-band absorption.  It suppresses the pedestal of residual F centers, 

implying that it reduces the concentration of pre-existing halide vacancies that can 

capture electrons to form ''easy stage'' residual F centers comprising the pedestal.  A 

likely effect of bare halide vacancy concentration on scintillation would be as a 

competitor for the electron in radiation-produced e-h pairs that could otherwise contribute 

to light emission.  If one or both of the FCl and FBr centers formed from pre-existing 

vacancies hold on to trapped electrons for significantly longer than the Eu* lifetime [19], 

there would be a shift of scintillation decay time toward long-tail emission or afterglow.  

Such components that exceed the shaping time are not counted in pulse height analyzers.  

A plausible hypothesis for the beneficial effects of Au codoping to both increase light 

yield and decrease slow decay is that Au suppresses the concentration of pre-existing 

halide vacancies, thus decreasing the drain on prompt electron-hole recombinations.  This 

conclusion is similar to that reached by Shalapska et al based on measurements of light 

yield and afterglow fraction [19].   

Our experiments have shown that Eu doping is even more effective than Au 

doping in suppressing the residual F center pedestal.  Furthermore, taking into account 

both Figs. 5-3 and 5-4, we concluded that Au co-doping in Eu-doped crystals does not 
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consistently suppress the pedestal more than Eu doping alone.  Can these observations 

still be consistent with the basic hypothesis suggested above, that Au suppresses the 

competing halide vacancy electron traps even in Eu-doped crystals?  Postulate that the 

effect of Au doped in the melt is to suppress halide ion vacancies.  While Eu (0.5%) is 

observed to be even more effective than Au (0.1%) at suppressing the pedestal, we will 

not assume that iso-valent Eu2+ operates in the same way as aliovalent Au3+ to affect the 

residual F pedestal.  In the literature on storage phosphors, an F center close to a hole 

captured on or complexed with a Eu ion may contribute its electron by tunneling or 

thermal release to combine with a hole associated with Eu, resulting in the Eu* 

luminescent state. 

The essential point is that tunneling recombination of F + Eu close pairs gives 

suppression of the residual F center pedestal that depends on Eu concentration.  This 

suppression mechanism by Eu doping does not imply that the isovalent Eu2+ suppresses 

the concentration of halide ion vacancies.  That is, Eu2+ and Au3+ can separately achieve 

F-center pedestal suppression by different and independent actions.  In this hypothesis, 

the Eu2+ suppression mechanism acts on the longevity of the F centers after they are 

formed, whereas the Au3+ suppression mechanism prevents the formation of the ''easy F 

centers'' in the first place by eliminating pre-existing halide vacancies that can trap 

electrons. 

Shalapska et al previously concluded ''... that the addition of Au in this material 

leads to a lower probability of charge carrier trapping at defect sites.''  The stated 

conclusion of Shalapska et al left it open as to ''... whether the lower trapping probability 

is related to a general reduction in the concentration of defects or to a modification of the 
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electron/hole migration and transfer processes in favor of charge carrier recombination on 

the luminescent centers.''  Our time-resolved data and the mechanism suggested above 

support the first part, that Au doping makes a general reduction in the concentration of 

halide ion vacancies.  Furthermore, conclusions from our time-resolved experiments go 

on to specify that the second possibility in the two-part conclusion by Shalapska et al is 

linked directly to the first.  Removing halide vacancies and their effect in breaking up 

electron-hole pairs created by ionizing radiation suppresses the slow STH migration and 

tunneling transfer processes to the benefit of rapid STE formation followed by 

picosecond-scale dipole-dipole transfer to Eu.   

There is a related issue of what happens to the holes in undoped BaBrCl to allow 

meta-stability of the residual F centers in the face of possible F-H recombination.  For 

guidance on this, we can go to the alkali halide literature on F and H centers at various 

temperatures.  The H centers are known to be very mobile at room temperature and 

considerably below, so they are moving rapidly.  It was shown that the H centers clump 

into larger aggregates of multiple H centers, from di-H centers (labeled V4 centers) [175] 

up to larger clusters [176] and dislocation loops [177].  These are relatively stable at 

room temperature and soak up a lot of H centers in specific aggregates, which therefore 

are trapped at considerable distance from F centers that remain more uniformly 

distributed.   

The hypothesis we have described supposes that Au doping prevents in some way 

most of the pre-existing halide vacancies that could support easy F-center production.  

Notice that for this action, the Au doesn't actually have to be present in the crystal at the 

time of ps spectroscopy and/or spectroscopy!  It may have exerted its effect chemically in 
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the melt.  This is important because GDMS and EXAFS measurements indicated that 

very little Au is incorporated from the melt into the sample.  Then how can Au doping 

exert control over pre-existing halogen vacancies? 

Monovalent alkali ion impurities substituting for Ba2+ in BaBrCl would appear 

negative because of the Madelung potential on the site occupied.  One mechanism for 

local charge compensation of alkali impurities when Au3+ co-doping is present would be 

simply for the alkali (alk1+) and the gold (Au3+) to associate. In principle the charge-

compensating pair could be scavenged from the crystal if the Au-alkali complex is 

rejected during crystal growth, e. g. due to poor lattice match.  The argument should 

apply equally well to divalent anion impurities.  Substitutional divalent anions (e.g. 

carbonate) look overall negative because of the monovalent halide site occupied.  So 

again there could be a Coulombic bonding between substitutional Au3+ and divalent 

carbonate.  This pair bonding may be even stronger than for the alkali impurity because 

the Au3+ and divalent anion can occupy adjacent cation and anion sites.  
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